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Samenvatting 

Dit proefschrift handelt oververificatie van hardware beschrijvingen. Een hardware beschrijving 
is een hulpmiddel voor het ontwerpen van (complexe) gei·ntegreerde systemen. Hierbij kan 
gebruik worden gemaakt van een hardware beschrijvingstaal. Ontwerpen van zulke systemen 
kan gezien worden als een proces waarbij begonnen wordt de eerste ideeen in deze taal te 
beschrijven. Vervolgens zal, door het nemen van ontwerp beslissingen, een reeks 
ontwerp-stappen uitgevoerd moeten worden waardoor uiteindelijk een resultaat verkregen 
wordt die fabricage mogelijk maakt. De rol die verificatie hierbij speelt is tweeledig. 

Allereerst zal een beschrijving steeds aan bepaalde eigenschappen moeten voldoen. Deze 
eigenschappen kunnen samenhangen met de betekenis van uitdrukkingen in zo'n taal, 
bijvoorbeeld of er kortsluitingen optreden. Maar ze kunnen ook samenhangen met het gedrag 
dat in zo'n taal beschreven is, bijvoorbeeld of het altijd het geval is dat er aileen nieuwe data 
bewerkt kan worden wanneer met de vorige 'iets' gedaan is. Ais een beschrijving aan zo'n 
eigenschap voldoet dan is deze consistent met die eigenschap. 

De tweede rol die verificatie speelt heeft betrekking op de ontwerp stappen die gedaan 
worden tijdens het ontwerp proces. De stappen die uitgevoerd worden zullen zodanig moeten 
zijn dat het oorspronkelijke en het nieuwe verkregen ontwerp aan elkaar gerelateerd zijn, 
bijvoorbeeld: ze moeten dezelfde functionaliteit hebben. 

In beide gevallen kunnen gereedschappen ontwikkeld worden om het ontwerp proces te 
ondersteunen. 

De systemen die in dit proefschrift worden beschouwd zijn uitsluitend synchrone systemen, 
d. w.z. centraal enkelvoudig geklokte system en. Talen waarin deze systemen beschreven 

. worden, ook wei computer hardware beschrijvingstalen geheten, onderscheiden zich 
fundamenteel van gebruikelijke computer talen zoals PASCAL en C. Het belangrijk~te 

onderscheid is wei dat met behulp van computer hardware beschrijvingstalen het 
tijdsafhankelijke aspect van een systeem nauwkeurig wordt vastgelegd, hetgeen in bijvoorbeeld 
PASCAL of C niet het geval is. Een eenvoudige computer hardware beschrijvingstaal wordt 
gepresenteerd en zijn betekenis gedefinieerd. 

Elke beschrijving in deze taal moet geverifieerd worden op de eigenschappen of er signalen in 
voor komen die kortgesloten of ongedefinieerd zijn. Een ander aspect is dat in synchrone 
systemen aileen lussen voor mogen komen als deze registers bevatten. Deze aspecten zijn 
gegroepeerd onder de noemer: correctheid van communicatie. Dit proefschrift behandelt een 
methode om de correctheid van communicatie te verifieren. Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van 
systemen van Booleaanse vergelijkingen . Deze systemen van vergelijkingen volgen uit 
bepaalde, geidentificeerde, delen van een hardware beschrijving. Door deze systemen op te 
lossen kan, aan de hand van de uitkomst, een uitspraak worden gedaan over de correctheid van 
de communicatie, 

De methode beschouwt feitelijk aileen het combinatorische gedeelte van de hardware. Dit 
betekent enerzijds een beperking van de methode, anderzijds is deze hierdoor efficient. 
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Verificatie van functionele equivalentie van twee hardware beschrijvingen is het tweede 
onderwerp van dit proefschrift. Aangenomen wordt dat beide beschrijvingen hetzelfde systeem 
op hetzelfde abstractie niveau beschrijven, d.w.z. dat de beschrijvingen van dezelfde 'algebra' 
gebruik maken. De methode die beschouwd wordt is gebaseerd op het afleiden van een 
kanonieke vorm voor ieder beschrijving afzonderlijk. Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van drie 
stappen. Ten eerste wordt voor een beschrijving een set expressies afgeleid, hierin komen 
ingangsvariabelen, uitgangsvariabelen, instantane operaties en eenheidsvertragings
operatoren voor. De tweede stap is het herschrijven van deze expressies door manipulatie van 
de eenheidsvertragings-operatoren. De laatste stap is het herschrijven van instantane operaties 
in hun kanonieke vorm. Functionele equivalentie voigt nu uit het identiek zijn van de kanonieke 
vormen. 

De manipulatie van eenheidsvertragings-operatoren is op zichzelf niet nieuw. Na een analyse 
van bestaande regels met hun tekortkomingen voor het doer dat hier nagestreefd wordt, van 
waaruit een nieuwe set regels voor de manipulatie van eenheidsvertragingen kan worden 
geconstrueerd. 

Voor het herschrijven van expressies met instantane operatoren worden drie 'soorten' 
expressies beschouwd: Booleaanse expressies, Booleaans vector expressies en tens lotte 
integer expressies. Voor iedere soort wordt een kanonieke vorm gedefinieerd en algoritmen voor 
het verkrijgen ervan gepresenteerd. 
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Summary 

This thesis is on verification of hardware descriptions. A hardware description is a means to 
design complex integrated systems. For this purpose a hardware description language can be 
used. Designing a system can be viewed as a process which starts with expressing the initial 
ideas in a hardware description language. The design process continues with a series of design 
steps in which certain design decisions are reflected. Ultimately, a design has to be derived in 
a form that is suitable for fabrication. The role of verification in this process of system design 
is twofold. 

Firstly, any description has to satisfy certain properties. These properties may be related to 
the meaning of expressions in the language. One such property is, for instance, the constraint 
that the description does not include a short circuit. Alternatively, a property that should be 
satisfied may also be related to the behavior of the description. For instance, it is usually required 
that new data may only be processed after old data has already been processed. If a description 
satisfies a certain property then the description is called consistent with that property. 

Secondly, verification can support the design steps that are carried out during the design 
process. These design steps have to be done in such a way that the original and the new 
description are in some way related, such a relationship can be, for instance, functional 
equivalence. 

For each of these roles of verification computer aided design tools can be developed to 
support the design process. 

The systems that are considered in this thesis are synchronous systems only, that is, systems 
with a central single clock. Languages in which such systems are described, usually called 
computer hardware description languages (CHDL's), differ fundamentally from conventional 
computer languages such as PASCAL and C. The main difference is that in computer hardware 
description languages the time dependency of a system is defined accurately, this is not the case 
in conventional programming languages. A simple computer hardware description language 
and its meaning will be defined in this thesis. 

Every hardware description in this language must be verified for the existence of short circuits 
and undefined signal values. Another property that needs to be verified when designing 
synchronous systems is that if there exists a cycle then this cycle must contain a register. These 
properties are grouped under the notion correctness of communication. In this thesis a method 
is developed forthe verification of the correctness of communication. The method uses systems 
of Boolean equations. These systems are derived from certain, well identified, parts of a 
hardware description. After solving these systems of equations, the results are used to draw 
conclusions about the correctness of communication. 

The method only considers instantaneous parts of the hardware description. This means a 
limitation of the method, it leads however to an efficient and practical tool. 

The second topic of this thesis deals with verification of functional equivalence of two hardware 
descriptions. It has been assumed that both descriptions describe the same system at the same 
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level of abstraction. That is, the descriptions are based on the same 'algebra'. The method 
proposed is based on rewriting each description into its canonical form. This involves three 
steps. Firstly, a set of expressions is derived from a description in terms of input variables output 
variables, instantaneous operators and a unit-delay operator. Secondly, each expression is 
rewritten by manipulations of the unit-delay operator. Thirdly, all (sub-)expressions that include 
instantaneous operators are rewritten into canonical form. After canonization two descriptions 
must be syntactically identical in order to be semantically equivalent. The equivalence relation 
considered is functional equivalence. 

Manipulations of unit-delay operators is not new. However, after an analysis of existing rules 
and their shortcomings, a new set of rules will be derived. These rules are based on the 
unit-delay operator and a newly created one: the unit-advance operator. 

For the rewriting of expressions with instantaneous operators three 'types' of expressions are 
considered: Boolean expressions, Boolean vector expressions and Integer expressions. For 
each type a canonical form has been defined and algorithms to obtain these forms are 
presented. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

'Thus, you are not comparing hardware, you are not comparing software - you are 
comparing "etherware" - the pure concepts which lie back off the software' 

D. R. Hofstadter (1979) 

In this chapter a brief introduction is given to the general concepts found in the design of digital 
systems. It is not pretended that this overview is complete. However, the most relevant concepts, 
topics and approaches are encountered. A simple model of the design process will be used to 
discuss a taxonomy for design tools. After this more general introduction, a more detailed look 
on verification will be given. A short overview of the most important approaches has been 
included also. An overview of the verification issues and the approach in this thesis will be given. 
Finally an outline of this thesis will be given. 

1.1 General Concepts for the Design of Digital Systems 

In the design of digital systems a number of concepts are used in order to tackle the problems 
that have to be faced. One of the main problems to be tackled is complexity which makes a 
structured design approach necessary. Three concepts are used in the design of digital systems. 
These are: design domains, levels of abstraction and hierarchy. Each will be considered globally 
in the sequel. 

Design domains 

With design domains a design can be looked at in 'different' ways. Gajski and Kuhn [GaKu83] 
have presented three basic domains. These are: 

behavioral domairr. specifies what the system does, i.e. specifies what function it is able to 
perform. 

structural domain: specifies the system in tenms of elements or components and how they 
are interconnected. 

geometrical domain: specifies the system in space, i.e. locates the elements and 
interconnection in space. 

To illustrate these concepts a small example is discussed: an inverter. In the behavioral domain 
the inverter is specified by a function: 
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INV: to, 1/ -to, II 

where INV(in) is defined as: 

INV(O) = I 
INV(I) = 0 

in~oul 

(A) 

'"~ 
(B) 

Vdd 

oul '""I In out 

Vss 
Vss 

(C) 

Figure 1.1: A system viewed in different design domains: (AJ Structural domain, logical 
level; (B) Circuit Level; (C) Geometrical domain, physical level. 

In the structural domain the inverter is represented by a symbol, see Figure 1 (A). It 'stands' for 
an interconnection of a pMOS and a nMOS transistor as shown in Figure 1 (B). The third domain, 
the geometrical domain, views the layout of the inverter. An example of such a layout for the 
inverter is given in Figure 1 (C). 

Levels of Abstraction 

The system to be designed can be considered at different levels of abstraction. For instance, the 
behavior of a system can be specified by an algorithm, or a set of Boolean equations. In the 
above example, for instance, the behavior of the Inverter is defined by the (Boolean) equation: 
out = INV(in). 
The structure of a system could be given in terms of, for instance: modules, such as arithmetic 
logic units (ALU's), multiplexers, registers and their interconnection; gates, flipflops and their 
interconnection; or transistors and their interconnection. 
An example of a system in the structural domain has been given in Figure 1 (B), where the 
inverter consists of a pMOS and a nMOS and a specific interconnection. 

The meaning of the word 'abstraction' can be found in any dictionary. In [Lon85), for instance, 
it is defined as: 'abstraction is the act or process of drawing away the attention'. In the field of 
digital system design the notion abstraction level is used to indicate what the 'atoms' of a design 
are. To clarify this assume that the system to be designed is called 'ADDER'. This system can 
be specified in many different ways, for instance the behavior can be specified as: 

y=a+b (BI) 

Another specification could be based on a set of Boolean equations, assuming that y (a and b 
respectively) are vectors of Booleans [yO,y1) ([aO,a1), [bO,b1) respectively), the behavior can be 
specified as: 

yO = aO xor hO 
yl = al xor hi x"r (aD and hOI (B2) 

Notice that by convention the left hand side of an equation represents output and the right hand 
side represents input. In the first specification, B1, the 'atoms' are integers and arithmetic 
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operations (such as addition). In the second specification, 82, the 'atoms' are bits and logical 
operations. 

Comparing the two specifications, 81 and 82, reveals that 81 uses more complex, more 
abstract, 'atoms' to specify the behavior than 81. It is said that 81 specifies the system ADDER 
at a higher level of abstraction than 82 specifies it. Another way to look at this is the following. 
The specification 81 hides the details of whereof the ADDER consists, whereas specification 82 
reveals more of these details. In fact, when going from a higher to a lower level of abstraction 
more of the 'real world' is taken into account. 

In the design of digital systems the abstraction levels are important. The requirements a system 
should fulfil are usually conceived at a high level of abstraction. To implement the system, a 
design at a low level of abstraction has to be obtained. Designing a digital system is in fact the 
process by which a system specification at low level of abstraction is derived. Details of this 
design process will be discussed later. First the abstraction levels that can be identified are 
discussed. 

The concept of abstraction levels already have a considerable tradition in the design of digital 
systems. Nevertheless, there seems to be no consensus about what these abstraction levels 
are. In the literature several different identifications of abstraction levels can be found. In 
[RamB?] eight levels of abstraction are identified. Here each abstraction level is characterized 
by specific models for: observable values, structure, geometry and time. Another identification 
of abstraction levels has been given in [CaPrBB]. 

Table 1.1: The Level.\' of Abstraction in I WaTh85 f. 

Behavioural Domain Structural Domain Geometrical Domain 

CPU's 
6. Architectural level performance specification memories physical partitions 

busses 

algorithms hardware modules clusters data structures 5. Algorithmic level 

operations ALU's 
register tr~nsfer multiplexers f100rplan 

sequ~ncers sequencing registers 
4. Functional block level 

3. Logical leve l Boolean equat ions 
gates 

course layout f1lpflops 
latches 

transistors 
differential equations resistors symbolic layout 

capacitors 
2. Circuit level 

di ffusion equations cross-tacts boxes 
conductors polygons 1. Physical leve l 

In [WaThB5] six abstraction levels have been identified, they are shown in Table 1.1. At each 
level of abstraction a system has a behavioral, structural and geometrical domain. This results 
in a matrix of design domains and abstraction levels. At each abstraction level and within each 
design domain the fundamental design 'atoms' are given. Observe that this identification 
demonstrates that the concepts, design domains and abstraction levels, are independent of one 
another: at each level of abstraction the three design domains can be distinguished and, 
reversibly, within each design domain the seven levels of abstraction can be distinguished. One 
might stipulate that these two concepts are orthogonal. 
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Figure 1.2: Example of a Hierarchical Design at Logical Level ill 'he Structural Domain. 

Hierarchy 

Design domain and level of abstraction are concepts that also provide information about the 
'status' of a system under design. That is, with the goal to obtain a design at low level of 
abstraction, the status of a design in terms of design domain and abstraction level is a 'measure' 
for the way that still has to be gone to achieve this goal. 

There is a third concept, that is important in the design of digital systems and is called 
hierarchy. One can speak about the hierarchy of a design, it is the way in which a certain design 
is composed. An example of design hierarchy is given in Figure 1.2. The system BIT2-ADDER 
is composed of two FULL-ADDERS. Each FULL-ADDER itself has been composed of two 
HALF-ADDERS and an OR-gate. A HALF-ADDER is composed of a X OR- and AND-gate. 
Assuming that these gates are the 'atoms' in this design, no further compositions is possible. It 
is this (de-)composition of a system that results in a hierarchy of systems and subsystems. 

It will be clear from this example, that design hierarchy and the associated (de-)composition 
of a system allows a divide and conquer approach of the design problem. The very nature of the 
hierarchy of a design is a tree-structure. In this particular example (Figure 1.2) the system is 
defined in the structural domain, and at the logical level. The later follows from the 'atoms' of 
which the system consists. And so, the hierarchy of a system is not encapsulated by any of the 
former two concepts. Moreover, a system specified in the behavioral domain might have a 
hierarchy that differs from the same system specified in the structural domain. 

1.2 The Design of Digital Systems 

Traditionally the design and production of digital systems have been separated. A designer 
starts with some idea or some document that might be considered as the specification of the 
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system. The outcome of her or his work is a layout of the system, this layout can be directly be 
converted into a set of photo-masks. These masks, are than used by a foundry for the fabrication 
of the integrated circuit. Afterfabrication, two more steps have to be taken. Firstly, the IC is tested 
to see if it meets its specification. Secondly, if the IC passes these tests it is packaged. 

In this section the attention is focussed on the first part of the trajectory: the design of digital 
systems. Or, more precisely, on the different design steps that can, ideally, be done while 
designing a digital system. In order to clarify these design steps a simple model of designing 
digital systems is used here. Designing an integrated circuits is a process in which a sequence 
of design steps is performed and that halts if a layout is obtained such that it 'implements' the 
'specification'. There are basically three different 'orderings' in which the sequence of design 
steps can be performed, these are: 

top-down design: in top-down design gradual refinements are made, starting at a high level 
of abstraction (for instance architectural or algorithmic level) a sequence of design steps 
is made towards lower levels of abstraction. While refining more aspect of the 'real world' 
are taken into account. 

bottom-up design: in bottom-up design gradual abstractions are made, starting at a low level 
of abstraction small basic systems are designed which are then used to built more complex 
systems until the specified system has been designed. 

meet-in-the-midd/e: top-down design at higher levels of abstraction and bottom-up at the 
lower levels of abstraction. 

In the meet-in-the-middle approach a designer usually only considers the higher levels of 
abstraction, the 'meet-in-the-middle' takes place on the border of technology dependent and 
technology independent design. When a designer has reached this border an automated design 
tool takes over to produce the layout of the integrated circuit. 

A simple schematic representation of a pure top-down design approach is given in Figure 1 .3. 
In this figure' D' is a design of a system. The level of abstraction at which the design is given is 
indicated by a subscript, so D; stands for a design at abstraction level i. Furthermore, within each 
abstraction level, there may be several deSigns, so called design alternatives. These 
alternatives are designs of a system at the same level of abstraction but differ in properties like 
timing, area or power consumption. In the figure these alternatives are denoted by a superscript, 

e.g. Dr. The design trajectory shown in the figure is top-down, since the level of abstraction 
decreases along the trajectory. 
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Simply put, to design a system means to make a sequence of design steps. These steps may 
be from higher to lower level of abstraction, within one level of abstraction or from lower to higher 
level of abstraction. Computer Aided Design Tools, mechanize these design steps. The three 
fundamental steps are: 
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Synthesis - is a transformation of a design, or a part of it, at some level of abstraction to a 
design at the next, lower, level of abstraction. So, a synthesis step refines a design. In the 
example of the system ADDER (section 1.1), for instance, the behavioral specification 
y = a + b may be transformed into the behavioral specification >'l = 00 xor bO, 
y l = a l xor hi xo r (aD and bOl o To perform a synthesis step a number of design 
decisions have to be taken, such as: word length, bit-adder type (ripple-adder, carry-save, 
carry look-ahead). 

Extraction- is a transformation of a design, or part of it, at some level of abstraction to a design 
at a higher level of abstraction. So, by extraction lower level details will be hidden. 
Extraction is often found at the lower levels of abstraction. Consider for instance the 
system INV in Figure 1.1, assume that its behavior has been specified at circuit level. By 
extraction a design is obtained which specifies the system atthe logical level: out = not(in). 
By extraction it is possible to derive a technology independent design. In this way, it is 
possible, for instance, to compare two designs based on different technologies. 

Correctness Preserving Transformation - is a transformation of a design, or part of it, to a 
design at the same level of abstraction. A typical example of a correctness preserving 
transformation is design optimization with respect to properties like timing, area and power 
consumption. To illustrate this, consider the system BIT2-ADDER in Figure 1.2. At the 
logical level it consists of two full adders. A typical correctness preserving transformation 
would be to replace the first full-adder by a half-adder, and the second full-adder by a 
xor-gate . The correctness preserving aspect of this transformation is the behavior: the 
outcome of the transformation is a design with the same behavior, however, it consists of 
considerable less gates. 
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These three design steps, synthesis, extraction and correctness preserving transformation, 
have in common that they transform a design into another design. Naturally, still the same 
system is considered. Important then is, to ensure that these designs implement the same 
system. That is , to ensure that they have equivalent behavior. Each design step is supposed to 
maintain behavior equivalence by the method used, this is usually called 'correctness by 
construction'. Another approach is to tackle the correctness problem by (formal) verification. 
With verification we want to increase confidence in the correctness of a design, simulation is one 
such way. Considering verification of the behavior of a design a more rigorous way is to apply 
formal verification, which means verification based on mathematical proof. Relating formal 
verification to the design process, three different kind of verification 'tasks' can be distinguished. 

Horizontal Verification-In horizontal verification the behavior of two designs at the same level 
of abstraction are considered. The verification task is a (formal, mathematical) proof of the 
behavioral equivalence of these two designs. An example of horizontal verification is: the 
verification of a full adder and a carry look-ahead adder. 

Vertical Verification - In vertical verification two designs at different (subsequent) levels are 
considered. The verification task is a check of 'behavioral implication', that is, a check on 
whether the behavior of the design at higher level of abstraction implies the behavior of 
the design at the lower level of abstraction. An example would be the verification of the 
system ADDER at arithmetic level and at logical level. 

Design Consistency Verification -In design consistency verification a design is considered 
with respect to a property. The verification task is a check of whether the design satisfies 
this property. Although no such properties have been introduced yet, a simple one can be 
thought, for instance: resettability. This notions comes from the Finite State Machines, 
such a system is called resettable if and only if the initial state can be reached from any 
other state. 

In section 1.4 more details on these verification tasks will be discussed, and an overview of 
verification methods is given in section 1.5. Sut first more attention must be paid to 
'designs', especially to the means by which a design can be expressed. 

1.3 Computer Hardware Description Languages 

So far the concepts used in the design of integrated circuits have been discussed, the basic 
design steps have been identified and the verification tasks have been issued. However nothing 
has yet been said about how to express a design. To express a design so called Computer 
Hardware Description languages (CHDl's) are used. Over the last three decades an enormous 
number of CHDl's have been developed. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to give a detailed 
overview of these languages and a comparison between them. Instead only a few will be 
mentioned here and some particularities are given. 

In the early days of the design of integrated circuits a CHDl covered one abstraction level in one 
design domain only. One of the first CHDl's was the Digital Design language (DOL) [DuD68]. 
With this CHDl it was possible to specify the behavior of a design at functional block level. 

However, since the systems to be designed increased in complexity other CHDl's were required. 
In particular they should be able to cover several levels of abstraction as well as different design 
domains. 

Conlan (Consensus language) [PiS085] has been proposed as a standard and general 
framework for a family of CHDl's. With Conlan a design can be specified either in the behavioral 
or structural domain, furthermore a choice between several levels of abstraction can be made. 
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The language Zeus [GeLi85] is a CHDL which allows designs to be specified in each design 
domain and has the ability to cover several levels of abstraction. A CHDL which has great 
similarities with ZEUS is the Modeling and Design Language (MoDL) [SmBe87]. 

The last CHDL that will be mentioned here is the VHSIC Hardware Description Language 
(VHDL) [ShLi85,LiSc91]. In this language a design can be described in the behavioral or 
structural domain, and it covers several levels of abstractions. At this moment it is the CHDL, 
that is, it has generally been accepted as the standard hardware description language. 

1.4 Formal Verification Tasks 

It has been stated previously, that formal verification can be helpful in gaining confidence in the 
correctness of a design. Especially since it resorts to mathematical methods. To illustrate this, 
a few simple examples will be given here, one for each verification task that has been identified 
in section 1.3. 

A classical example of horizontal verification problem is the following: given two finite state 
machines M1 and M2, do M1 and M2 have equivalent behavior? That is, do M1 and M2 have 
the same input-output relation? A more simple example that can be verified by the reader (using 
ordinary Boolean algebra) is the following: given the following speCification of a two-bit adder: 

yO = aO xo' hO 
yl = al xo, hi xor (aO and bO) 

Let the implementation of the two-bit adder be as given in Figure 1.2. Do the implementation and 
specification of the two-bit adder satisfy the same input-output relation? 

The design of a system always starts with some idea, which at some point has to be 'materialized' 
in the form of an initial specification. In horizontal (and vertical) verification a design (call it 
implementation) is always verified with respect to another design (call it specification) . 
Consequently, the implementation can only be as good as the specification. Assume that it has 
been proven that a specification and an implementation have the same behavior, but the 
specification includes the next two equations: 

y = a 
y = nor(b) 

It is easily verified that ,I' has value a if a = a and h = I, and y = I if a = I and b = O. In the 
other two cases y has value a and I, from a mathematical (behavioral) point of view the solution 
is not unique. From a physical point of view, however, there exists a short circuit for certain values 
of a and b. This small example demonstrates that verification of a design with respect to a 
property has essentially other potentials than horizontal verification. 

The verification of a design with respect to a property has been called Design Consistency 
Verification, hence it is verified whether, or not, the design satisfies the property considered. The 
two main classes of properties are: safety and liveness properties. Safety properties express 
constraints that 'bad things will never occur', whereas liveness properties express constraints 
that 'good things will occur in the future' (see also [CaPr88]). For instance, if we consider a finite 
state machine the following properties are important: 

• every state is reachable from the initial state (fairness) 

• the initial state can be reached from every state (resetability) 

• there is no state such that no other states can be reached (deadlock) 
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In the design of a digital (synchronous) system other properties can be formulated as well. 
Examples of such safety properties are: 

• every signal has 'always' (i.e. at each instance of time) a unique value, 

• there is no signal value that at some instance of time t depends on the value of that same 
signal at the same instance of time t. 

Finally vertical verification is considered. In this case design at some level of abstraction (called 
implementation) is considered with respect to another design at the next, higher, level of 
abstraction (call this one specification). Here specific difficulties arise, the main being the fact 
that there are inherent incompatibilities. In section 1.1, for instance, the system ADDER has 
been introduced. Initially it has been specified at the algorithmic level where the system has been 
specified as a function (addition) of two integers. At the logical level, however it has been 
implemented by bit-vectors and logical operations. It is for this incompatibility of 'datatypes' and 
'operations' between the different levels of abstraction that requires additional techniques. One 
such technique is based on homomorphisms. First a function is specified which, for instance, 
maps the atoms (data types and operations) of the specification to the atoms of the 
implementation. The specification can now be transformed to the next lower level of abstraction. 
In this way the vertical verification problem has been reformulated as a horizontal verification 
problem. 

1.5 Formal Verification Methods 

Several formalisms have been proposed and applied for the formal verification of digital designs. 
In this section a brief overview of these formalisms and their application is presented. The 
formalisms themselves are not discussed, details can be found in the literature referred to. 

First·order predicate logic 

Eveking uses first order predicate logic for various verification tasks. VERTIGO (VERifier of 
Timing COnditions) [Eve85a,Eve85b], for instance, is an expert-system for generating interface 
assertions through predicate transformations. These interface assertions describe the timing 
constraints that the environment should satisfy so that the design has the behavior specified. 
Within the taxonomy presented previously VERTICO is a design consistency verifier: it verifies 
a design with respect to timing properties. The description language SMAX [Eve86] for 
synchronous systems has been developed for vertical verification. In particular, SMAX verifies 
the behavior of an implementation at the logical level with respect to a specification at the 
functional block level. 

Hunt was the first to use the Boyer-Moore general purpose theorem prover [BoM079] for the 
verification of digital designs. He has applied this theorem prover for the verification of the 
FM8501 micropocessor [Hun86a,Hun86b]. A design of this processor at the logical level has 
been verified with respect to a design as instruction interpreter. 

Others, have used the Boyer-Moore theorem prover for the verification of digital designs as 
well. Verkest [Ver93], for instance, has used this theorem prover as an assistant for the 
verification of parameterized hardware modules used in the CATHEDRAL synthesis system 
[VeJ088] . 

Higher-order logic 

Hanna and Daeche [HaDa85] have proposed higher-order logic for the specification and 
verification of digital systems. They have shown that, for instance, arithmetic properties, time 
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dependency and structural decomposition can be specified in higher order logic. To mechanize 
verification they have introduced the proof assistant VERITAS. 

Gordon has proposed a proof system called HaL, which stands for Higher Order Logic. First 
experiences with HaL have been reported in [CaGoS6]. 

Propositional temporal logic 

Although it has not been mentioned yet, digital systems have a behavior which is a function of 
time. Generally spoken, digital systems are dynamic systems. There are several ways in 
modeling and verification to deal with this time dependency. In first-order and higher-order 
predicate logic time is modeled by an independent variable and signals are functions of time. 
Another approach is based on an extension of predicate logic by, so called, temporal operators, 
resulting in propositional temporal logic. 

Several temporal logics have been developed. These logics can cope with 'changes' and 
provide a formalism for reasoning from the past to what must or can be true at present and in 
the future. The four basic operators found are: 'next', 'always', 'eventually' and 'until'. The 
intuitive interpretation of the temporal operators is given below (where P and 0 stand for 
propositional formulas): 

P is true now 

DP: P is true now and at all future time 

OP: P is true at some future time 

OP: P is true at the next time 

PU 0: P is true at all time until 0 is true 

According to how 'time' is considered, propositional temporal logic is classified into: linear time, 
branching time and interval time temporal logic (denoted LTTL, BTTL and ITTL respectively). 

Bochmann [BocS2) has used L TTL to prove the correctness of the specification and 
implementation of an arbiter. Maruyama and Fujita [MaFuS5) have used L TTL to verify register 
transfer descriptions. 

Verification of an arbiter has also been reported by Dill and Clarke [DiCIS6). They used 
propositional temporal logic (a member of the BTTL family) called CTL (Computation Tree 
Logic). They developed EMC (Extended Model Checker or E.M. Clarke) to verify the truth of a 
formula. In [BrCIS6) they report on SML (State Machine Language) for the high level design and 
verification of finite state machines. 

Moszkowski [MosS5) has used ITTL for the specification and verification of hardware digital 
systems. He has applied the formalism to a multiplier circuit. The application of ITTL to basic 
components, such as an inverter, clocked 2-1 multiplexer, dynamic latch, 1 bit dynamic adder 
has been reported by Leeser [LeeS9). . 

Temporal Logic based verification uses a finite state machine model of hardware. The approach 
is capable of proving two FSM's functionally equivalent and moreover is adequate to verify 
properties such as fairness, resettability and deadlocks. 

Other formalisms for verification 

Another family of formal methods is grouped under the name Process Algebra. Examples of 
process algebras are: Communication Sequential Processes (CSP) [Hoa7S,HoaS5], Calculus 
of Communicating Systems (CCS) [MiISO,MiIS9). Bergstra and Klop have introduced Algebra of 
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Communicating Processes (ACP), see e.g. [BeKI86,BeKI84J. Kossen and Weijland [KoWe87J 
have applied ACP for the specification of verification of systolic algorithms. 
Another member of this family is CIRCAL which has been developed by Milner [MiI83J. This 
process algebra has been developed especially to capture real physical phenomena. The last 
process algebra that should be mentioned here is LOTOS [BoBr89J, it has been developed 
especially for the specification of distributed systems and is an ISO standard now. In general, 
process algebras allow system specifications at system level, where only the orderjng of 'event' 
are taken into account. More recent developments include extensions where time is modeled 
quantitatively. These are the so called temporal process algebras [ReR088, Gr090, HeRe91, 
MiFe93J. 

For the description and verification of hardware Barrow presented the PROLOG based system 
VERIFY [Bar84J. 

Larsson [Lar89J has developed a formal hardware description and verification method based on 
predicate logic. To increase expressive power of the description language he allows higher order 
predicates which have to be 'specialized' in order to apply the verification method. Instead of 
using time functions to describe the dynamic behavior he uses a 'temporal reference operator'. 
The verification method is based on canonization. The mathematical knowledge incorporated 
in the system is restricted, an interface to computer algebra systems has been proposed. 

1.6 Verification and Verification Method in this Thesis 
In this thesis only synchronous systems will be considered. These systems are of great interest 
for, for instance, signal processing. Many of the examples that will be given originate from this 
application area. It is assumed that a design of such a system is expressed in a hardware 
description language that covers the higher levels of abstraction. Typical atomic elements 
encountered are clocked memory elements and combinational elements such as adders, 
multipliers, tristate elements and logic gates. The hardware description language that will be 
used provides language 'primitives' for these elements. A hardware description in this language 
specifies which elements are being used and how they are interconnected, hence the language 
is structure oriented. The behavior of the design specified in this language can be inferred from 
the atoms used and their interconnection. 

Some small examples of verification have been given in section 1.4. In this thesis the attention 
is focussed on the verification of some properties (namely every signal has a unique value, and 
there are no algebraic cycles) and horizontal verification. In order for a hardware description to 
satisfy the properties mentioned, knowledge of the structure of the system is inevitable, 

To explain the verification method, a clear understanding of the difference between 'expressions' 
and 'function' is required. 

An expression is a purely syntactic construct, that is, a sequence of symbols that has been 
constructed according to some well defined rules. To emphasize that a construct is an 
expression it will be quoted. To illustrate this, two Boolean expressions, El and E2, are given 
below: 

El ='a and (b or c)' E2= '(a and b) or (a and c)' 

Such Boolean expressions can be used to describe the structure of a system. Expression El 
then describes the interconnection of one and-gate and one or-gate, whereas expression E2 
describes a structure that consists of two and-gates and one or-gate. Obviously El and E2 are 
different expressions. 

A Boolean function is a mapping of Boolean values to a Boolean value. The set of Boolean values 
are {O, I}. Formally a Boolean function f is maps a tuple of Boolean values to a Boolean value, 
for instance the function fis f: {O, I}" -{O.I}. 
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So Boolean functions and Boolean expressions are different notions. However, they can be 
related to one another. More precisely: a Boolean expression may represent a Boolean function. 
There are two different ways to establish this relation between expressions and functions: a 
semantical and a syntactical approach. 

The semantical approach is based on a valuation function, informally such a valuation 
function is a prescription of how, in a systematic way, Boolean values are assigned to Boolean 
expressions. 

The syntactic approach is based on specific laws or axioms that state which expressions 
represent the same function. Many of these axioms are very familiar, for instance: 

'a and b':;::: 'b and a' 
'a or 0':;::: 'a' 

'a and (b or c)':;::: '(a and b) or (a and c)' 

(commutativity) 
(identity) 

(distriburivity ) 

Now that a relation between expressions and functions has been established, it is easy to see 
that one function can be represented by many expressions. A formal verification method can 
now be understood as a method by which it can be demonstrated that expressions (or structures) 
represent the same function (behavior). 

This can be brought a step further, introducing an equivalence relation. Two Boolean 
expressions are (functionally) equivalent if and only if they represent the same function. 
Formally, it has to be proven that this relation is an equivalence relation. The main point of to be 
made is that an equivalence relation partitions the (infinite) universe of Boolean expression into 
classes of Boolean expressions. All Boolean expressions that belong to the same class are 
functionally equivalent, expressions in different classes are not functionally equivalent and each 
Boolean expression is a member of only one class. Such a class is called an equivalence class. 

Now the notion of a canonical map, or function can be introduced. A canonical function maps 
Boolean expressions to Boolean expressions. Informally, this function is a function that for every 
equivalence class maps every element within that class to one particular element of that class. 
The canonical map of an expressions is called the canonical form of that expression. Now the 
following interesting and crucial point can be made: 

Two Boolean expressions are (functionally) equivalent if and only if their canonical forms are 
identical. 

Using canonical forms it is easily verified that the Boolean expressions E1 and E2 defined above 
are functionally equivalent (this can also be deducted from the law of distributivity that has also 
been given above) . 

This means that, by virtue of a canonical map, the functional equivalence problem (which is a 
semantical problem) has been turned into a purely syntactical problem. A more formal 
discussion on the previous has been given in Appendix A 1. 

The verification method used in this thesis is based on such canonical forms. That is, actual 
proofs are derived by proving that canonical forms of expressions are identical. The main 
difficulty lies, of course, in the characterization of the equivalence relation, the canonical map 
and finally the development of algorithms that implement these canonical maps. 

1.7 Outline of this Thesis 

A classification of synchronous systems and the fundamentals of the hardware description 
language used in this thesis will be presented in Chapter 2. With the classification of 
synchronous system the relation between the behavior of these systems and the horizontal 
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verification method can be investigated and discussed. Part of the introduction of the hardware 
description language will be dedicated to conventions and terminology used in this thesis. 

In Chapter 3 the notion 'correctness of communication ' will be defined and discussed. By 
example two distinct verification tasks will be identified. The first task concerns the verification 
of 'signal labeling' , which means verification of a design with respect to the property that each 
signal has a unique value at each instance of time. The second task concerns the verification 
of the (non-)existence of 'algebraic cycle' , that is, verification of a design with respect to the 
property that there is no signal whose value at some instance of time depends on the same signal 
at the same instance of time. 

Signal labeling will be modeled by systems of Boolean equation that are derived from labeled 
trees. The verification of signal labeling can then be expressed in terms of a satisfiability problem 
of the solution of these Boolean equations. The proposed method is able to handle different 
signal strengths, as well as semantically different conditional expressions. 

The model used to detect algebraic cycles is the dependency graph. An algorithm to compute 
the 'cost' of cycles in this graph is presented, these costs are Boolean functions. The correctness 
problem can finally be stated as a satisfiability problem of the 'costs'. 

A start with 'horizontal verification' is made in Chapter 4. To verify functional equivalence of two 
synchronous hardware descriptions each description has to be transformed into a 'formal 
description' (FD). In such descriptions an abstraction has been made from the actual hardware 
descriptions. Basically hardware is described in FD by equations. These equation may include 
ordinary functions and delay operators. It will be shown that such FD's are better suited for formal 
verification than 'conventional ' hardware descriptions. 

A canonical temporal rule set for the manipulation of delay-operators in FD's is presented in 
Chapter 5. The shortcomings of existing rule sets with respect to how they handle initializations 
will be discussed. The new rule set is based on two operators: the delay- and the 
advance-operator. A proof that the rule set is Noetherian and confluent will be given. The general 
form of the temporal canonical form will be given. At the end of the chapter a number of examples 
is presented and discussed. 

In Chapter 6 canonical forms for three symbolic algebra's are given: Boolean algebra, Boolean 
vector algebra and arithmetic algebra. The canonical form of Boolean expressions can be used 
to proof the correctness of communication as presented in Chapter 3. This form and the other 
forms can also be used to rewrite fonnal descriptions into canonical fonn. The common algebraic 
base for the development of the canonical forms is the (Boolean) ring. 

Each chapter ends with a discussion on the issues and results brought forward. A final , as far 
as this thesis is concerned, and more global discussion is given in the Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 

Deterministic Synchronous Systems 
and 
Their Description 

'Voor een sociologische interesse in kennis- en 
bewustzijnsvormen is het volkomen irrelevant 

of de bestudeerde inzichten, denkbeelden en 
overtuigingen wel "waar" zijn' 

P.E.l. Buik (1981) 

In this chapter the fundamentals used in this thesis are presented. A formal definition of 
deterministic synchronous systems (DSS) is given. The more generally known Finite State 
Machine is a subclass of deterministic synchronous systems. When considering the structure 
of a DSS a partitioning into three classes can be made: Instantaneous Systems (IS), 
Non-Recursive Systems (NRS) and Recursive Systems (RS). 

For the design of DSS's a programming language and a simple, structure oriented, hardware 
description language is introduced. 

Given these fundamentals, the first problem that is identified concerns the question whether 
a hardware description has the behavior of a DSS. In practice this means that there may not exist 
signals that are undefined or in collision nor are algebraic cycles allowed. These notions will be 
discussed by example. The second problem is that of functional equivalence. Two hardware 
descriptions are functionally equivalent if they have the same input-output behavior. The 
methodology to verify functional equivalence is based on canonization of non-recursive 
systems, and is explained by considering the various classes of systems. 

2,1 Deterministic Synchronous Systems 

The definition of a system that is used in this thesis can be found in any textbook on system 
theory. The subclass of finite state machines is treated extensively in e.g. [HoUI79]. We begin 
with defining time and signals. 

Time is defined as the set of natural numbers N. A time instance 1 is an element of this set, hence 
1 E N . So time is ordered and due to this the notions previous and next can be introduced. Given 
time instance I, the previous time instance is 1 - 1 (if 1 > 0) and the next time instance is 1 + I. 

A stream, or signal, over a set of values S is a mapping with domain N to codomain S, hence 
a stream x is defined as: 
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x: N-5 

The elements of a stream are ordered according to the ordering of the natural numbers. The set 
of values can be any set. For instance, the set of Boolean values 91 ~ to, II, the set of integers 
:is ~ to, ± t , ± 2, .. ./ or a finite subset of integers :is, ~ { - 2" - , , .... 2' -, - II. 

A stream x at a certain instance of time I (E N) is x(t) (E S) . The definition of a signal may be 
extended to a mapping of time to a tuple of values. The k-tuples over the value sets S" S" ...• S, 
is a set defined by the Cartesian product of these sets, i.e. S, x S2 X ... X S,. A k-tuple is an 
element of this set. A stream, or signal, X of k-tuples is defined as: 

X: N - S, X S, x ... x S, 

X at time instance I (E N) is X(t) (E S, x S2 X ... x S,), the i'" element (I :5 i :5 k) of a k-tuple 
at time instance t is X(t)(i) (E Silo With this definition of streams of tuples, deterministic 
synchronous systems with multiple input and multiple output are defined as follows. 

Definition 2.1: A Deterministic Synchronous System S is defined by the 6-tuple (I.LI.A, 00 , 0).) 
where: I is the input alphabet; A is the output alphabet; LI is the set of states; 00 the initial 
state (00 ELI); 0 the state transition function (o:LI x I -Ll) and A is the output function 
(A : LI x.r - A). The output Y: N - A generated by the input U : N - .rand state X : N - LI 
is VI E N: Y(t) ~ A(X(I), U(I)) and X(r + I) ~ o(X(r), Ur,)) with X(O) ~ 00' 

This definition is based on streams of tuples. Alternatively a system can be defined in terms of 
tuples of streams. Such a definition is not identical to the above, however it is equivalent to it. 
The fundamental notion for understanding this equivalence is 'currying', sometimes also called 
'transposition' or 'zipping' . 

The structure of a deterministic synchronous system is derived by the following construction. 
First of all observe that Y(I) ~ A(X(I), U(I)) can be implemented as an instantaneous system, 
meaning that the output-value at time r depends exclusively on the values of the inputs at time 
I. Furthermore, if the following set of streams is introduced: W(r) ~ X(I + I ), we can write: 
W(t) ~ o(X(t), U(t)), this relation can also be implemented as an instantaneous system. Finally, 
the relation between W and X can be rewritten into: 

• X(O) ~ 00 

• 'lirE N+:X(r) ~ W(I - t) 

This relations is a unit delay relation which is realized by a clocked memory element. The general 
structure of a deterministic synchronous system is depicted in Figure 2.1. 

Installtaneous System 
._---------------, , 

U -:-.' [[:~;~f~~rr=_ Y 

W X 
, 

,-----------------

Figure 2.1: General structure of a synchronous system 
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State 

qELl 

0 

Transition xlarl 00/ 0 11 / 0 

aE:E 
oEA 01 / 1 

a/ a - 10/ 1 00/ 1 

Figure 2.2: State Transition Diagram: 
(A) Representation of stares, transitions, input and output 

(B) An example 

j - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -.- - - - - - - - - ~ 

--~- y 

'" 
IV 

a clock 

01 /0 

II / I 

F;Rllre 2.3: Example ha rdware im plem entation a/ the Finite State Machine. 

10/0 

11 :E, A and Ll are finite sets then the system is called a (deterministic) finite state machine or 
sequential machine. Such systems are usually represented by State Transition Diagrams (see 
e.g. [HoUI79]), Ihe basics of such diagrams are shown in Figure 2.2(A). An example of a finite 
state machine is given in Figure 2.2(6), a possible structure of this machine is shown in Figure 
2.3. 

Although efficienl methods exists nowadays to proof functional equivalence of finite state 
machines, their application may still be impractical. For instance, a FIR-filter with impulse 
response length 128 and word length 16 may have approximately 10600 different states. 
Furthermore, when a design is given at higher levels of abstraction certain design decision may 
still not have been made (such as number representation and word length) while verification 
tools may be crucial especially at such levels. It is for these and other reasons that no assumption 
about finiteness of the input and output alphabets and number of states is made. 

The first class of systems that has been introduced already in the previous is the Instantaneous 
System (IS). Such systems are characterized by the factthatthe output(s) attime ,depends only 
on the input(s) at t. A system with limited history is a system in which the output attime ,depends 
on the inputs at time t - k + I , " ', t with k " n for some fixed 11. A system with infinite history 
is a system where such a fixed n does not exists. Note that these notions refet to particular 
properties of the behavior of systems. Examples of the structure of such systems are given in 
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Figure 2.4. Within the structural domain another distinction can be made. In Figure 2.4(a) there 
is no feedback, in Figure 2.4(b) there is feedback. The notion feedback has not been introduced 
formally. From the example it is clear what is meant. There is a feedback if there is a signal such 
that its value depends on a previous value of that signal. Note that this distinction is made on 
the basis of the structure of a system. The following three classes of deterministic systems are 
recognized (see also Figure 2.5): 

18 

• Instantaneous System (IS). This is a system in which there is no feedback path nor does 
it have (clocked) memory elements. 

• Non-Recursive System (NRS). This is a system in which there is no feedback path and at 
least one (clocked) memory element. 

• Recursive System (RS). This is a system in which there is at least one feedback path and 
at least one (clocked) memory element. 

(A) 

(8) 

b2 

y 

UI __ ~ __________ ~ __________ -, 

bO 

)---,-y 

Fi~ltre 2.4: Two examples o/the structure of (I system: 
(A) with limited history (LHS) 
(B) with infinite history (IHS) 

Deterministic Synchronous Systems (DSS) 

Fi~lfre 2.5: Classification 0/ DSS:s based on their Structure. 
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In the theory of linear systems, a system whose behavior has a limited history is called a finite 
impulse response filter (FIR-filter). A Linear system whose behavior has an infinite history is 
called an infinite impulse response filter (IIR-filter). In some textbooks on Digital Signal 
Processing the notions FI R-filters and NR-systems are used synonymously. And similarly for 
IIR-filters and R-systems, see e.g. [Kuc88,Bah90). In [EnVe89) it is stressed that these notions 
are not synonymous. In general it is stated that a Non-Recursive System is a system with limited 
history. A Recursive system, however, does not necessarily have to have infinite .history. 

2.2 A Language for Functions and Hardware Descriptions 
In this section a simple computer language will be presented which serves two purposes. First 
the language allows the structural description of deterministic synchronous systems. Second, 
it allows the specilication of algorithms that can be used for verification. To start with, the 
principles to define functions are presented, followed by the basics of the hardware description 
language. 

Many of the principles that will be presented here can also be found in the Modeling and 
Design Language (MoDL) . The hardware description primitives used in this thesis form a subset 
of the MoDL primitives. The semantics of a hardware description is restricted entirely to that of 
synchronous hardware descriptions. Details and characteristics will be presented. 

If one is interested in more details on MoDL the following literature and documentation can 
be consulted: [SmBe86), [SmBe87], [HeSm92a,b). 

2.2.1 Language to Define Functions 
Functions can be used in the hardware description language as will be shown later. Often built-in 
functions are used for the purpose of addition, multiplication and Boolean functions like and, or, 
not, xor etc. A user may define his own functions, that is: describe parts of the hardware which 
have known behavior only. Furthermore, functions can be used to implement design tools. It is 
especially with this purpose in mind that a very brief overview of some basic programming 
principles used in this thesis are presented here. 

Defining a new function: 

function <name> <parameter-list>, 
<body> 

end!un 

This construclion defines a function named <name> with formal parameter <parameter-list> and 
a <body>. The body consists of a local declaration (optionally) and expressions. Expressions 
encountered in this thesis are given below. 

Assignment: 

<variable> : <expression> 

The aSSignment defines an evaluation of <expression> and assigns the result of that evaluation 
to the value field of <variable>. 

Conditional expression: 

case <guard-I> «action-I», 

<guard-n> «action-n», 
endcase, 

A conditional expression causes evaluation of the guards in the order specified by the 
expression, hence sequentially. The first guard evaluated to true causes evaluation of the 
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associated action. An action is either an assignment or a conditional expression. If all guards 
evaluate to false then there will be no evaluation of an action. 

Iteration: 

• for-expression: 

for <variable> : <start> step <inc> until <stop> do 
<express/on-list> 1 

endfor, 

The for-expression evaluates <expression-list> and iterates with <variable> over the number 
range <start> ... <stop> with step <inc> (the step is 1 if not specified). 

• foreach-expression 

foreach <variable> in <list> do 
<expression-list> 

endfor, 

The foreach-expression evaluates <expression-list> and iterates with <variable> over all 
elements in <list>. 

• loop-expression: 

loop 
<expression-list> 

endloop, 

Evaluates <expression-list> repetitively, an appropriate exitif-expression must be included in 
this list to ensure that the number of iterations is finite. 

Tables: 

A table has a name Tand associates a value Vwith a key K.ln a table a set Sof key-value-pairs 
are stored, i.e. S is the contents of table T. The two basic operations on table Tare: 

get(T,K) 
put(T,K, V) 

With get(T,K) the contents of table Tis inspected. If there is a Vsuch that the key-value pair (K, V) 
is an element of S then V is returned, false is returned otherwise . With put(T,K, V) the 
key-value-pair (K, V) is added to the contents of table T, if there exists a W such that (K. W) is 
already in S then it is overwritten by the pair (K,V). 

These principles are generalized as follows. A table has a name T and associates a value V 
with a n-tuple of keys (KI, ... ,Kn). The contents of a table is a n+ 1 tuple (KI, ... ,Kn, V). The two 
basic operations are: 

get(T,KI , ... ,Kn) 
put(T,KI , ... ,Kn, V) 

Get(T,KI, ... ,Kn) inspects the contents of table T, if there is a Vsuch that (KI, ... ,Kn, V) is in Sthen 
Vis returned and false otherwise. Put(T,KI, ... ,Kn, V) adds the tuple (KI , ... ,Kn, V) to the contents 
of table T. Again, if there is a Wsuch that (KI , ... ,Kn, W) is in S then it is overwritten by the tuple 
(KI ... . ,Kn, V). 

2.2.2 A Description Language for Deterministic Synchronous Systems 

Two notions will be used, to explain the language: interconnect and communication. These two 
notions are part of the structural domain. Interconnect defines how modules are interconnected, 
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communication defines the direction of signat flow. First the structural entity model will be 
presented, followed by the hardware description primitives and an example. Then the set of 
hardware description primitives is extended with a few new primitives, their use is demonstrated 
by example. 

The language is non-procedural: the 'execution' is driven by the evolution of its signals. Hence 
the language models hardware parallelism by 'nature'. The counterpart would be a procedural 
description language: the execution of such description uses some locus of control. 

ModeJ 

The basic structural entity is the model, which defines both the 'contents' and the 'i/o-list' (i.e. 
the interface) of a hardware module. The syntax is defined as: 

model <name> <J/o-Iist>, 
<body> 

endmod 

Communication between a model and its environment always takes place via signalnames in 
the <i/o-list>. The constructs inside a body can be divided into the following parts: 

A. Hardware description primitives. 

B. Reference to entities of which (only) the behavior is known, hence functions. They are 
assumed to be instantaneous, that is inputs propagate to output without delay. 

C. References to lower level models (i.e. hierarchical composition) . 

Functions have been discussed in the previous section. How references to functions and 
instances of lower level models are used in a description will be shown later. First the hardware 
description primitives of the language have to be defined. 

Hardware description primitives 

1. Signal labeling: 

<signalname> : <expression>, 

An instantaneous connection , i.e. without delay, of a wire labeled wi th <signalname>. The 
direction of signal flow is from <expression> to <signalname>. 

2. Clocked signal labeling: 

<registername> := <expression>, 

A unit delayed connection of a wire labeled with <register>. The direction of signal flow is from 
<expression> to <register>. The communication path contains a globally clocked, i.e. 
synchronous, master-slave memory element. Note that clocking is described implicitly: there 
is no signal that represents the global clock. 

Initialization: 

init ( <register> , <constant> j, 

The initialization defines the initial value of the memory element. A <registername> 
represents a stream for which the first value is defined by the initialization. 

3. Conditional expression: 
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case <guard-I> {<action-1>}, 

<guard-n> {<action-n>}, 
endcase, 

Usually, an action is a signal labeling or a clocked signal labeling, called conditional signal 
labeling and conditional clocked signal labeling respectively. It describes dynamic 
communication through a 'network' of either switches or tri-state elements (for switches this 
network is 'undirected', for tri-state elements it is 'directed'). These elements are controlled 
by guards. If the guard has value 1 there is communication. If it has value 0 there is no 
communication. Conditionals may be nested, hence an action can be a conditional 
expression. Guards must be Boolean expressions, hence can take value 0 or 1 only. 

model bit-adder ( a, b, c, sum, carry), 
carry : cl or c2, 
half-adder ( 5 I, c, sum, c2), 
half-adder (a, b, 51, cl), 

endmod; 

model half-adder ( x, y, hs, hc), 
hc: x and y, 
case x 

not(x) 
endcase, 

endmod; 

{case y 
not(y} 

endcase}, 
{hs: yj, 

{hs : OJ, 
{hs: Ij, 

Figure 2.6: Example of a hardware description 

An example 

An example of two models is shown in Figure 2.6. In the definition of model bit-adderthe <ilo-list> 
is (a, b, c, sum, carry). The <body> of this model consists of the tree parts mentioned above (A, 
B and C). 

The first expression in the body is carry: cl or c2. Hence it consists of a hardware description 
primitive (signal labeling) and a reference to a function (or). 

The second and third expression in the body are references to (sub)model half-adder. The 
second expression in the body refers to this model with actual <ilo-list>: (sl,c,sum,c2), the third 
expression in the body refers to the same model with actual <ilo-list>: (a,b,sl,cl). 

The signalnames cl, c2 and 5 I in the body of bit-adder do not appear in the <i/o-list> of this 
model , these signals are called internalsignalnames. 

The definition of model half-adder is given in the same figure. It has <ilo-list>: (x,y,hs,hc). The 
first expression in the bodyof this model consists of a signal labeling and a reference to a function 
(ancl). The second expression is a conditional expression. The action associated with guard x 
is itself a conditional expression. The actions in the latter are signal labelings. It is an illustration 
of nested conditional expressions. Observe that half-adder has no internal signalnames, 
because every signalname in the body is in the <ilo-list>. 
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In the following the set of hardware description primitives will be extended. These extensions 
do not present entirely new descriptive principles, they are 'variations' on the primitives 
presented above and increase the expressive power of the description language. 

Variations on hardware description primitives 

4 a. 'Weak' signal labeling: 

<signa/name> :- <expression>, 

This signal labeling wi ll be overwritten by a ':'- signal labeling, hence ':' is a stronger signal 
labeling then ':-'. 

b. 'Weaker' signal labeling: 

<signa/name> :-- <expression>, 

This signal labeling will be overwritten by a ':-'-signallabeling, hence ':-' is a stronger signal 
labeling then ':--'. 

S a. 'Weak' clocked signal labeling: 

<registername> :=- <expression>, 

b. 'Weaker' clocked signal labeling: 

<reg;stername> :=-- <expression>, 

These clocked signal labelings are interpreted using the same semantic rule as given in 4. 

6. a. 'Data'-driven conditional: 

dataease <guard-! > « action-! >), 

<guard-n> «aetion-n», 
endease, 

b. 'Demand'-driven conditional: 

demandease <guard-I> «aetion-!», 

<guard-n> «aetion-n» , 
endease, 

For the data-driven case the functions specified in the actions are 'active' irrespective of the 
guards that is, produce valid values. However, a value is passed only (via switches or tristate 
elements) when the guard is 1. In the demand-driven case functions in the actions are only 
active when the guard is 1, in which case values will be passed. If the guard is 0, then it is 
undefined. Note that data-case and case expressions have the same semantics. 

Both dataease and demandease affect the communication in a hardware description. The 
problems that may arise with respect to communication will be discussed in the next section. 

The introduction of datacase and demandcase expressions originates from the requirement to 
analyse timing properties of a design. In this thesis no specific attention is paid to timing aspects 
of a design. From a behavioural point of view the datacase- and case-expressions are identical. 
When a demandcase-expression is used, however, different rules for computing timing 
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properties are applied. In general terms, the datacase will cause a shorter delay compared to 
the delay of a demandcase. Additionally, a demandcase will cause a lower power consumption 
compared to the power consumption of a datacase. In chapter 3 the difference between 
datacase and demandcase will be considered with respect to the correctness of communication. 

An example 

In Figure 2.7 an example of a model is given that includes variations on signal labeling. The body 
of model xor-impl consists of two expressions. The first is a weaker signal labeling. 

model xor-impl (out, a, bj, 
out :-- b, 
case a {out:- I, 

case b {out: OJ, 
endcasej, 

endcase, 
endmod; 

Figure 2.7: A hardware description usillK weak and weaker sigllal labeling 

The second is a conditional expression. The action consists of a weak signal labeling and again 
a conditional expression. Again this is a model with nested conditional expressions, and consists 
of three signal labelings. To comprehend the meaning of this description, the semantics of 
conditional expressions and signal labeling have to be understood. It is best explained by 
considering the guards. Four different situations can be distinguished. Each causes one or more 
labelings of certain strength. The actual labeling is determined by the strongest. If this is worked 
out (in an informal way) for this example the following results are obtained: 

a=O and b=O => out :-- b 
a=O and b=1 => out :-- b 
a=1 and b=O => out :-- b, out:- I => out :- I 
a=1 and b=1 => out :--b, out:-I,out:O => out: 0 

From this exhaustive analysis it follows that the actual labeling equals the signal labeling 
out: a xor b. 

2.3 Instantiation of Hardware Descriptions 

During the interconnect phase, a model definition is transformed into a hardware description that 
consists of hardware description primitives and references to functions only. This is achieved by 
expanding a model definition and all its submodels according to a number of rules. These are: 

• substitute the signalnames in the body that refer to signalnames in the i/o-list by the actual 
signalnames in the model reference. 

• substitute all internal signal names of a model by unique signalnames. 

For instance in Figure 2.6 the definition of model bit-adder has been given. Consider the 
interconnect phase of model bit-adder(a,b,c,sum,carryj. The signalnames cl, c2 and sl are 
intemal signa/names of the model. The interconnect generates new signalnames let these be: 
bit-adder-cl, bit-adder-c2 and bit-adder-sl respectively. There are two references to the 
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(sub)model half-adder, one with 'actual i/o-list' (sl,c,sum,c2) the other has 'actual i/o-list' 
(a,b,sl,cl). For this example the interconnect phase produces the following hardware 
description: 

(carry .' bit-adder-cl or bit-adder-c2, 
bit-adder-c2.' bit-adder-sl and c, 
case bit-adder-s 1 (case c 

not(c) 
endcase}, 

not(bit-adder-sl) {sum.' c}, 
endcase, 
bit-adder-cl .' a and b, 

{sum.' a}, 
{sum.' I}, 

case a (case b 
not(b) 

endcase}, 
{bit-adder-sl .' b}, 

{bit-adder-s 1 .' a}, 
{bit-adder-sl.' I}, 

not(a) 
endcase} 

Communication in the instance follows from the definition of the hardware primitives. 8y these 
definitions the 'type' of i/o signal names can be inferred. In this case: carry and sum are output 
signal names; a, band c are input signalnames. 
Furthermore the description includes signal labeling, which define the signal name carry, 
bit-adder-c2 and bit-adder-cl, and two conditional expressions, which define the labeling of the 
signalnames sum and bit-adder-s 1. 

Recall that this hardware description language is non-procedural. Hence parallelism is fully 
propagated during the interconnect phase. Taking the structural domain, the hardware 
description defines how elements are connected. In this case these elements are: 1 or- and 2 
and-gates, 4 inverters and 8 switches or tri-state elements. 

The conditional expressions describe a 'network' of switches or tri-state elements. In this 
example such a network exists for signal sum and bit-adder-sl. It is in this context of 'networks' 
that the notion 'correctness of communication' has to be introduced. 

model collision (x, a, b), 
(x, y, z, a, b), 

case a {x.' a}, 
b {x.' I}, 

endcase, 
endmod; 

(A) 

model algebraic-cycle 

y.'- 0, 
case a (y.' f(x,z)}, 
endcase, 
Z.'- I, 
case b (z.' g(y)}, 
endcase, 

endmod; 

(8) 

FiKure 2.8: Two models with (polentia! communication errors) 
(A) a description with a collision and undefined signals 

(BJ (l description with an algebraic cycle 
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2.4 Verification of Communication: Two Examples 

The notion communication and its correctness is explained best by some small examples. Here 
two examples of hardware descriptions will be considered. They are shown in Figure 2.8. First 
the signal propagation in model collision will be analyzed in an informal way. 

The model collision in Figure 2.8(A) has a body which consists of one conditional expression. 
There are two guards (a and b), and two actions both are signallabelings. Since each guard has 
a Boolean value, four different situations have to considered, these are: 

1. a=O and b=O 
2. a=O and b=1 
3. a=1 and b=O 
4. a=1 and b=1 

In the first situation no signal labeling is defined for output signal x. In the second situ ali on the 
signal labeling is x : 1, in the third the signal labeling is x: o. In the fourth situation there are two 
signallabelings: x : 0 and x: 1. The first case corresponds physically with the high impedance 
state, the fourth case is in the physical domain a short-circuit. In either case the output x is not, 
in a mathematical sense, a function of the inputs a and b. Hence, the hardware described by this 
model does not model a deterministic synchronous system. Apart from this behavioral view, the 
physical view is important. If a short-circuit occurs the device will be damaged and will no longer 
perionTl the behavior intended. So given a hardware description there is a need to verify the 
signal propagation and to assure thai signals are defined uniquely, to assure both the design 
paradigm (that of 055) and to meet, eventually, the physical constraints. 

The following informal conclusion is drawn: the model collision has incorrect signal 
propagation (due to the fact that a collision can occurs or an undefined signal). 

The second example that will be investigated here is model algebraic-cycle given in Figure 
2.8(B). Observe that in Ihis model there is no clocked signal labeling, hence it should describe 
an instantaneous system. Again four situations have to be analyzed. They are given below and 
for each situation the signallabelings are given. 

1. a=O and b=O => y:- 0, Z:- 1 
2. a=O and b=1 => Y :- 0, Z : g(y) 
3. a=1 and b=O => Y : f(x,z), Z :- 1 
4. a=1 and b=1 => y: f(x,z), Z : g(y) 

Observe that in the fourth case, signal ydepends on signal zand vice versa. Hence, there exists 
a cycle and in which there is not a memory element. Such a cycle is referred to as an algebraic 
cycle. Again, this hardware description does not describe a deterministic synchronous system 
and is therefore considered to be incorrect. 

These two examples demonstrate that verification of the correctness of communication in 
hardware descriptions is needed. In Chapter 3 a model and method to describe and verify 
hardware descriptions with respect to these 'properties' will be presented. Note that the 
verification task identified here is a typical example of verifying design consistency. 

2.5 Behavior of Hardware Description 

For functional (horizontal) verification of hardware descriptions the behavior of a description has 
to be derived. Once the communication of a description has been verified and proven to be 
correct, it suffices to define the behavior of the three hardware description primitives: signal 
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labeling, clocked signal labeling and the conditional expression. The behavior will be explained 
here in terms of indexed streams 

Signalnames 

In a hardware description, signalnames represent indexed streams. For instance, a signal p 
represents the indexed stream (p(O),p(1),p(2), ... .). 

Functions 

The reference to a function in a hardware description consists of a function-name and signals. 
Similar to signals, a function represents an indexed stream. For instance the function 

a orb 

represents the indexed streams: 

(a(O) or b(O), a(I) or b(I), a(2) or b(2), .. . ) 

Signal Labeling 

Defines the indexed stream of the labeled signal. For instance, the signal labeling: 

p: a orb, 

in the a hardware description defines the indexed stream p as the indexed stream of a or b, 
hence: 

(p(O), p(I), p(2), ... ) = (a(O) or b(O), a(I) or b(I), a(2) or b(2) , ... ) 

Clocked Signal Labeling 

Defines the output of a memory element. For instance, the clocked signal labeling and 
initialization: 

q:= a and b, 
init(q, 0), 

defines the indexed stream represented by q as follows: 

(q(O), q(I), q(2), ... ,) = (0, a(O) and b(O), a(I) and b(I), ... ) 

Conditional expression 

Let the signal labeling of p be describes as: 

case a {p: x} 
not(a) {p : y}, 

endcase, 

If the 'communication' is correct (i.e. fully specified), then signal p is defined (in terms of an 
indexed stream) as: 

(p(O), p(I), p(2), .. .) = (e(O),e(I),e(2), .. .) 

where e(t) is defined as: 

case art) (x(t)}, 
not(a(t)) (y(t)}, 

endcase ' 

If the signal propagation is correct, then signal labeling (or clocked signal labeling) can always 
be described by a function, 
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2.6 Functional Verification of Hardware Descriptions 

Verification usually means verification of the functional equivalence of two systems or the 
verification of system properties. In this section the functional equivalence problem is considered 
in more detail. So the behavior of systems is considered. Naturally this equivalence has to be 
defined in a sound mathematical way. 

Definition 2.2: Given two deterministic synchronous systems S, and S2' The systems are 
functionally equivalent if and only if for any input stream and the given initial states the 
systems generate the same output streams. 

A major breakthrough in the verification of FSM's has been achieved by Coudert et al. [CoBe89). 
The method is based on building a product machine and a breadth first traversal of the product 
states. However, as follows from Definition 2.1, no assumption is made in this thesis about the 
finiteness of the set of states, input and output alphabet. It is for this reason that the verification 
method presented here resorts to canonization of hardware descriptions. 

The method of verification in this thesis is based on canonization. That is, given a suitable 
representation of the input·output behavior it will be rewritten into a canonical form. Verification 
then means showing that their canonical fomns are identical. In the method proposed, the 
classes of systems that are rewritten into canonical form are instantaneous or non·recursive 
systems. In Chapter 5 a rule set for a manipulating unit·delays will be presented. Canonization 
of instantaneous systems is discussed in Chapter 6. In this section more attention is paid to the 
application of the method. 

The verification is based on rewriting expression into canonical form. The equivalence relation 
that is used is that of functional equivalence, hence by rewriting the expressions functional 
equivalence is preserved. The function that maps a tuple expressions to their canonical form is 
denoted </> . 

A hardware description consists of expressions. Such expressions are syntactic formulas. For 
the functional verification the expressions are constructions using 'individual' such as 
signalnames and function symbols. Two kind of signal names are of interest: 

• U is a (finite) ordered set of signal names that are input of the system 

• Y is a (finite) ordered set of signalnames that are output of the system 

It is assumed that these two sets signalnames are disjunct. 

2.6.1 Functional Verification of Instantaneous Description 

An instantaneous description is defined in terms of instantaneous expressions and an 
equational expression. 

Definition 2.3: An instantaneous expression over the set U is defined inductively as follows: 
O. every constant is an instantaneous expression 
1. every signalname in U is an instantaneous expression 
2. if E" ''', E, are instantaneous expressions and I is an instantaneous n·ary function 

symbol (a function symbol representing an instantaneous function) then I (E " ... , E,) is 
an instantaneous expression. 

3. There are no other instantaneous expressions then those generated by applying rule 
2 a finite number of times. 

Examples of such function symbols are: and, or, +, x . An instantaneous expression over U is 
denoted id( U) . A set of instantaneous expressions over U is denoted W(U). 
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Definition 2.4: An instantaneous description is defined by an equational expression: 
Y = /D(U). 

Definition 2.5: Two instantaneous descriptions Y = /D,(U) and Y = /D,(U) are functionally 
equivalent if and only if: 

¢(ID,(U) '" ¢(ID ,(U)). 

In Figure 2.9 the verification trajectory is shown. An example of two instantaneous descriptions 
is given in Figure 2.10. Observe that these descriptions are different, however by canonization 
it is easily shown that they are functionally equivalent. 

Fi~/(re 2.9: Proving functional equivalence of instantaneous descriptions . 

e 
t 

y 0 ..vo-

0 -ooi+ c _ + --Y 

b_ b 
~ 

v = ( 0 + b) X e y=axc+bxc 

Figure 2.10: An example of two functionally equivalent instantaneous descriptions. 

2.6.2 Functional Verification of Non-Recursive Descriptions 

Non-recursive descriptions are defined in a similar way as instantaneous descriptions. First a 
non-recursive expression is defined. 

Definition 2.6: A non-recursive expression is defined inductively as follows: 
O. every constant is a non-recursive expression 
1. every signalname in U is a non-recursive expression 
2. if E, . .... E" are non-recursive expressions and I is an instantaneous n-ary function 

symbol (a function symbol representing an instantaneous function) then I(E , •.... E,) is 
a non-recursive expression expression. 

3. If E is a non-recursive expression and e is a constant then D(e. E) is a non-recursive 
expression, D is the unit delay operator. 

4. There are no other non-recursive expressions then those generated by applying rules 
2 and 3 a finite number of times. 

In the above definition D is the syntactic representation of the unit delay operator. A set of 
non-recursive expressions over U is denoted NRD(U). A non-recursive description is defined as 
follows. 
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Definition 2.7: A non·recursive description is an equational expression: Y = NRD(U). 

The functional equivalence of non·recursive descriptions is defined as follows. 

Definition 2.8: Given two non-recursive descriptions: Y = NRD ,(U) and Y = NRD,(U). These 
systems are functionally equivalent if and only if: 

1>(NRD,(U)) '" q,(NRD,(U)). 

NRD,(U)~ 
NRD,(U)-1:IJ-1j ja/se/true 

Figure 2.11: Proving functional equivalence of flon·reClln.ive descriptions. 

o o " __ , ___ , ____ -, 

4 

2 x 

L----o{j}----(+±}--_y o o 

y = 4 x D(O,D(O,II)) + 3 x D(O, II) + 2 X II y = 2 X u + D(O,3 X II + D(O,4 X ull 

Figure 2. J 2: All example of two functionally equivalent non·reclIrsive descriptions. 

A trajectory similar to the one for instantaneous systems exists and is shown in Figure 2.11. An 
example of two non-recursive descriptions is given in Figure 2.12. Again, the two description are 
different, however by rewriting them into their canonical form it is easily shown that they are 
functionally equivalent. 

2.6.3 Functional Verification of Recursive Descriptions 

Any recursive description can be represented by two non-recursive descriptions and one 
instantaneous description. For this representation two additional sets of signalnames are 
introduced, these are: 

• Z is a (finite) ordered set of input signalnames. 

• V is a (finite) ordered set of output signalnames. 

A recursive description is then defined as follows. 

Definition 2.9: A recursive description consists of an output description, an open feedback 
description and a feedback description: 

1. output description: Y = NRD,(Z, U) 
2. open feedback description: V = NRD,(Z, U) 
3. feedback description: Z = V 

Functional equivalence of two recursive descriptions is based on the functional equivalence of 
the output descriptions and the open feedback descriptions. 
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Definition 2.10: Given two recursive descriptions: 
Y = NRD II (Z. U) 
V = NRD,,(Z, U) 
Z=V 

and 

if: 

Y = NRDII(Z, U) 
V = NRD 12(Z, U) 
Z=V 

<P(NRD II (Z. U») " <P(NRD,,(Z, U») and 
<P(NRD ,,(Z, U») " <P(NRD,,(Z, U») 

then these recursive descriptions are functionally equivalent. 

The verification trajectory is shown in Figure 2.13. An example of two recursive descriptions 
which are functionally equivalent according to the above definition is shown in Figure 2.14. 

III 

112 

Y = z 

NRDII(Z'~ == fa lse / tru e 

NRD,,(Z, <p 

NRD"(Z'U)~ - == false / true 

NRD ,,(Z, U) <p 

Figure 2.13: Proving junctioltal equivalence of recursive descriptions 

o 0 

III o o 
'-...,.... v 

112 

y = Z 

z 
=---r- Y 

v = D(O, D(O.III)) X D(O, D(O, 112)) + D(O. z) v = D(O, D(O, II I x 112) + z) 

z = v : = v 

Figure 2.14: An example a/two different (btltfunctionally equivalent) recursive 
de.Kriptiolls 

Note that if the outcome of the verification is that if the non-recursive descriptions are not 
functionally equivalent then this does not imply that that the recursive descriptions are not 
functionally equivalent. There are several reasons why this is the case. In the verification method 
the feedback descriptions are not taken into account, in fact the input signal names Z are 
assumed to be 'free'. Furthermore the method is based on the assumption that the output 
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signalnames V are equivalent in both descriptions, in general this need not be the case. The 
application of the method can however be extended by introducing a number of manipulations, 
two of them will be considered in the following. First the principle of substitution needs to be 
introduced. 

Substitution of Signa/names 

Substitution of an expression e, for every occurrence of a signalname x in an expression e is 
denoted as: 

ele.,lx} 

This definition extends to sets of expressions in a trivial way. Sequential substitution is achieved 
by application of a finite number of substitution after each other, and is denoted: 

ele ,I x I} le,l x2} ... 1 e,,1 XII} 

A special form of sequential substitution is repetitive substitution, which is sequential substitution 
of an expression for every occurrence of a signal name X in an expression e. An example of 
repetitive substitution is: 

e{e,1 xj{e.,lxj{e,lx} 

or shortly: 

ele.lx}' 

More generally, a repetitive substitution, for some fixed II E N, is written as: 

ele,lx)" 

which means: 

1. II = O::::::>ele ~/xJ" = e 
2. II > 0= el< Jx)" = ele.,lxj{e.,lx)"- ' 

With this definition of repetitive substitution, recursive descriptions can be rewritten. 

Rewriting Recursive Descriptions by Substitution 

Proposition 2.1: Given a recursive description: 
Y = NRD,(Z, V) 
V = NRD,(Z, V) 
Z=V 

this description is functionally equivalent to the description: 
Y = NRD,(Z. V)INRD,(Z, U)/Zr 
V = NRD,(Z. V)INRD,(Z, U)IZ)" 
Z = V 

for any fixed m, II E N 

An example where this rewriting by substitution can be applied to derive a proof of functional 
equivalence of two recursive descriptions is shown in Figure 2.5. The first recursive description 
is rewritten as follows: 

y = zlu + D(O, c)/c/o 

v = (u + D(O,c))11I + D(O,z)lz/' 
z = v 
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" ____ _ 

#uT' 
v .ZO_r--Y 

y = Z Y = -.. 
\. = II + D(O.z) v = II + D(O, ll) + D(O, D(O, z)) 

::. = v z = v 

Figure 2.15: An example of two different (hutfullctionally equivalent) recursive 
descriptions, verification by suhstitution 

which gives: 

Y = z 
v = (u + D(O, u + D(O, z)) ) 

z = v 

The second description is left unchanged. A proof of functional equivalence can then be derived 
according to definition 2.10. 

Rewriting Recursive Descriptions by Mapping Feedback Signa/names 

The second manipulation that is considered here can be applied if the open feedback description 
of two recursive descriptions have different behavior but are related in some way. First the notion 
bijective behavior has to be defined. 

Definition 2.11: Given an instantaneous description: Y = ID( U) . Its behavior is called bijective 

iff there exists an 'inverse' instantaneous description U = ID -'( y) such that: 

1. tP(lD(lD -'(Y))) '" Y, and 

2. tP(lD -' (ID(U))) '" U 

Given this definition, the next two propositions for recursive descriptions can be derived. 

Proposition 2.2: Given a recursive description: 
Y = NRD, (Z. U) 
V = NRD,(Z, U) 
Z= V 

and an instantaneous description: 
Z = ID(Z') 

with bijective behavior. The behavior of the recursive description is equivalent to: 
Y = NRD ,(Z. U)(ID(Z' )/Z/ 

V = NRD,(Z. U)(ID(Z') / Z/ 

Z' = ID-'(Z)(V/ Z/ 

Proposition 2.3: Given a recursive description: 
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Y = NRD,(Z. U) 
V = NRD,(Z. U) 

Z =V 
and an instantaneous description: 

Z' = ID(Z) 
with bijective behavior. The behavior of the recursive description is equivalent to: 

Y = NRD ,(Z, U) 

V' = 1D(z)INRD2(Z, U)IZ} 

Z = 1D - 'rZ' )IV' I Z} 

An example of two recursive descriptions that can be rewritten and then verified functionally 
equivalent is given in Figure 2.16. Let the instantaneous description for mapping the feedback 
signal names be: 

z = 2 x z' 

The first recursive description is rewritten by applying proposition 2.2. which gives: 

Y = ( II + z)12 x :'Iz} = y = u + 2 x :' 
v = D(O,2 x II + :)12 x z'/z} = v = D(O. 2 x II + 2 x,') 

z' = (2 x z)lvl:} = .,.' = ! x v , 2 

The second recursive description is rewritten according to proposition 2.3 which gives: 

y = u + 2 x z' 
v = 2 x D(O, II + z') 

z' = 1 x v 
2 

For the verification of functional equivalence, definition 2.10 is applied to these rewritten 
recursive descriptions. Observe that for the verification, the 'inverse' instantaneous descriptions 
does not have to be known. 

II' ____ ~---------------, 

2 

z 

y= u +: 
v = D(O. 2 x II + z) 
z = v 

Y 

11----.-----------....( 

z' 

y = 1I + 2 x z' 
,, ' = D(O. II + ,') 
:' = V i 

Figure 2.16: Example of verification tha t needs mapping of feedback signalnames 

y 

2.6.4 Functional Verification of Recursive and Non-Recursive Descriptions 

It has been mentioned previously that a recursive system. and therefore a recursive description, 
may have the behavior of a non-recursive system. In this section a rewriting rule is formulated 
to enable verification of functional equivalence of a recursive and a non-recursive description. 
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This rewriting rule is based on the assumption that the behavior of a recursive description has 
limited history. 

Proposition 2.4: Given a recursive description: 
Y = NRO ,(Z. U) 
V = NRD,(Z, U) 
z = V 

which behavior has limited history, and a non-recursive description: 
Z = NRO,(U) 

The following non-recursive description is functionally equivalent to the recursive 
description: 

Y = NRD,(Z, U) 

V = NRO,(Z. U){NRO,(u)/ZI 
Z = V 

This proposition can easily be proven by using substitution. The problem for verification is to find 
the non-recursive description Z = NRDJ(U). Often this description can be directly derived from 
the verification problem formulated. An example of a non-recursive and recursive description is 
given in Figure 2.17, Note that the non-recursive description has been partitioned into two non 
recursive descriptions. The recursive description is rewritten, according to proposition 2.4, into: 

y = 2 

v = (Il + 0(0. 2 + - O(O,Il))){1l + O(O.Il)/zl = v = II + O(O,u + O(O.u) + - O(O,u)) 
l = II 

Verification then proceeds by proving that the non-recursive descriptions are functionally 
equivalent. 

Il ~
o v z 

D + ---_Y 

"-"""1"""---------, 

l£:f§LUT' 
y = :. y = z. 
v = If + D (O.II) v = If + 0 (0.2 + - 0 (0.11)) 

Z = II z = v 

Figure 2.17: Example of functionally equivalent non-recursive description and recursive 
description. 

2.7 Discussion 

In this chapter the fundamentals of this thesis have been given. A definition of synchronous 
systems has been presented. On the basis of the structure of systems they have been classified 
as Instantaneous, Non-Recursive and Recursive Systems. 

Conventions for programming and hardware modeling have been defined. The problem of 
correctness of communication has been addressed and illustrated. In the next chapter the 
attention will be focussed on solving this problem. 
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Horizontal design verification concerns the problem of proving functional equivalence of two 
systems at the same level of abstraction. The fundamentals of the method proposed have been 
discussed and its scope has been considered with respect to the classification of systems given. 
In Chapter 4 a transformation of hardware descriptions of instantaneous and non-recursive 
systems to a formal description is presented. This formal description captures the input-output 
behavior of such systems. The canonization is carried out in two steps. Manipulations of 
unit-delays are presented asa rule set in Chapter 5. The canonization of Instantaneous functions 
are discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Verifying the Correctness of Communication 

'Die Slletze der Logik sind Tautologien' 

Ludwig Wittgenstein ( 1918) 

In the previous chapter a definition of Deterministic Synchronous Systems has been given. For 
the design of such systems a hardware description language has been introduced. In Section 
2.4 it has been demonstrated that a hardware description does not necessarily describe a DSS. 

In the first example it has been shown that collisions can occur or that a signal is undefined. 
Apart from the desired relation with DSS, also arguments from a physical nature were found to 
forbid collisions. These aspects, collisions and undefined signals, are captured by the notion 
correctness of signal propagation. Signal propagation is called correct if (and only if) a collision 
can not occur and there exists no signal for which the value is undefined. Verification is required 
to determine whether signal propagation is correct or not. 

A hardware description can also have an algebraic cycle as has been shown by the second 
example in Section 2.4. An algebraic cycle is the second possibility of a hardware description 
violating the DSS design approach. It has to be verified that a hardware description is free of 
algebraic cycles. 

Verification of communication is the verification of a hardware description with respect to 
these two notions (signal propagation and algebraic cycles). Hence it has to be classified as a 
design consistency verification task. This particular verification tasks will be analyzed and solved 
in this chapter. 

3.1 Signal Propagation 

A hardware description provides structural information about the system under design. The 
issue of signal propagation deals with the flow of signals, hence how signals propagate through 
a network. In the hardware description language presented in Chapter 2 the direction of signal 
flow has been defined as part of the language semantics. First the rationals of the approach 
presented here will be discussed. To investigate the correctness of signal propagation a model 
is required that captures the structural information which is suitable to tackle the correctness 
problem. This model is the Signal Flow Graph (SFG). After the general model has been defined 
several distinct meanings of correctness can be formulated. 

3.1,1 The Rationals of Correct Signal Propagation 

To verify the correctness of signal propagation only the instantaneous part of an instantiated 
hardware description is considered. Such an instance consists of a set of signallabelings and 
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conditional expressions. Three types of signal names can be distinguished: 
I: the set of signalnames that are the inputs 
0: the set of signal names that are output and 
L: the set of signalnames that are local 

For each x x E L U 0 a partition P(x) of the instantiated hardware description is defined such that 
P(x) contains all and only those expressions in which signalname x is (conditionally) labeled. 

For instance, the instance of the bit-adder (see Section 2.3) has the following partitions: 

P(carry) = (carry: bit-adder-cf or bit-adder-c2) 
P(bit-adder-c2) = (bit-adder-c2: bit-adder-s f and c) 
P(sum) (casebit-adder-sf (case c 

not(c) 
endcasej, 

not(bit-adder-sf) (sum: cj, 
endcase) 

= (bit-adder-cf: a and b) 

{sum: OJ, 
(sum: fj, 

P(bit-adder-c f) 
P(bit-adder-s f) = (case a {case b (bit-adder-s f : OJ, 

not(b) {bit-adder-s f : f j, 
endcasej, 

not(a) 
endcase) 

(bit-adder-s f : bj, 

Given a signal labeling 

<signal> : <expression>, 

The <expression> is called a source of <signal>. The set of all expressions that are a source of 
<signal> is called the source set. Let D(x) be the dependency set of signal name x, that is, the 
set of signalnames whose value is required to determine the value of signalname x. 

P(x) describes a 'network' that consists of an interconnection of either tristate elements or 
switches and a source set. The formal model used for this network is the signal flow graph. A 
partition P(x) is correct if the network described by it is collision free and defines the signal name 
x uniquely. The formal definition of correctness and the verification of correctness of a partition 
is the core of this chapter. The crucial assumption made in the verification is that all signal names 
in D (x) are independent, i.e. they can have any arbitrary (but unique) value within its domain. 

The signal propagation of an instance of a hardware description is correct iff each partition is 
correct. 

Due to the fact that only the instantaneous part is considered, the time dependency has been 
eliminated. That is, if the instance is correct at an arbitrary point of time it is correct for all time. 

In case the instance of a hardware description includes unconditional clocked signal labeling and 
the instantaneous part is correct, then the instance is correct provided that every clocked 
signalname ·has a unique initialization. Whether each clocked signalname has a unique 
initialization can be verified easily by a syntactic check. 

If the instance of the hardware description includes conditional clocked signal labeling a simple 
transformation can be used which transforms the initial description into (unconditional) clocked 
signal labeling and conditional signal labeling. This transformation is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
After the transformation the verification can proceed as discussed above. 
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case cl {y:=wl j, 
y:=w, 
case cl {w:wlj, 

cn {y:=wnj, {w:wnj , 
endcase, 

cn 
endcase, 

Figure 3. 1.- ExampLe of transforming conditio nal clocked signal labeling 10 cLocked 
signal labeling and conditional signal labeling. 

From the above presentation it follows that correctness of signal propagation is considered as 
a 'local' verification problem, or viewed as an intrinsic property of a partition. A 'global' approach 
would consider dependencies between the partitions, that is, signals are only considered as 
independent signals if they are input signals of the instance of the hardware description. This 
means an extension of the approach followed here. 
Only the instantaneous part of a hardware description is considered. This means that it is 
assumed that all states are reachable. Although, efficient methods exists to explore the 
reachabi lity of states there are several reasons not to use them for this problem. First, in the 
definition no assumption has been made about the finiteness of the number of states. Even if 
the number of states is finite, and therefore verification is possible in principle, there remains a 
counter intuitive aspect. Namely, the existence of collisions or undefined signals depends on a 
specific state (reachable or not). This may be qualified as bad design practice. 

Keeping the correctness of signal propagation to a local level has another advantage. If a 
partition Pix) is a conditional signal labeling of x and has been proven correct then Pix) can be 
rewritten into a single unconditional signal labeling using the select-function. 

Given select« c I ' e I)' "' , (c" e, )), if the arguments satisfy the property: 

3~ i: 1 :5 i:5fl/l.C j = 1 

Then the select function is defined as: 

1. c j = I :::::::> selecl«c I' e l ) , ... , (Cn, en») = e, 

2. seJect«C1, c1), ... , (cn, en» = e ~3 i : 1 :5 i :5 Ii /I. Ci = I /I. e = ei 

This means that the select-function gives ei if Ci = I. Under the property given, exactly one such 
i exists. 

The next example illustrates this. Given the partition Pix) (which is correct) : 

P {x ) = (case a {x : O} , 
not (a ) (x,l ). 

endcase) 

is equivalent to the single signal labeling: 

x select « a, O) , (n o t (a ).l)), 

Observe that the arguments satisfy the property. With these rationals of correctness of signal 
propagation in mind, the presentations continues with the formal model of signal propagation. 
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Figure 3.2: Example ol 
(A) A tristate network, and 
(8 ) Irs Signal Flow Graph. 

3.1.2 A Model for Conditional Signal Propagation 

/n = /1,7/ 
S={O.I/ 
C(t) = 0 
C(7) = I 

In this section a model for conditional signal propagation is presented. This model reflects, in a 
formal way. the meaning of a 'network' of switches or tristate elements. In case of a tristate 
element a signal van flow in only one direction through the element. whereas the signal flow 
through a switch can be in either direction. 

To illustrate the model consider the network of tristate elements in Figure 3.2(A). In this example 
there are two values that can propagate through the network, 0 and 1. A value that can propagate 
through a network is called a source. The set of all sources that can propagate through a network 
is called the source set. In this example the source set is the set of Boolean values 8 = (O, If. 
In the sequel no restriction is made with regard to sources. for the analysis will not infer 
knowledge about what values propagate through a network, but instead derive conditions under 
which they propagate. Therefore, the value of a source may depend on other values. Hence, in 
general a source is a function. In this light constant values can be seen as O-ary functions. 

The tristate elements are controlled by guards, they determine if propagation takes place or 
not. If a guard has value 1 then propagation occurs, if the guard has value 0 then propagation 
through the tristate element does not occur. The value of guards is always assumed to be a 
Boolean value. 

To define signal propagation the structural information given by the network has to be 
captured and its behavior induced by it. Before presenting the definition the notion of an injective 
function is required. 

A function f: M - N is called injective if: 
'Ix EM: 3 y E N :fIx) = y 
'1y EN: 3 x EM: fIx) = y 
'Ix EM: '1y, z E N: fIx) = y /I fIx) = z = y = z 

The model is based on a directed graph. The definition of signal propagation is defined in terms 
of a system of equation, to define such a system the graph theoretical notion adjacency is 
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needed. We define adjacency as follows. Given a directed graph G = {V.E}. a vertex w E V is 
adjacent to vertex .. E V if and only if (v. w) E E. 

Given these preliminaries. the model for conditional signal propagation. the Signal Flow Graph '. 
is defined as follows. 

Definition 3.1: A Signal Flow Graph (SFG) is a 6-tuple {V. E.A. iI,.S. C} where: 
• V is a finite set of vertices V = { I •...• II} 

• E is a set of edges E !;; V' 
• A is an edge labeling of Boolean function. A : E - (BP - B) 

• III is the set of input vertices III !;; V 
• S is a finite source set (i.e. contains values. functions or expressions) 
• C is an injective function called the connection function. C: III - S 

The SFG defines for each input vertex k E III a set of equation. This set contains an equation 
for each vertex i E V which expresses the condition under which the source connected to 
vertex k. i.e. crk). has an effect on vertex i. That is. the condition under which the value of 
crk) propagates to vertex i. This condition is denoted x k.i" Assume that the vertices to which 

i is adjacent are In , •.••• m, (hence (mj • i) E Efor every I S j S I). then the equation is defined 
as follows: 

1 . x k.i = I if i = k. and 
I 

2. x kj = L A (mj. i) . x k"m
, 
for every i ;e k. 

/ = I 

Where + denotes the Boolean 'or' and denotes the Boolean ·and·. 

In Figure 3.2(B) the SFG of the tristate network in (A) is shown. Input vertices are colored dark 
in order to distinguish them from non-input vertices. The system of Boolean equations defined 
for input vertex 1 is: 

X I, I = I 
x L2 = e ·x l.I 

Xu = c· x !.1 +d ' XL2 

x L4 = (li + 1)) 'x u + c ' Xu + a · x J.6 

Xu = (d + e) 'x u 
x I.6 =b·x l.7 
Xu = 0 

In a similar way a set of equations is derived for input vertex 7. In Section 3.2.2 such systems 
of Boolean equations and their solution are considered in detail. The solution of these systems 
describes the condition under which a source connected to the input vertex has an effect on a 
vertex in the graph. 
It is important to notify that the labeling of an edge in a signal flow graph is a Boolean function. 
Therefore. the solution of a system of Boolean equations will be a Boolean functions and not 
simply a Boolean value. A solution. being a Boolean function. can be interpreted as follows. If 
for some value of the variables the Boolean function is satisfied (i.e. gives value 1) then the 
source has an effect on the vertex with which the function has been associated. if the function 
is not satisfied (hence gives value 0) then the source does not have an effect on that vertex. 
Computations over the domain of Boolean functions is usually referred to as symbolic Boolean 
algebra. details can be found in Appendix A.1. 

1. The notion Signal Flow Graph as it is defined here differs from [he one usually encountered in Digital Sig
nal Processing (e.g. (RoMu87]). The similarity is that in both cases, vertices represent 'signals' and edges rep
resent relations between ·s ignals'. 
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In the sequel the attention is focussed on the relation between a signal flow graph and 
(conditional) signal labeling. 

3.1.3 Modeling Signal Labeling by a Forest of Signal Flow Trees 

The definition of a signal flow graph contains a graph IV, Ej. Aspecial kind of graph is the (rooted) 
intree. A (rooted) intree is a directed acyclic graph satisfying the following properties: 

1. there is exactly one vertex r, called the root, for which there exists no vertices that are 
adjacent to r. 

2. every vertex I' ('" r) has exactly one vertex that is adjacent to v. 
3. there is a path (which is unique) from any vertex v ('" r) to the root r. 

The definition of a signal flow tree is based on this definition of an intree. 

Definition 3,2: A Signal Flow Tree (SFT) is a SFG IV,E,A,II1,S,CI in which IV,EI is a rooted 
intree. 

The instantaneous part of a hardware description instance can be represented by a forest of 
SFTs. Figure 3.3 shows the basic transformations from hardware description primitives to a 
SFT. 

Nesting conditional signal labeling causes an increase of the depth of the tree in the SFT. A 
simple example is given in Figure 3.4. 

To complete the correspondence between signal labeling and a SFT two more issues have to 
be considered. 
Firstly, in a SFT the edge labeling is a Boolean function and the guard in a conditional signal 
labeling is a Boolean expression. These two are related as follows: a Boolean expression is a 
syntactic representation of a Boolean function. This has already been clarified in section 1.6, and 
is formalized in Appendix A 1. 
Secondly, the source set in a SFT is a set of functions. The sources in conditional signal labeling 
are expressions. Note that these functions and sources need not necessarily have to be Boolean 
functions and expression. Due to this general 'view' on sources it is not possible to relate 'source 
functions' and 'source expressions', because no valuation function connecting the two can be 
defined. For this reason a pragmatic assumption will be used: two 'source expressions' 
represent the same function if and only if these expressions are syntactically identical. 
With these two interpretation of guard and source expressions a complete relation between 
conditional signal labeling and signal flow trees has been established. 
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FiKure 3.4: The SFT f or a signal labeling with nested case-expressions 

In a SFT all edges are directed. The signal flow tree, defined according to Definition 3.2, assumes 
a network that consists of tristate elements and sources. So, the signal flow is unidirectional. In 
case the network consists of switches and sources bidirectional signal flow has to be considered . 
In this case a tree instead of an intree is used. A tree may be defined by construction as follows. 
Given a (rooted) intree, it is made into a rooted tree by making all edges undirected. this leads 
to the next alternative definition of a SFT. 

Definition 3.3: (Alternative of Definition 3.2) Signal Flow Tree (SFT) is a SFG (V, £ ,A,IIl,S, CI 
in which (V. £1 is a rooted tree. 

Now that the correspondence between Signal labeling and a SFT has been given, we can 
continue with discussing SFT's. 

3.1.4 The States of Signals 

Once the conditions are known under which the input vertices have an effect on a vertex in the 
SFG (i.e. the solution of systems) the condition under which that vertex is in a particular state 
can be computed. For the verification of correctness of signal propagation three states are 
important, these are: 

• Z, the condition under which a vertex is in undefined state. 

• 0, the condition under which a vertex in in unique state. 

• M, the condition under which a vertex is in collision state. 

These states can be defined in basically two different ways. Each will be considered here in some 
more detail. 

Structure Directed Definition of the States 

In the structure directed definition of the states the input vertices are considered as the basic 
entities to define the states: 

• Z: a vertex is in undefined state if there is no input vertex that has an effect on that vertex. 

• 0: a vertex is in the unique state if there is exactly one input vertex that has an effect on 
that vertex . 

• M: a vertex is in collision state if there are two or more input vertices that have an effect 
on that vertex. 
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Typical examples where this definition is applied are multiplexers and data bus communication . 
This definition will in general impose stronger constraints on correctness than the following. 

Value Directed Definition of the States 

In the value directed definition of the states, the source set is considered. The states are then 
defined as follows: 

• Z: a vertex is in undefined state if there is no source that has an effect on that vertex. 

• 0: a vertex is in the unique state if there is exactly one source that has an effect on that 
vertex. 

• M: a vertex is in collision state if there are two or more sources that have an effect on that 
vertex. 

This definition of the states differs from the previous. For instance, if the connection set for a 
specific source contains more than one vertex (i.e. this source is connected to more than one 
vertex) then the value directed definition of the states will not flag a collision when two input 
vertices with the same source connected to it have an effect on a vertex. This value directed 
definition will usually be adopted in conjunction with the tree representation of signal flow (i.e. 
bidirectional). 

A third definition can be considered for the special case that all sources produce Boolean values. 
This case is the Boolean value directed definition. 

Boolean Value Directed Definition of the States 

If all sources are Boolean functions, then the values that can be propagated are 0 or 1. Given 
the Boolean source set S = {s J' ... , s,i, a source s; generates 0 under condition s; and 1 under 
condition s;. The number of sources to be considered can thus be reduced to 2. 
In the previous it has been defined how conditional signal labeling is modeled by a SFT. In case 
that the source expressions in a conditional signal labeling are Boolean expressions the 
semantic equivalence of source expressions can be solved. In fact this is what is stated by the 
Boolean value directed definition of the states. 

3.1.5 Correctness of a SFT and a Forest of SFT's 

Given a SFT and the states at each vertex according to one of the previous three definitions, the 
correctness of Signal propagation can be expressed in terms of certain properties that these 
states must satisfy. In general a vertex will be in a specific state if a certain Boolean function is 
satisfied (i.e. has value 1 for some value assignment of the variables). Let these Boolean 
functions that denoting the states be respectively 2(v), O(v) and M(v) for a vertex v in the SFT. 
The correctness of a SFT and a forest of SFT's are defined as follows. 

Definition 3.4: Given a SFT with root r, let a vertex v have state 'Z when Z(v) is satisfied, 0 if 
O(v) and M if M(v) is satisfied. The SFT is correct, if and only if: 

1. Z(r) and M(r) are not satisfiable, (or equally if OCr) is satisfiable for all possible values 
of the argument), and 

2. M(v) is not satisfiable for any v E V\r. 

According to this definition a SFT is correct if the root of the SFT is defined uniquely, hence 
. cannot be in collision state nor have the undefined state, and all other vertices cannot be in 

collision state. So, a non-root vertex may be in undefined state. 

Definition 3.5: A forest of SFT's is correct if and only if each SFT is correct. 

To verify the correctness of a SFT the solution of a system of Boolean equations has to be 
computed first, then the states have to be computed. If these states are known, the correctness 
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can be verified by inspection of the satisfiability of the Boolean functions that have been derived. 
In the sequel the attention is focussed on the theory and computation of the solution of systems 
of Boolean equations and the computation of the states. 

3.2 Theory and Application of Systems of Boolean Equations 

In this section the theory of systems of Boolean equations is introduced. This theory has been 
developed by Bryant [Brya?). The theory is based on symbolic Boolean algebra, the principles 
of this algebra are presented in Appendix A. To ease the discussion for the application in mind, 
a vector based notation will be used and is therefore presented first. The theory of systems of 
Boolean equations is presented next. The main attention is however focussed on the application 
of this theory to derive the states of signals according to the different definitions. 

3.2.1 Symbolic Boolean Vectors and Matrices 

The theory of systems of Boolean equations is based on symbolic Boolean algebra. In Appendix 
A the details of Boolean algebra and symbolic Boolean algebra are found . The attention here 
is focussed on vectors and matrices which are used to formulate systems of Boolean equations. 
The restriction and composition of Boolean functions and vectors are defined and will be used 
to derive the states of vertices. 

Vectors and Matrices 

A Boolean vector ! is a vector of length n where each element is a Boolean function. It is written 
as: 

The i 'h element of the vector J: is Xi' 

A number of special vectors are defined. The 0- (1-) vector, denoted Q (1), is a vector of length 
n where each element is the Boolean function 0 (1). A unit vector ~; is a vector of length n in which 

the i,h element is the Boolean function 1 and all other elements are the O-function. 

A Boolean vector variable, denoted ,r, is a vector in which each element is a Boolean variable: 

Each Boolean variable x ; ranges over the set of Boolean functions. 

A Boolean matrix d is a II X m matrix with II rows and m columns in which each element is a 
Boolean function: 

[

all 

A = . = . 
G" 

The element at the jll! row and / ' column is the Boolean function a ij' The transposed matrix of 

d, denoted ~ , is a m X II matrix!!. such that: 
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, 
I;f 

i= I 

There are a number of special matrices which are defined as follows: ° (I) is a n x m matrix in 
which each element is the Boolean function ° (1). A II X II matrix ;i is th~ identity matrix if a" = I 
(for all I ,;; i ,;; II) and ° otherwise. The identity matrix is denoted as L. 

Boolean Operations on Vectors and Matrices 

The Boolean functions -, + and· denote the Boolean functions 'not', 'or' and 'and'. They are 
extended to vectors as follows: 

Let ,I be a Boolean vector, then! is a vector;; such that Z, = Xj. So: 

Let ~ and!:: be Boolean vectors of length n, then! + !:: is a vector l such that Z, = X, + Y .. So: 

[X'J + [Y'J = [X' +1',] 
Xn Yn ..tIl + Yn 

Similarly, the Boolean product of the two vectors ~ and ~, written ~ . ~, is a vector;; such that 
Zj = Xi . Yi' Hence: 

Let ;i be a k x I Boolean matrix and Ii a I x m Boolean matrix. The Boolean product of the 
matrices ;i and ii, i.e. ;i . ii, is a k x m matrix f such that the element c

'j 
is: 

I 

elj = I ain . bnj 
n=l 

Given a k x I Boolean matrix ;i and a vector ,J: of length I, the Boolean product of ;i and ~, ;i . ,I, 

is a vector;; of length k such that: 

I 

Zj = I ail . x) 

)=1 

The last concept that will be exploited heavily is the restriction and composition of Boolean 
functions and vectors. Its formal definition is as follows. 

Restriction and Composition of Boolean Functions and Boolean Vectors 

Given a Boolean function jwith II Boolean variables x" ... ,X, ranging over {O, I}. Replacing a 
variable x, by a Boolean constant c, is called a restriction of the function j. So: 

Usually denoted jx," ,.,. 
The vector restriction of a Boolean function jwith variables x" .. .,x" that range over (O,l ) is 
defined as: 
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!(x , ... .. x,),.c = !(c , ..... c,) 

And shortly written as !'~£' 
A restriction of a vector of Boolean functions .t: denoted lx. ~, ... is defined as the restriction of each 

element in [ 

The vector restriction of a vector of Boolean functions. [,~r' is defined as: 

Instead of replacing a variable by a Boolean constant. the variable may also be replaced by a 
Boolean function. This is called composition and defined as follows. Given the Boolean function 
!which depends on a variable x,. replacing this variable by a Boolean function g, is: 

Or shortly written as !x.~"" Composition can be expressed alternatively as: 

if,=-}!, = g; 'fl , :!) + gj 'Ix; = I 

The rules for the compositions !,~t. lx."". and [,~~ follow directly from the definition of 

restriction and composition. 

3.2.2 Definition and Solution of Systems of Boolean Equations 

A finite graph C = { V.E} consists of a finite set of vertices V = {1.2 ..... n} and a set of edges 
E (;; V x V. A vertex labeling £: 

is an assignment such that a Boolean function c, is assigned to each vertex i E V. 

An edge labeling !l 

A = . . 
[
a" ... <I I,,] 

= a~1 ". (/;/11 

is an assignment such that a Boolean function aj.' is assigned to each edge (J. i) E E and aj.' = 0 

if (J. i) '" E. 

Definition 3.6: Given an edge labeling !l and vertex labeling £. A system of Boolean equations. 

denoted [i. fl. is defined as: ,!: = d . ,!: + £. 

Definition 3.7: A vertex labeling! satisfies the system [d,. £] iff 
f=d.'f + £ 
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Definition 3.8: A vertex labeling! is a solution of the system [;i, f] iff 
1. ! satisfies the system 
2. " ,,; ~ for any vertex labeling ~ satisfying the system. 

Theorem 3.1: Any Boolean system of equations [d" f] has a unique solution! given by the limit 
of the sequence ,,', where: 

1.l=Qand 
2. ~i = d, . !i - J + £. for every i > O. 

This theorem has been proven by Bryant [Bry8?]. From Definition 3.? follows that there are many 
vertex labelings ! that satisfy the system [L, Q]. Definition 3.8 defines the solution, of the system 

[L,Q] which is Q. In fact, the solution for any system [d"Q] is Q. 

The meaning of the solution of a system of Boolean equations can be formulated in terms of 
paths as follows. Let Pji denote the set of all paths from vertex j to i. Define the effect at i of a 
single path from j to i as the Boolean product of the vertex labeling at j and the labeling of the 
edges constituting that path. Define the net effect at vertex v, as the Boolean sum of the effects 
of all paths Pji' The solution of a system of Boolean equation is a vertex labeling of the net effect 
at each vertex. 
So, the solution of this path problem is the solution of the system of Boolean equations. The proof 
of this theoretical result can be found in [Bry8?]. The equivalence between the solution of a 
system of Boolean equations and the path problem is the bridge to, for instance, switch network 
analysis problems. Here it will be used to formulate the notion signal propagation in a SFG. 
Given a SFG, let there be a source s, which is connected to vertex k (hence vertex k is an input 
vertex). Define a vertex labeling f." hence e, = I and e, = 0 for all I '" k. The solution ! of the 

system [d"f.,] is the vertex labeling where x, is the condition under which there is a conducting 
path from vertex k to vertex i. That is, x, is the condition under which the value of source s, 
propagates to vertex i . 

Given a SFT, instead of a SFG, with source s, connected to vertex k. The solution ! of the system 

[d, f.t] provides the same information. However, some extra information has been obtained which 
follows directly from the properties of a tree. Namely, if the value of a source s, propagates to 
a vertex i then this value propagates via a unique simple path. This property is a direct 
consequence of the fact that if there exists a simple path between two vertices in a tree then this 
path is unique. 

3.2.3 Computation of the Solution 

There are several ways to compute the solution of a system of Boolean equations. The first is 
based on Theorem 3.1, the method of computation is known as fix-point computation. The 

Boolean vector l is the solution of a system iff l = !' + '. 
The second way to compute the solution is by the algorithm presented in [Bry8?]. This method 
is based on Gaussian elimination, a pivot selection criterion has been proposed to increase 
efficiency of the algorithm. 

The algorithm proposed here can only be applied to systems of Boolean equation defined on 
intrees and trees. To simplify the algorithm it is assumed that the vertices are numbered in 
pre·order. Given such a numbering the matrix d for an intree is an upper triangular matrix. The 
solution of the system of Boolean equations then follows from a depth first computation or 
forward elimination. The algorithm is given in Figure 3.5. 

The solution of a system defined for a tree can be computed using the result of the computation 
for an intree. Recall that the solution of a system can be expressed entirely in terms of a path 
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problem. Let T", = IV, EJ be an intree consisting with vertex set V and edge set E, a tree 
T = IV', E' J can easily be constructed from the intree as follows: V' = V, and define E' as the 
set of edge such that if (i,)) E E then (i,)) E E' and U, i) E E' (and E' contains no other edges 

then these). The edge labeling of the tree is defined as: £ = !l, + iT Let Pi! be the set of simple 

paths from any vertex i E Vto vertex I (i.e . to the root), and P;I the set of simple paths from any 
i E Vto vertex I. These path sets are identical, consequently if ! is the solution of a system 1,:1, £I 
and L is the solution of the system 1.6..:.,£1, then x I = X·I . The solution of the system for a tree can 

be computed easily as follows. Given the solution xj for vertex ), consider the vertex i with i > ) 

and a lj ¢ 0 with solution xI' then the solution x; follows from: 

Xi = Xi + (I ,] . X, 

80 to compute the solution L follows from the solution ! using back substitution (i.e. using a 
computation based on a preordertraversal of the tree). The algorithm that computes the solution 
for a 8FT based on a tree is shown in Figure 3.6. 

function solve_intree ( d, f, !), 
% comment: forward elimination 
for i:n step -1 until 1 do 

x,: ci 
f or j:i+l step 1 until n do 

case aU;E 0 {Xj:Xj + aij' x]}, endcase, 
endfor , 

endfor, 
endfun; 

Figure 3.5: Algorithm to compute the solution! a/the system rd, fifor an intree. 

function solve_tree ( d, f, ~), 

% comment : forward elimination 
for i:n step - 1 until 1 do 

xi : Ci 

for j :i+ 1 step 1 until n do 
case a ,i ;E 0 (xi: Xi + ail . xj } , endcase, 

endfor , 
endfor, 
% comment: backward substitut i on 
% the solution for the root is known 
for i:2 step 1 until n do 

for j :l step I unt il i-I do 
% comment : there e x ist only on such j 
cas e a,:;;E {} {Xi: Xi + aij' Xj }, e ndcase, 

endfor , 
endfor 

endfun; 

Fi~lm~ 3.6: Algorithm to compute the solutioll :!. af the system [d.,f}Jar trees. 
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3.2.4 The General System of Boolean Equations and Its Solution 

The algorithms presented in the previous section can be applied for the computation of the state 
vectors in the following manner. For each input vertex a system of Boolean equations is 
constructed, the solution of each system is then used to derive the Boolean functions that tell 
under which condition the vertices have the undefined state, the unique state and the collision 
state. Verification of the correctness of signal propagation then follows from these states. 
However, instead of constructing a system of Boolean equations for each input vertex and solve 
each system, a more general approach can be used which used only one system of Boolean 
equations. The state vectors then follow from restricting the solution of this general system. 

Given a graph G ~ (V, E} with vertices V ~ (1,2 . ... , II}, edges E (;; V x V and an edge labeling 
d. Let iL be a Boolean vector variable of length II, where b, is a Boolean variable (for all 

J ,; i ,; II). The system id,iL) is called the general system of Boolean equations. Let J be this 

solution of the (general) system id., iLl. The following important property can be derived for the 

solution. The solution! of the system id, iLl can be written as: 

J ~ f. . iL 

Intuitively this can be understood as follows. Let i be an input vertex. Hence, the effect of the 
source connected to vertex i on the vertices follows from the solution of the system id, f, )' If on 
the other hand a source is connected to i under condition b, the following two cases can be 
distinguished. If the value 0 is assigned to h, then the solution of the system equals the solution 

of Id, Q) which is Q. If the value 1 is assigned to b, then solution equals the solution of id,f,l, let 

this be denoted as £i.. Consequently the solution ,!i. of the system id,iL,) is: 

Or, equally: 

Repeating this process for every I ,; i ,; II, the solution !of the general system id, iLl is derived. 
This solution can be written as: 

" 
x ~ 'pi' b - L_-I 

, = I 

Which equals: 

~ f. iL 

From this general solution any particular solution can be derived. Given the solution J of a 

general system of Boolean equations id, iLl· The solution y of the system id, dis: 

So by the restriction or composition of Boolean functions any arbitrary configuration of sources 
connected to the graph can be computed. 
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/" = 12.4.5} 

5 = 10. I } 

C(2) = 0 

C(4) = I 

C(5) = 0 

Figure 3.7: All example of a SFT 

[~ ;l = [~ gg Hl· [~ ;l + ~i x , 0 0 0 0 0 x , b, x, 00000 x, h, 

! = [~ ~ ri Yj. !: 
o 0 0 I 0 b4 
o 0 0 0 I b, 

Figure 3.~: The general system of Boolean equations alld its solution/or the SFT 

3.2.5 An Example 

A small example of a SFT is given in Figure 3.7. The general system of Boolean equations [;i.!1] 
is shown in Figure 3.8. The solution of the system has been derived by the algorithm presented 
previously. the solulion is also given in Figure 3.8. Several analysis problems can now be solved 
using the solulion of the generalized system. For instance. the effect of the O·source and 
l·source at the vertices 1 .. ..• 5 can be computed separately. Let the solutions be denoted as xU 
and !l respectively. Computation proceeds as follows: 

xU = !b., .. +,. = [0 1 b

g

j 
- -. - , 0 

I 

xl = xh - = [b~~ - -- -!:~ I 

o 

These solutions can be used to compute the state vectors according to the value directed 
definition. Similar computations are required for the slructure directed definition. How these state 
vectors have to be computed is discussed next. 

3.2.6 Computation of the State Vectors and Correctness 

In section 3.1.4 three different definitions of the states of a vertex have been introduced. In the 
sequel these definitions wi ll be formalized in terms of restrictions on the solution of a general 
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system of Boolean equations. The application of each definition will be illustrated using the 
example presented in the previous section. 

Structure Directed Computation of the State Vectors 

In the next definition the state vectors are defined as follows. I. is the condition under which there 
is no path from any input vertex to a vertex. Q is the condition under which there is exactly one 
path from an input vertex to a vertex and finally, M. is the condition under which there is a path 
from two or more input vertices to a vertex. 

Definition 3.9: Given a SFT = (V, E,A,/n, 5, e). Let" be the solution of the general system of 
Boolean equations id.,!!], Let the the set of input vertices be In = (I, .. . ,l). Define for each 
vertex i E In a vector ci such that: ej, = I if k = i and ej, = 0 otherwise. The state vectors 
are defined as: -

I 

l = n ! fz "'c.j 
j := 1 - Q = ±["-ft='i. . 11. "ft=!!] j= I 1 = L 

i ... } 

To illustrate the application of the structure directed definition it is applied to the SFT shown in 
Figure 3.7, with the following instantiations: In = (2 ,4,S), S = (s"s, ) e(2) = C(S) = 5 1 and 
e(4) = s , . The general system and its solution are shown in Figure 3.B. So the following three 
vectors of length 5 are defined (£1, e2 and Q): 

The restrictions that need to be computed are: 

"h = d = [!] - - 0 
o 

"/,=,, = [b~] 
- - I 

o 
"b =d = [1] - - 0 

I 

The state vectors are then computed according to the above definition, which gives: 

[

ii( i] ~ dlJ] 
I. = dg 

o 
o 

[

abd + a~g + bdg] 

M. = dg 
o 
o 

So collisions and undefined can propagate through the network. 

Value Directed Computation of the State Vectors 

In the value directed computation of the state vectors a definition of the state vectors is used 
which is based on the following. I. is the condition under which there is no path from any source 
to a vertex. Q is the condition under which there is exactly one source that has an effect on a 
vertex. Finally, M is the condition under which two or more sources have an effect on a vertex. 
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Definition 3.10: Given a SIT = IV, E,A, ill ,5, Cj. Let ~ be the solution ofthe general system of 

Boolean equations [i, !?I· Define for each source si in 5 (with 5 = Is" ... , sl}) a vector fi such 
that: ci, = I if C(j) = Si and cij = 0 otherwise. The state vectors are then defined as: 

I[ I ] I[k] Q = I ~!!=fi . n ~!!=:1. M = nI £1!.=:1. 
;= I r= l. i= I J"" l. 

j-"'; j:Ei 

I 

z=nJ!!=u 
i= I 

To illustrate the difference between the value directed and structure directed definition the 8FT 
of Figure 3.7 will be analyzed using the value directed definition. The source set is 5 = Is"s,! 
(hence k = 2) and the source connection function is defined as: C(2) = s,. C(5) = s, and 
C(4) = s,. The two vectors £!. and c2 defined according to the above definition are: 

The restriction to be computed are: 

[

" + b
R
] [bJ 

Jh=d = ,~ :!h=c2 = ~ 
-- Il -- 1 

I 0 

The state vectors computed from these restriction according to Definition 3.10 are: 

[

i'i(b ~ J.V] 
z. = til! 

o 
o 

[

OCb + J) + ~b~tlg + dg)] 

Q= "g+dg 
I 
1 

[

abd ~ btl
g
] 

M = dg 
o 
o 

Boolean Value Directed Computation of the State Vectors 

Definition 3.11 : Given a 5FT = IV, E,A,In, S, Cj. Let £ be the solution of the general system of 

Boolean equations [i,!?I. Define two vectors cO and £!. as follows: if C(j) = si' then cOj = S; 
and c 1 j = Xi and otherwise cOj = 0 and c 1 j = O. The state vectors are defined as: 

~ = :!Q =!l! ' l!!=.d Q = :!.Q=[Q $ !!!=d M = :!!!=~ , :!!!=.d' 

Again the 8FT in Figure 3.7 wi ll be investigated. It is assumed that the source s, and s, are 
Boolean sources, that is, they are Boolean functions. For this example the last will be assumed. 
The vectors cO and £!. are defined as follows: 

The computation of the compositions gives: 
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[

(Q + bg~" + bdS'] 
!h=dl = dS 2 + gs] 

- - S2 

s, 

Given these compositions, the state vectors can be computed according to Definition 3.11, this 
gives: 

[

arT, ~ {]g)] 
~ = dif 

o 
o 

[
"" , '" . "') , :" , '''''''''' . " '] 

Q = diJ + dg + dg(s, Ell s,) 
I 
I 

The State Vectors and Correctness of Signal Propagation 

[

(Q + R)h~(S I Ell S2)] 
M = dg(s, Ell s,) 

o 
o 

Once the state vectors have been computed the correctness of signal propagation can easily 
be verified. For instance, given the states Z,' O,and M , of vertex i. This vertex has an undefined 
value iff the Boolean function Z, is satisfied, similarly, vertex i has a unique value iff the Boolean 
function 0, is satisfied and a collision occurs iff the Boolean function M, is satisfied. Since we 
are interested in the correctness of a Signal Flow Tree the correctness of it can be defined in 
terms of the state vectors as follows. 

Definition 3.12: An SFT with vertex set V = {v,,,,, v"1 and state vectors ~ and M has correct 
signal propagation iff: 

" 1. '" M, = 0, and 
i= ] 

2. Z, = O. 

An SFT is used to model the signal propagation in a hardware description as has been explained 
in Section 3.1.3. In this model Boolean functions are used, in a hardware description Boolean 
expressions are used. Therefore, to verify the signal propagation in a hardware description using 
the model and correctness notion of SFT's it is necessary to proof that the state vectors M and 
Z of Boolean expressions equal the O-expression. A method to establish this proof is by using 
a canonical map for Boolean expressions in which case equivalence of Boolean expressions 
means that their canonical forms have to identical. 

Now that a proper theoretical basis has been developed for the verification of signal propagation 
a number of extensions can be developed so that other hardware description primitives of the 
language (see also Chapter 2) can be verified as well. 

3_2_7 Datacase and Demandcase 

Until now only the signal propagation of case-expression can be verified. In this section the 
method based on SFT's will be extended so that datacase- and demandcase-expressions can 
be tackled 'as well. With respect to the correctness of signal labeling we treat the 
datacase-expression in the same way as a case-expression. The demandcase is treated 
differently. When demand case-expression are used, a vertex can only have a unique state or 
a collision state if the condition that is formed by the edge labelings along the path from this vertex 
to the root is satisfied. 
To handle all possible conditional expressions a small extension is made which causes a minor 
change in the definition of the system of Boolean equations. Given a SFT, and define a vertex 
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labeling g such that g = 1 . This vertex labeling is adjusted as follows. Assume that the SFT 
contains a subtree rooted by vertex k with vertex set v,. let there be an edge (k.l) labeled with 
au (hence a signal propagates from vertex k to vertex I under condition a,). If this edge labeling 
is derived from a demandcase·expression then the vertex labeling g is defined as follows: 
'Vj E V,: OJ ~ " Ii . " j' This computation of the vertex labeling stops if all edges defined by 
demand case have been visited. The effect of sources to vertices follows from the solution of the 

general system [~. f! . !d. 
To illustrate the effect of the demandcase on signal propagation reconsider the example given 
in Figure 3.7 and assume that all edges are defined as demandcase. The vertex labeling g then 
becomes: 

[ 

I ] 
a 

a = b 
- b· d 

b . g 

The solution x of the system [~. f! . !![ is: 

[

I a b hd hg] b, o 0 0 () 0 b, 
1 = 0 0 b hd hg . bJ 

o 0 0 hd 0 b, 
o 0 0 () hg b , 

Observe that the solution found differs from the solution of the system [d, !![. 

3.2.8 Weak Sources 

In the model used for signal propagation one single set of sources has been assumed. The 
correctness of signal propagation has been formulated with the implicit assumption that all these 
sources have equal strength. In the hardware description language. however there are three 
signal labeling operators with different strengths. In this section the model will be extended such 
that signal propagation in a SFT with an arbitrary (finite) number of 'signal strengths' can be 
verified. 
Normally the notion strength instead of weakness is encountered. Weakness can be defined as 
the reciprocal of strength. To enable the analysis of signal propagation with weak sources a 
simple extension of the SFT is made. 

Definition 3.13: A extended signal flow graph SFG" = {V. E.A,/Il"S" C, ..... illm.Sm.C,,' 
consists of '" Signal Flow Graphs {V. E.A'/n ,.S,. C,I .. . {V. E.A,/nm.Sm• C" I where a source 
in source set SI has weakness i. 

The analysis of an extended signal flow tree is based on the analysis of each individual signal 
flow tree that is defined by the extended signal flow tree. Each signal flow tree can by analyzed 
by the solution of the general system of Boolean equations [ ~.!![. This is done as follows. The 
signal flow trees are analyzed in the order {V. E.A . IIl,. S,. C, I . .... {V. E. A,/Il "" Sm. Cm/. The state 
vectorsderivedfora signal flow tree (V.E.A.S"C;I are denoted Zi. Qj, Mi(with I " i "tn). The 
general idea in the definitions that follow is that a unique value or a collision of weakness i can 
be overruled by a unique value or collision of weakness i-I. The state vectors of the extended 
signal flow tree are then defined as follows. 

Let z:. be the condition under which there is no source with weakness I . .. " i that has an effect 
on the vertices. hence: 
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, l/=nZ} (3.1) 
j=1 

with t' = 1-

So, the condition under which no source in SFT'" has an effect is: l,"'. A vertex has a unique value 
of weakness i if all stronger sources have no effect on that vertex and there is exactly one source 
of weakness i that has an effect. So, the condition under which this occurs is as follows: 

(3.2) 

A collision of weakness i occurs if all stronger sources have no effect and there are two or more 
sources of weakness i have an effect. The conditions under which this occurs is expressed by 

M' which is defined as: 

M=l/-'·Mi (3.3) 

Given these definitions, the correctness of an extended SFT is expressed as an extended SFT 
in which no collision of any weakness can occur nor is the root vertex undefined. The notion is 
defined formally by the next definition. 

Definition 3.14: An extended signal flow tree SF!"' is correct iff: 
m " 1. I;J I;J 

j= J i= I 
M1 = 0, and 

2. z~ = 0 

To illustrate this consider the next example. The SFT of Figure 3.7 is turned into an extended 

SFT SFG' = {V,E,A,5"C"S"C,} with: 

In, = {2,4,S! 
1112 = {I,3} 

5, = (s"s,! 
S2 = {S"S4} 

C,(2) = "', 

C2(3) = "" 
C,(S) = 5, 
C,(I) = 5, 

In this example the structure directed definition is used. The analysis of SFT, = {V,E,A,S" C,} 
gives the state vectors: 

[

a(1i ~ J1fJ] 
z' = l,l = dli 

o 
o 

[

a(1i + Jif) +Ia~(dg+ ilg)] 
0' = Ql = dg + dg 

I 
I 

[

abd + {/~g + bdg] 

M' = MI = dg 
o 
o 

The state vectors of 5FT, = {V,E,A,S" C,! are: 
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For the verification of the extended 8FT the state vectors have to be computed according to 
Formula 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, this gives: 

The correctness of the extended 8FT follows from: M', M' and Z;' ObselVe that the root is 
always defin'ed (that is, cannot be undefined). This is reasonable, because a source is connected 
to it. Furthermore, it is possible that there occurs a collision of sources with weakness 2 (and is 
not overwritten by a source of weakness 1), namely when the Boolean function iibdg is satisfied. 

3.2.9 Analysis Using Source Matrices 

In the analysis of a 8FT with IV! = 11, 11 Boolean variables are used: one for each vertex. This 
is done in order to be able to keep track of the effect that each vertex can have on all other 
vertices. In fact the system of Boolean equations derived allows any possible source connection 
function. In the application of the theory Boolean expressions are used rather then Boolean 
functions. The actual verification of correctness is proved by mapping Boolean expressions to 
a canonical representation. For such an approach it is important to keep, if possible, the number 
of variables as few as possible. It is for this reason that more attention is paid to the reduction 
of the number of variables introduced by a system of Boolean equations. 
The refined method proposed here is based on the use of a 'source' matrix. Let this matrix be 
denoted ~ " The system of Boolean equations that will be considered is: lA, ~ . ~. How this 
source matrix is constructed and how it influences the number of variables is discussed below 
for each definition of the state vectors. 

The System for Boolean Value Directed Computation of the State Vectors 

If the verification of correctness of signal propagation is based based on the Boolean value 
directed definition of the state vectors then 11 Boolean variables are introduced while on the other 
hand there are only two distinct sources (the a· and 1·source). The system of Boolean equations 
can be tuned for this particular case. To start with a vector of Boolean variables Iz. is defined 
having length 2, i.e.: 

The variables are interpreted as follows: if b , has value 1 then the a·source is connected (if b, 
has value a this source is disconnected) and if h , has value 1 the 1·source is connected (this 
source is disconnected if h, has value a). Given the SFT = (V, E,A.IN.S,C) the source matrix 
:l is constructed as follows. It is a n X 2 matrix in which the element 5;, is the condition under 
which a a·source is connected to vertex i and element 5;2 the condition under which a 1·source 
is connected to vertex i. The source matrix :l is constructed as follows: 

. V Sjl = C( i ) and si2 = C(i ) 
I E /n 
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and 0 otherwise. To verification of the correctness of the SFT can now be expressed as an 
analysis problem of the system rA,~· !!'J. 

Application of this procedure for the construction of the system gives for the example of section 
3.2.6 the following: 

[~ s~l S ~ 0 ° 
- SZ .\'2 

SJ .1'1 

The solution of the system [d" ~ . !!.J is: 

[

(a + bg
):[ + b"" (a + bg

):" + bdS'] [b] 
.! = dS2~ gIl dS2 + gS l . h~ 

52 .1'2 -

SJ S f 

The number of control variables has been reduced from n to 2. 

The System for Value Directed Computation of the State Vectors 

A similar approach is applicable to the value directed definition. The number of variables 
introduced equals the number of sources. Given the set of sources S ~ Is" ... , ski (hence lSI ~ k) 
then k variables are introduced, one for each source. The source matrix §, is a n X k matrix in 
which the elements are defined as: 

V V C(i) ~ s · - s·; ~ I 
.t,ES I ~j SJ: J } 

and all other elements in the matrix are O. 

For the example discussed earlier, the source matrix §" the vector of Boolean variables and the 

computed solution of the system li,:1: . !!.J are respectively: 

[
0 0] [(a + bg) b'1 

§, ~ ~ r !!. ~ [: : ] ~ ~ ~ r [:;] 
So, the number of Boolean variables used now is k instead of ". In many practical situations this 
will be a considerable reduction . 

The System for Structure Directed Computation of the State Vectors 

Due to the nature of the structure directed computation of the state vectors, where it is required 
to keep track of each input vertex, the number of variables is reduced the least. In fact this 
number can ·only be reduced from If to Iln l ~ I. For a binary tree, for instance, where all leafs 
are input vertices this reduces the number of variables by approximately a factor 2. The analysis 
is based on the solution of the system Id" ~ . !!.J where!!. is a vector of length I, and the source 
matrix ~ is a II x I matrix. 

In the example of section 3.2.5 the matrix:1:, the vector!!. and the solution ~ of the system Id,,~ . !!.J 
are respectively: 
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[

000] I 00 
5 = 000 
- 0 I 0 

00 I 
[

a hd b
g
] 

£ = 6 ~~ ~ . [::] 
o I 0 h, 
o 0 I 

Computation of the State Vectors 

The state vectors ;!;, Q and M are computed by the restriction of the solution" of the system 

Ii!" ~ . Q.] as follows: 

z = 4='1 
m 

Q = I!~ ",,!. . 4 =16.1!, 
i= I 

m 

M = n !t -!6.1t; 
i= I 

(3.4) 

(3 .5) 

(3.6) 

For the Boolean value directed definition we have m = 2. Note that these state variables are now 
computed by restrictions instead if composition. The value directed definition has m = lSI and 
the structure directed definition has m = 11111. 
The correctness of a SFT remains as defined in Definition 3.12. The state vector M can be 
computed alternatively by: 

m -I /II 

M = ~ "\" J.11 =" . ~ ""t L ~ -....!. - J 
i= I j>1 -

(3.7) 

3,2,10 Correct Signal Propagation and the Select-Function 

In Section 3.1.1 it has been explained that if the signal propagation of a conditionally labeled 
signal is correct, its behavior can be described by a select-function. In this section it is assumed 
that the signal propagation is correct, and it will be shown how the select-function is derived for 
each definition of the correctness. 

Boolean value directed correctness and the select-function 

Given a correct SFT based on the value directed definition of the state vectors. Let £ be the 
solution of the system of Boolean equations 1::1, ~ . H The select-function is then defined as: 

Given the meaning of the select-function, the behavior can even be captured by a Boolean 
function. In fact the behavior is: x I . 

! - !2 

Value directed correctness and the select-function 

If a SFT is correct according to the value directed definition, with solution " of the system of 
Boolean equations. The behavior can be described by the next select-function: 

setect((x i '.'1)' ... , (XI .S,)) 
! - !:I ! - !.l 

Structure directed correctness and the select-function 

Given a correct SFT according to the structure directed definition, with solution £ of the system 
of Boolean equations. With the set of input vertices III = I I ', ... , I' / the select function is defined 
as follows: 
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select( (X't-<,' C( I ') ). ... , (X" ,,; C(l') ) ) 

So a transformation can be applied to every correct signal flow tree. The transformations can 
be extended in a trivial way for correct extended signal flow trees. In retum, if the signal 
propagation of each labeled signal is correct then the signal propagation of the entire hardware 
description instance is correct. With the transformations to select-functions in mind, it follows that 
correct hardware description instances are semantically equivalent to single signal labeling 
descriptions. By transformation to select·functions a syntactical single signal labeling 
description is derived. 

3.2.11 Some Examples of Verification 

In this section a number of examples are presented, all computations are done symbolically and 
use canonical representations of Boolean functions (see e.g. Chapter 6). 

Example 1 

Given the following hardware description: 

case a 

b 

not (b) 

endcase, 

{case b {y , el}, 
c {Y' -e2} , 

endcase} , 
(case not(c) {y,el}' 
endcase} , 

{case c 
not (c) 

endcasel I 

{y,-e2}, 
{y,e3}, 

The model derived for the labeling of signal y is an extended signal flow tree 

SFT; ~ fV,E,A,ln,S"C,.In"S"C2} as shown in Figure 3.9. 

If the structure directed definition of the state vectors is used then the following results are 
obtained: 
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undefined state: Z; ~ abc, 

collisions (weakness 1): M: ~ abc, M! ~ abi', M~ ~ abc, M~ ~ abc, Mi ~ abc. 
2_ - 2_ - 2_ - 2_ - 2_-

collisions (weakness 2): M, - ahc, M, - abc, M4 - abc, M, - abc, Mg - abc. 

In, ~ f3,6,9} 

S, ~ fel,e3} 

C,(3) ~ el 

C,(6) ~ el 

C,(9) ~ e2 

Figure 3.9: The extended SFT of signal y. 

In, ~ f4,8} 

S, ~ le21 

C,(4) ~ e2 

C,(8) ~ e2 
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If the value directed definition of the state vectors is used then the next results is obtained: 
undefined state: zl ~ abc 

Hence, when the value directed definition is used no collision exists, however the root is 
undefined under the condition given. So, according to the definition of correctness the signal 
labeling of y is incorrect. 

Example 2 

model coml (y,a,b,c, xl ,x2), 
case not(c) (case a and n ot (b) {y :xl}, 

not (aD and b {y,x2}, 
endcase} , 

endcase, 
endmod ; 
model com2 (y, a, b,c ,xl ,x2), 

case a ( case not(b) and c {y;xl}, 
band not(cl {y, x2 }, 

endcase} , 
e ndcase, 

endmod; 
model com3 (y,a,b,c, xl ,x2), 

case band c {case a {y :xl }, 

endcase , 
endrnod; 

no t (a) (y, x2 ), 
endcase } , 

MODEL com4 (y,a,b ,c, x l,x2), 
CASE not(al and not(bl and c (y x), 
ENDCASE, 

ENDMOD; 
MODEL bu scom (idb ,a ,b ,c,acca,accb,k,rp,coeff,dp,data,in), 

idb :- in, 
coml (idb,a,b,c ,acca,accb) , 
com2(idb,a ,b,c,k,rp ), 
com3( idb,a , b, c,dp ,da t} , 
com4(idb,a,b,c,k), 

ENDMOD; 

Figure 3. 10: Hardware description of buscom. 

In this example a feature is demonstrated that has not been mentioned previously. The hardware 
description allows conditional signal labeling of one particular signal to be distributed over 
several models. Because the verification of correctness considers instances of hardware 
descriptions, the verification captures all expressions that (conditionally) label this signal. To 
illustrate this the hardware description of Figure 3. 10 will be verified. The SFT derived for the 
instance 

buscom (idb,sl ,s2,s3,acca,accb, k,rp ,coef f, dp,data,in ) 
is shown in Figure 3. 11. The verification based on the structure directed definition of the state 
vectors shows that the signal propagation is correct. Hence, the signal labeling can be described 
by a select-function . This gives: 
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Example 3 

In , = /3,4,6, 7, 9,10, III 
51 = (acc(I,accb, rp,coeff,dp,data,kj 

C,(3) = (lcca 
C ,(4) = accb 
C,(6) = rp 
C ,(7) = cneff 
C,(9) = dp 
C,( IO) = dara 
C,(II)=k 

Ill , = (II 
S2 = (in) 

C ,( I) = ill 

Figure 3.1 J: The extended SFT of instance hllscom. 

idb select ( 

(not(s l) and n ot ( 52) and not (s3), in) , 
(no t(s3 ) and s 1 and not(s2) acca) I 

(not( s3) and not{ s! ) and 52 accb) , 
(5 1 and not (52) and 53 rp) , 
(5 1 and 52 and not (5 3) coeff) , 
(52 and 53 and 51 dp) , 
(52 and 53 and not(s!) data) , 
(not(s l ) and not (52 ) and 53 k)) , 

In this third example the Boolean value directed definition of the following instance of a hardware 
description is investigated. 

(y , --b, 
c ase a {y : - l, 

case b (y,OI 
endcase} , 

endcasel 

The general signal flow tree derived for the conditionally labeled signal y is shown Figure 3.12. 
Verification shows that this 8FT is correct, the description in terms of the select-expression is: 
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y , selec t ( (a and b, 0), 
(0, I) , 

(0, 0) , 
(a and not (b), 1), 
(not(a) and not(b), 0), 
(not(a) and b, I)) 
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SFT~ 
In, ~ ( I } 
53' ~ (b} 
C3( 1) ~ b 

Ill , ~ (2} 
5; ~ (I } 
C,(2) ~ I 

Ill, ~ (3} 
5, ~ (O} 
C,(3 ) ~ 0 

Figure 3.12: The extended SFT of hardware description with Boolean sources. 

The first , third and fifth select pair contain the conditions under which 0 is retumed. They 
originate from the sources with weakness 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The remaining second, fourth 
and sixth pair include the conditions under which 1 is returned, they originate from the sources 
with weakness 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Since all arguments are Boolean expressions the 
select-expression can be rewriting into a Boolean expression which gives: 

y a and not(b) o r not (a) and b , 

or equivalently: 

y : a xor b, 

So far the discussion on correctness of signal propagation. The next verification problem to be 
considered is that of Algebraic Cycles. 

3.3 Algebraic Cycles 

In this section the second property that a hardware' description has to fulfil is considered. First 
a simple model is presented, the signal dependency graph (SDG), by which the notion' of 
algebraic cycles can be captured easily. The basic transformations of hardware description 
primitives to signal dependency graphs are presented. A theory is presented to formulate 
algebraic cycles in terms of a 'cost' function on a SDG. Finally, an algorithm for the computation 
of the cost of cycles is presented and a small example of verification is given. 

3.3.1 Definition of the Signal Dependency Graph 

To model algebraic cycles, a Signal Dependency Graph (SDG) is introduced. It is defined as 
follows. 

Definition 3.15: A Signal Dependency Graph (V, E ,A) is a directed graph with vertex set V, edge 
setE !: V x V and an edge labeling A such that for all ( II , v) E E the edge labeling A (u , v) is 
a Boolean function. In the SDG 

• vertices represent signals, 
• edges represent the dependency between signals, and 
• the labeling of an edge, A(II , v) , represents the condition under which signal v depends 

on signal L/. 
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Hardware Description SDG representation 

y: x, 

xl 

y: f(xl, ... ,xnj 

xl 

y: select((cl,xlj, ... ,(cn,xnjj, 

xn 

Figure 3.13: Basic transjormatioflsJrom hardware description to signal dependency 
graph. 

3.3.2 The Signal Dependency Graph of a Hardware Description 

For the verification of algebraic cycles only the instantaneous part of a hardware description 
must be analyzed. Given the instance of such a part, it will be assumed that the signal 
propagation has been proven correct. Hence, each conditionally labeled signal can be described 
by an unconditional signal labeling and a select-function. It is assumed that the instance has 
been written in this form. To derive a signal dependency graph for this description only three 
basic transformations have to be considered, they are defined in Figure 3.13. Finally, one graph 
transformation is used to ensure that there exists only one edge from a vertex u to a vertex v. 
For instance, let there be n (with n ;" I) edges e I' ... , e" from vertex u to vertex v with edge 
labeling ai' ... , a" respectively. The edges are replaced by a single edge e and edge labeling a 

" 
such that a ~ I a j • 

i=1 

To illustrate all this consider the following instance of a hardware description (note that it is 
instantaneous): 

(x : 

Z : 

case 
case 
case 

a + 
in2 

g 
g 
g 

inl, 
• c, 

{inl:z}, not (g) {inl:b}, endcase, 
{in2:b }, not(g) (in2 :x }, endcase, 
{y:x}, not (g) {y:z}, endcase) 

Verification of signal labeling demonstrates that all signals are labeled correctly. Hence, the 
conditionally labeled signals can be described by a select-function. This gives the following 
description: 
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Figure 3.14: An example of a Signal Dependency Graph. 

(x : a + inl, 
z : in2 * c, 
in l , select «g,z), (not(g) ,b)), 
in2 ,select «g, b),(not(g),x)), 
y , select «g,x), (not(g) ,z)) ) 

Applying the transformations shown in Figure 3.13 and applying the transformation for multiple 
edges between vertices to one single edge gives the signal dependency graph shown in Figure 
3.14. 

3,3,3 Formulation of Correctness and the Verification Problem 

To formulate the correctness of a SOG with respect to algebraic cycles, the notion of a cycle is 
introduced first. 

Definition 3.16: Given a directed graph (V, £). a cycle is a path from a vertex v (E V) to v. 

The cost of a path in a SOG is defined as follows. 

Definition 3.17: Given a SOG and let there be a path from vertex u to vertex v. The cost of this 
path equals the Boolean product of the Boolean functions labeled to the edges in that path . 

The cost between two vertices in a SOG is defined as follows. 

Definition 3.18: Given a SOG and two vertices u and v. Let there be a set of paths between 
these two vertices. The cost of u to v, denoted c(u, v) equals the Boolean sum of the cost of 
the paths from u to v. 

Consequently, if there exists no path from vertex u to vertex v then c(u, v) = O. Correctness of 
a SOG is now defined in terms of the cost of cycles and a canonical mapping ¢ for Boolean 
functions. 

Definition 3.19: An SDG is correct if and only if: 
¢ (c(v, v») " 0 

for every v E V. If a SOG satisfies this property it is said to be free of algebraic cycles. 

Recall that in the construction of the SDG from a hardware description only the dependencies 
of labeled signals are considered. So, if the correctness constraint is satisfied then there exists 
no signal that is a member of its own dependency closure. 

3,3.4 Theory of Algebraic Cycles 

The method to solve this verification problem consists of an analysis part in which the costs of 
cycles are computed. To compute these costs a dependency closure has to be used. In fact such 
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an algorithm has great similarities with the transitive cfosurealgorithm as presented in [AhH074]. 
Once the costs of cycles, which are Boolean functions, have been computed it must be 
demonstrated that they are not satisfiable. This second part of the method can be done by using 
a canonical representation for Boolean functions. In Chapter 6 of this thesis such a 
representation is discussed. Henceforth, here detailed attention can be paid to the analysis 
problem. 

With a few, minor, modifications the transitive closure algorithm in [AhH074] can be used to 
compute the cost of cycles. This algorithm would compute the costs between any two vertices 
of the edge labeled graph. It uses a matrix representation for fhe edge labeled graph. The time 

complexity of this algorithm is 0(1\11 ') , when it is assumed that all required Boolean operations 

take constant time. In the analysis problem considered here, we are not interested in the costs 
between all pairs of vertices, but only in those of cycles. Therefore, the following proposition is 
of great interest. 

Proposition 3.1: Given a SDG ( V, E,A ). Let v E V with A(v, v) = 0, the vertices to which v is 
adjacent are U 1, . ..• 11" and the vertices adjacent to v are WI' ... • wm. Let the cost of a cycle be 
denoted c(u, u) for any u E V. Let the SDG (V', E' , A ') have: V' = Vllv}, E ' = E n IV' x V'} 

and edge labeling: A '(u ;, IV) = A(II ;, IV) + A(II" v) . A(v, IV) and A ' (u,lV) = A(u,lV) for all 

remaining edges in E' . Denote the cost of a cycle c'(u, /I ) for II E V' . Then: C'( II, u) = C( II, u) 
for any /I E VII v j. 

This proposition will not be proven formally, instead it will be made plausible. First if A(v, v) '" 0, 
then obviously there is an algebraic cycle. If this constraint is satisfied the vertex can be 
transformed into the analysis of (V',E',A'). The correctness of this transformation follows from 
the definitions of the costs of cycles. Moreover, it is an invariance transformation for the costs 
of cycles. Two more propositions can be formulated that may decrease the size of the problem 
considerable. These are: 

Proposition 3.2: Given a directed graph G = (V. E) with edge labeling A, let v be a vertex in V 
and satisfy: indegree(l' ) = 0 or oUldegree(v) = O. Assume that cost to go from u to IV is c(/I, IV). 

Let G' = (V' ,E' I be a graph with vertex set V' = Vllv}, edge set E' = En IV' x V'} and an 
edge labeling A' satisfying: A'(u. lV) = A(u, IV) for every (/I, IV) E E' . Assume that the cost to 
go from u to IV is "'(II. IV) . Then: 

1. Cry, v) = 0 
2. c '(u , u) = C(II, /I) for every u E V' . 

The proof of this proposition is rather simple and based on the following arguments. Under the 
constraints given there can never exist a cycle that starts and ends in v, by definition the cost 
to go from v to v equals O. For any other vertex u, there is a contribution v to the cost c(u, u) only 
if there exists a cycle II that goes via v, this requires that v has indegree and outdegree which 
is larger than 0, this contradicts the assumptions. 

The next proposition also reduces the size of the analysis problem. It is based on the observation 
that any edge labeled with 0 does not contribute to the costs of cycles. 

Proposition 3.3: Given a directed graph G = ( V, E ) with an edge labeling A, let u and v be 
vertices in V satisfying A(u, v) = 0, assume that this graph has cost c(u, IV). Let G' = IV', E' I 
be a graph with vertex set V' = Vand edges E' = EIf(u , v)} and edge labeling A' satisfying: 
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A '( II, IV) = A(u, IV) for every (u, IV) E E' . Let this graph have cost c'(u, IV) . Then: 
c' (u, w) = c(u, w) 

for every II and w in V. 
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The proof of this proposition is trivial and follows directly from the definition of the cost between 
two vertices. Every path which contains an edge (u. IV) with A(II , IV) ~ 0 has path label 0, hence 
does not contribute to the cost. 

3.3.5 An Algorithm for the Computation of Algebraic Cycles 

Proposition 3.2 and 3.3 are used to decrease the size of the problem. Proposition 3.1 is applied 
to compute the costs of algebraic cycles iteratively. 

The algorithm proposed for the computation of the costs is outlined in Figure 3.15. In the sequel 
the principles used are commented. 

In the algorithm the Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 are applied first to reduce (if possible) the size of 
the problem. Proposition 3.2 is applied recursivel y. If the SDG is a directed acyclic graph, 
recursive application of this proposition proves that the SDG is free of algebraic cycles without 
needing to apply Proposition 3.1. Hence, no computation of Boolean functions is required. 

FOREACH (u, v) E E DO 
C( II. v) : A(Il . v), 

ENDFOR, 
LOOP 

EXfTfF 1\11 ~ 0 {'the graph is free of algebraic cycles'}, 
(V. E) ~ apply - propositions( V, E) % Proposifion 3.2 and 3.3 
CASE 'there exists v E V such that n01(</>(c(V, v» " 0)' 

{break ( 'error: cycle in v')}, 
default 

(CASE 1\11 > ) 
('select vertex v from V by the selection rule ' 
FOREACH II E VIII') such that (II, v) E E do 

FOREACH w E VIII'} such that (I', IV) E E do 
CASE (u, IV) rt E 

(E: EUI(u , w)}, 
C(II, w) : c(u, v) . c(v, IV)}, 

default 
(C(II, IV) : c(u , w) + c(u,v) . c(v, IV)}, 

ENDCASE, 
ENDFOR, 

ENDFOR, 
V: VI/v}, 
E:EnIVxv} 

ENDCASE}, 
ENDCASE, 

ENDLOOp, 

Fif{lIre 3.15: Algorithm/or the complltatioll a/ the 'costs' a/cycles 

If the graph contains a vertex v for which </>(c( v, v» " 0, then obviously there is a cycle from v 
to v under condition </>(c(v, 1')1. The elimination of vertices has to be done when there is more than 
one vertex. If there is only one vertex, let this be v, then the only possible edge is (v, v). If this 
edge is labeled 0, it will be removed due to Proposition 3.3 and than the vertex will be removed 
due to Proposition 3.2. If this edge label does not equal 0 a cycle has been found. 

After a vertex has been selected elimination of that vertex starts. It is easily verified that all cycles 
are invariant under the elimination described, the proof is based on showing that the labels of 
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all paths between two vertices are preserved. The number of Boolean operations equals the 
(integer) product of the indegree and outdegree of the selected vertex. Observe that only in a 

worst case situation this equals 1\112 This produces a new (smaller) labeled graph. 

The number of (canonical Boolean) operations depends on the indegree and outdegree of the 
selected vertex, in fact it is proportional to the (integer) product of these two 'degrees'. A simple 
heuristic rule is used to select the vertex. 

Selection Rule: select the vertex v E V for which indegree(v) x ourdegree(v) is minimal. 

This vertex selection rule minimizes the number of Boolean manipulation locally, this minimum 
is determined in every new iteration. 

3.3.6 An Example 

If the algorithm is applied to the signal dependency graph in Figure 3.14. the following steps are 
taken. First the vertices g, a. band c are removed because they have indegree o. Furthermore 
vertex y is removed due to the fact that it has outdegree o. In the graph that remains all vertices 
have the same indegree and outdegree, the selection rule selects for instance vertex in!. After 
the elimination a graph is obtained that consists of three vertices. All these manipulations are 
done in the first iteration. In the next two iterations, the vertices in2 and x are eliminated. The 
graph that remains consists of one vertex (i.e. e) , the edge (z,z) with cost g . g which has 
canonical fonn O. In the fourth iteration this edge is removed due to Proposition 3.3, and the 
vertex is than removed due to Proposition 3.2. Finally the exitif condition is satisfied and the SDG 
has been proven correct, i.e. free of algebraic cycles. 

So, although this SDG has cycles it has no algebraic cycles. A consequence of this property is 
that the hardware description can altematively be rewritten into a form which is cycle free. For 
instance assume that the input signals are g, a, band c, let the output signal be y and all 
remaining signals (in!, in2, x, z) are intennediate signals. Then the input-output behavior can 
can described as: 

y : s elect g, a +b* c ), 
not ( g) , la + b) *c) 

) , 

Observe that in this hardware description are two adders and two multipliers, whereas the 
original description has only one adder and one multiplier. 

3.4 Discussion 

In this chapter a method has been presented to verify the communication of a hardware 
description. It is applied to instances of hardware descriptions. 

Application to Large Examples 

Verification of signal propagation has been demonstrated for very small examples. In actual 
applications to high level hardware descriptions the forest of SFT's may consist of a large 
number of SFT's . For instance, a controller for a 'fast universal second order interpolator' used 
for real-time image processing [Jay91 J has been verified. The hardware description consisted 
of 120 labeled signals of which 70 were conditionally labeled. The verification included the 
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construction of the forest of SFT's, solving the systems of Boolean equation (the 
structure-directed definition of correctness has been used), and the computation of the state 
vectors. This whole trajectory takes about 1 minute on an Apollo 400. Interpretative code was 
executed. The canonical representation as discussed in Chapter 6 has been used. Comparable 
execution time was required in the case that ROBDD's were used as canonical representation 
of Boolean functions. 

In general it is a good design practice to model the hardware in such a way that each SFT derived 
for each signal is not too large. This ensures small systems of Boolean equations and therefore 
relative fast verification . 

Hardware Descriptions with Mnemonics 

The method to verify the correctness of communication considers only Boolean functions. When 
starting hardware design at a high level conditional signal labeling will often be described by 
using mnemonics, e.g. when designing a processor. Such descriptions can be captured by the 
method when such mnemonics are encoded by Boolean functions. Such an encoding can be 
mechanized. 
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From Hardware Description to Formal Description 

'No matter what kind of representation we adopt. there s nothing we could do with 
them until we also learn effective skills and memory-scripts that work with them' 

Marvin Minski (1985) 

In this chapter a simple formal description language (FOL) is introduced to describe the 
input-output behavior of instantaneous and non-recursive systems. As discussed in Chapter 2 
such descriptions are required for the verification method considered in this thesis. Such 
descriptions are derived from a hardware description by three simple steps: instantiation, 
transformation (of HDL primitives to FDL primitives) and elimination of internal variables by 
substitution. The principles are demonstrated by Simple examples. Some more realistic 
examples are given as well. Finally two transformations of formal descriptions are considered 
(slow-down and pipeline), such transfomnations allow the verification of two descriptions that 
satisfy some temporal relationship. 

4_1 A Formal Description Language 

For the functional verification of synchronous hardware descriptions a new simple language is 
introduced. The horizontal verification methodology is based on this formal description language 
(FOL). 

Although the FDL has great similarities with the hardware description language (HOL), it differs 
in some aspects, these are: equations are used to describe the (functional) relationship between 
input variables and output variables; a unit delay operator (i.e. a temporal operator) is used to 
describe the clocked memory elements. With FDL only instantaneous and non-recursive 
systems can be captured. The syntax of the language is defined in Figure 4.1, BNF notation has 
been used. In this language the unit delay-operator is denoted O. 

FO = (P (, P}) 
P .. - Y=E 
E = F(EI, ... ,En) I O(c,E) I U I C 
F - <constant function symbol> 
Y .. - <output variable> 
U = <input variable> 
C .. - <input constant> I <input variable of type constant> 
c - <constant> 

Figure 4. J.- The syntax of the formal description language 
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The semantics is the same as that of the hardware description language. in the next section 
further comments are given. Descriptions based on this language are referred to as formal 
descriptions (FO·s). because the verification method is based on manipulations of these 
descriptions. 

A formal description consists of a number of equations which define the outputs in terms of the 
inputs. For instance: 

( y = 0 ( 1 . f ( 0 (0. 9 (u)))) ) 

is a formal description. which defines output variable y in terms of input variable u. functions f 
and 9 and unit-delays. Variables at the left-hand side are called output variables. variables in the 
expressions on the right-hand side are called input variables. The meaning of variables in the 
formal description language is the same as that of signals in the synchronous hardware 
description language. 

4.2 From a Hardware Description to a Formal Description 

For every synchronous hardware description (HO) a formal description (Fa) can be derived. The 
three basic principles used are: 

1. model instantiation. 

2. transformation of HO primitives to FO primitives. 

3. elimination of internal variables by substitution. 

After instantiation. the hardware description consists of hardware description primitives and 
functions only (see also Chapter 2) . 

4.2.1 The Transformation 

The transformation defines the mapping of hardware description primitives onto formal 
description primitives. This transformation is defined in Figure 4.2. 

Note that the transformation does not include ru les for mapping the labeling ':-' and ':--'. and 
neither for ':=-' and ':=--'. Once the labeling of signals have been proven correct (as discussed 
in chapter 3). the hardware description can be written into single labeling form. The case. 
datacase and demandcase are also not found in this table. once correctness has been proven 
the behavior can be fully captured by a select-function. 
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HD primitive FD primitive 

Y:E => Y=E 
Y:= E. init(Y,c) => Y=O(c.E) 
F(El ..... En) => F(El •...• En) 

Figure 4.2: Trollsjormatioll of hardware description primitives into formal description 
primitives 



From Hardware Description to Formal Description 

model M (u,Y), 
y := fix), 
x:= g(u), 
init(y, 1), 
init(x,O), 

endmod 
(A) 

(y := f(M-x), 
M-x:= g(u), 
init(y, 1), 
init(M-x,O)) 

(B) 

Figure 4.3: An example: 
(AJ a hardware descriptioll 

(B) after installlia/ion 
(e ) after transformation to FD primitives 

(y = O(1,f(M-x)), 
M-x = O(O,g(u))) 

(C) 

An example of the transformation is given in Figure 4.3. In the hardware description (see Figure 
4.3(A)) signals that are not in the i/o-list are called 'internal' (i.e . x), after instantiation a unique 
name has been generated for every internal variable (M-x in Figure 3.4(8)). Transformation 
according to the rules in Figure 4.2 gives the description presented in Figure 4.3(C). Note that 
this description is not a formal description yet, because it still contains an internal variable (M-x). 

4.2.2 Elimination and Substitution of Variables 

Aftertransformation, the formal description will include a number of internal variables. To capture 
the input-output behavior of the hardware description these internal variables have to be 
eliminated by substitution. Applying this prinCiple to the example in Figure 4.3(C) implies that the 
expression that defines the variable M-x is substituted in every expression where this variable 
is considered as an input. After this, the expression that defined M-x is removed from the 
description. This gives the formal description: 

( y = 0 ( 1 , f (0 (0, 9 (u)))) ) 

In a formal description all internal variables have been eliminated. For each output variable an 
equation has been derived, at the right-hand side of each equation only input variables occur. 

Recall the structure based classification of synchronous systems in Chapter 2. When a recursive 
system is under consideration then there exists at least one feedback path. In the verification 
method such a system is viewed as two non-recursive systems, and introduce additional input 
and output variables. 

4.2.3 Syntactic Sugar 

To increase the readability of formal descriptions, some syntactic sugar can be introduced. If 
there are for instance a number of consecutive unit-delay operators the expression may become 
hard to grasp. It is for this reason that a special operator, denoted On, is introduced. The syntax 
is defined as follows: 

On (m , [cl, .. . ,cmj, E) 

where m is a positive integer. This integer denotes the number of consecutive unit delays, 
[c1 ... .. cm] are the initial values. Formally the meaning is defined recurSively in terms of the unit 
delay operator 0 as follows: 
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On (m , (el , ... ,emJ , E) = { 
O(el, E) 

o (el , On (m-I , (e2, ... ,emJ, E)) 

if m=1 

ifm>1 

In many cases the notation with the operator On improves readability. A small example of this 
is: 

y = On (4, (O, 1,2,3J, x) 

which is short for: 

y = 0 (0, 0 ( I , 0 ( 2, 0 ( 3, x)))) 

4.3 Some Examples 

Two examples of the transformation of a hardware description to a formal description are 
presented in this section. The first example shows the transformation of a non-recursive system: 
a third-order FIR filter. In the second example a recursive system is considered. 

A third-order FIR filter 

FIR filters can be described by non-recursive systems. Consider the cascade form of a simple 
third-order FIR filter shown in Figure 4.4. 

c 

+ 
y 

yl 

Fif.!ure 4.4: The c(B"cade form of a third order FIR filrer 

The hardware description is given by model fir3, observe that the model uses three instances 
of sub model fire!. This sub model describes a first order FIR section. 

model fir3 (Y,u,e,rl,r2,r3), 
yl : e'u, 
firef(y2,yl,r1 ), 
firef(y3,y2,r2), 
firef(y,y3,r3), 

endmod 

model firef (y,u,r), 
x:= u, 
y: u + r ~ x, 
init(x, 0), 

endmod 

Instantiation and transformation of the hardware description primitives gives: 
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(fir3-1-yl = c'u, 
fir3-1-fircf-l-x = O(O,fir3-1-yl), 
fir3-1-y2 = fir3-1-yl + rl • fir3-1-fircf-l-x, 
fir3-1-fircf-2-x = O(O,fir3-1-y2), 
fir3-1-y3 = fir3-1-y2 + r2 • fir3-1-fircf-2-x, 
fir3-1-fircf-3-x = O(O,fir3-1-y3), 
y = fir3-1-y3 + r3 • fir3-1-fircf-3-x) 

In this description the variables fir3-1-yl, fir3-1-fircf-l-x, fir3-1-y2, fir3-1-fircf-2-x, fir3-1-y3 and 
fir3-1-fircf-3-x are the internal variables. The output variable is y, the input variables are u, c, rl , 
r2 and r3. When the internal variables are eliminated (by substitution) the following formal 
description is derived: 

( y = c'u + 
rl'O(O,c'u) + 
r2'O(O,c'u+rl'O(O,c'u)) + 

r3'O(O,c'u+rl'O(O,c'u)+r2'O(O,c'u+rl'O(O,c'u))) ) 

model cell 

pO 

ai 

o 

o 
w2 

-1-----' 

pi 

aO 

b2 L-_--j 

~----~------------- ______ I 

Figure 4.5: A systolic cell for a palindrome recognizer 

A recursive systolic cell 

Here a simple systolic cell is considered. This cell is depicted in Figure 4.5. With proper 
definitions of the instantaneous functions f, 9 and h this cell can be used for a systolic palindrome 
recognizer (see also Leiserson [LeSaB3) and Kossen [KoWe87)). 

The FDL only allows the description of Non-recursive systems. It is assumed that the recursive 
system is described by a non-recursive system with a feedback path. This feedback path is given 
by the dashed line in Figure 4.5. The non-recursive system is described by model cell given 
below. 
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model cell ( ai , aO, pi, pO , b2, w2), 
pO := h(a 1,b2,pi), 
aO: f(al,b2), 
bO: g(a l,b2), 
a1 := ai, 
bl := bO, 
w2:= bl , 
init(pO, 0), 
init(al,O), 
init(b 1, 0), 
init(w2,0), 

endmod; 

After the three steps (instantiation, transformation and elimination & substitution of internal 
variables) the following formal description of the non-recursive system is derived: 

( pO = 0 (0, h (pi, b2, 0 (0, ai))) , 
aO = f ( 0 ( a , ai) , b2), 
w2 = 0 (0, 0 (0, g ( 0 (0, ai) ,b2))) ) 

or, when the operator On is used: 

( pO = On ( 1, [OJ, h (pi, b2, 0 ( 1, [OJ, ai))), 
aO =I ( On ( 1 , [OJ, ai) , b2), 
w2 = On (2, [O,Oj, 9 (On ( 1, [OJ, ai) , b2)) ) 

The existence of feedback paths can be checked automatically. Consequently, the choice of 
feedback variables can be mechanized. Due to the fact that this choice is a critical step in the 
method, assistance should be preferred. 

4.4 Broadening the Scope of Verification 

Two well understood techniques are slow·down and pipelining. They are often used in the design 
process to optimize a design with respect to 'timing', i.e. to reduce the 'critical path' . These two 
techniques are also used as an intermediate step towards time multiplexing: a technique by 
which the number of instantaneous functions can be reduced substantially. In the next sections 
transformations of formal description are discussed and presented that enable the verification 
of hardware descriptions that have been 'optimized' by slow·down or pipelining. 

Critical path must be interpreted in a rather abstract way. Normally, a critical path is defined as 
the path in the instantaneous part of a system with the longest delay, hence the notion is related 
to time. In the synchronous hardware description language the critical path is always 0, because 
all paths considered include only instantaneous operations. However, an abstract definition in 
terms of a cost function can be used to define a critical path. For instance, let the cost be defined 
as follows: c(+)=1 and c(·)=2, then c(a'b + c'd + e )=4 (it has been assumed that the cost of each 
variable is 0). With this concept of delay the discussion can proceed. 

4.4.1 Slow-Down 

Leiserson [LeSa83] applied slow-down to design a systolic palindrome recognizer. This 
technique has become rather popular since it makes it possible to optimize hardware designs 
with respect to timing. It is studied here with respect to the verification of formal descriptions, 
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Given a hardware description HOI, slow-down by a factor n means replacing every memory 
element by n memory elements. It is assumed that the initializations are inherited from the 
memory element that has been replaced. This new hardware description can be thought of as 
n interleaved descriptions. The processed data streams are completely independent of each 
other. After slow-down, the hardware description can be optimized by retiming, that is, by 
reshuffling the memory elements such that the critical path is reduced. Let this optimized 
hardware description be H02. These two descriptions, HO 1 and H02, are functionally related 
to one another. To verify this relationship a general transformation named slow-down has to be 
introduced. Its formal definition will be presented here and its application will be demonstrated 
by a small example. 

Definition 4.1: Given a formal description FO and a positive integer n, the operation 
slow-down(FO,n) defines a formal description FO' derived from FO by the following 
manipulation: 
for every equation in FO: replace every subexpression of the form: 

On (m, (el,e2, ... ,emj, E) 
by: 

On (n'm, (el, ... ,el,e2, ... ,e2, ... ,em, ... ,emj, E) 
So each unit delay is replaced by n unit delays and the initialization is inherited from the unit 
delay that has been replaced. 

For instance, recall the formal description derived for model M (see section 4.2). The formal 
description is: 

(y=On(I,{lj,g(On(I,{Oj,u))) ) 

Applying the slow-down operation with n=3 gives: 

(y=On(3,{I,I,lj,g(On(I,{O,O,Oj,u))) ) 

Another small, but more realistic, example of the application of the slow-down operator is 
discussed next. Consider the systems depicted in Figure 4.6(A) and (8). The lightly shaded parts 
are the basic cells, the boxes shaded dark are so called end-cell. With an appropriate definition 
of the instantaneous function g a true palindrome recognizers is specified. In 4.6(A) the last 10 
input symbols are stored, the system outputs a 1 of this sequence of length 10 is a palindrome 
and a 0 otherwise. The system 4.6(8) implements a palindrome recognizer too. However, 
slow-down by 2 and retiming have been used for optimization. 

The effect of optimization is obvious when looking at the critical path. Assume that the costs 
of g is erg). The costs of the critical path in Figure 4.6(A) is 5·e(g). In fact linear with the length 
of the palindrome to be recognized. In Figure 4.6(8) the costs of the critical path is only erg) and 
is independent of the length of the palindrome to be recognized. 

Let the formal descriptions associated with the system depicted in Figure 4.6(A) and (8) be 
respectively FDA and FOB. These descriptions must be functionally related by a slow-down 
factor 2. Hence, the verification task comes down to verifying the functional equivalence of 
slow-down(FOA,2) and FOB. The formal description derived by slow-down(FOA,2) is as follows: 
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( p = 9 (On (2, [O,O), u), 

(A) 

On( 20, [O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O}, u), 
9 (On (4, [O,O,O,O), 4), 

On( 18, [O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O}, u), 
9 (On (6, [O,O,O,O,O,O), u), 

On( 16, [O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O}, u)), 
9 (On (8, [O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O), u), 

On( 14, [O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O}, u), 
9 (On ( 10, [O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O), u), 

On( 12, [O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O}, u), 
1))))) ) 

Figure 4.6: Verification with slow-down 
(AJ palindrome recognizer 

(B ) slowed-down and retimed palindrome recognizer 

4,4,2 Pipelining 

Another technique often encountered as design step is pipelining. In terms of the functional 
behavior the effect of pipelining is that the outputs are delayed by some constant n. When 
memory elements have been added at the outputs, a reshuffling of these elements may result 
in a design with a critical path of lower costs. Again, the initial design and 'optimized' design 
satisfy a functional relationship. This relationship can be used in the verification trajectory. A 
pipeline-operation for formal descriptions is defined as follows. 

Definition 4.2: Given a formal description FO, with output variables yl, ... , ym (let this be set \'l, 
and some positive integer n. The operation pipeline(FO,n,el, ... ,em) defines a formal 
description FO' derived from FO by the following manipulation: 

for each yi E Y: yi = Ei => yi = On ( n , [ei , ... , ei) , E) 

Given a hardware description HO 1, let H02 be the optimized hardware description derived by 
pipelining with some n, initializations el, ... en, and reshuffling of memory elements. The 
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functional relationship between these hardware descriptions can be proven in the following way. 
Let the formal description of HD 1 (HD2 respectively) be FD 1 (FD2 respectively). The verification 
of the functional relationship between FDI and FD2 is the verification of the equivalence of 
s/ow-down(FD1,n,cl, ... ,cn) and FD2. 

To illustrate this, consider the hardware descriptions represented in Figure 4.7(A) and (9). The 
first is a fourth order FIR filter, the second is pipelined. The first description has critical path 
c('}+4 'c(+), in fact a n-th order FIR fi lter based on a cascade of first order sections (see the dark 
shaded box in the figure) has critical path c(·)+n·c(+). The second, pipelined, description has 
critical path c(+). Cascading pipelined first order sections gives a n-th order FIR filter with critical 
path c(+), hence independent of n. Verification of the functional relationship between the two 
descriptions means verifying the functional equivalence of pipe/ine(FDA,4,0) and FDB:- where 
FDA and FOB are the formal description of the filter in Figure 4.8(A) and (9) respectively. The 
formal description derived by pipe/ine(FDA,4, 0) is: 

( y = Dn( 4, 
[O,O,O,Oj, 
( ( (0 + cO' DN(1,[Oj,u)) + cl • Dn(2,[0,Oj,u)) + 

c2 • Dn(3,[0,0,Oj,u)) + c3 • Dn(4,[0, 0, 0, OJ, u) ) ) 

cO c1 c2 c3 

Figure 4.7: Verification with pipelining 
(AJ/ourlll order FIR filler 

(A) 

(8) pipelined and retimedfotlrth order FIR filter 

4.5 Discussion on Ad Hoc Transformations 

(B) 

A simple formal description language has been presented and straightfolWard principles have 
been used to transform hardware descriptions into formal descriptions. Any description of an 
instantaneous or non-recursive system can be transformed. 

The next steps of the verification methodology are temporal canonization (presented in Chapter 
5) and canonization ot the instantaneous parts (in Chapter 6 algorithms for rings are presented). 
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It has been shown that the scope of verification can be broadened for some well understood 
design steps by the introduction of transformation for formal description. 

Other important design steps can be incorporated as transformations as well, for instance 
time-multiplexing. Transformations for this purpose have been developed on a more ad hoc 
basis to obtain a formal description, this transformation is based on symbolic simulation of the 
description. A number of difficulties were recognized. The most important is that the behavior 
is only 'observable' at certain pOints of time. Hence, for the verification a formal description it is 
needed to capture the behavior at precisely those points of time. To tackle this problem the 
following strategy can be applied: 

• separate data path and controlpath 

• simulate the hardware description during a specified time interval to capture the behavior; 
simulate the data path symbolically and the control path numerically; the outcome can be 
interpreted as a hardware description. 

• transform the description as discussed in this chapter to a formal description. 

A number of constraint have to be satisfied in order to be able to use this strategy: the control 
path must be independent of the datapath; some assurance is required for the assumption that 
the behavior is captured by the time interval used in the symbolic simulation. 

This strategy has been applied successfully for two non-trivial verification problems. The first 
concerned the verification of two seventh order IIR filters, one described in terms of first and 
second order sections, the second by a microprogrammed Signal processor. In the symbolic 
simulation overflow corrections have been ignored. Further reading on the description of the 
signal processor can be found in [Beij85) and [SmBe86]. The second concerned a 35-th order 
Wave Digital Filter, one of them was time-multiplexed [HeBe88]. 

Symbolic simulation is a relatively old discipline, it is merely a generalization of numerical 
simulation and not a formal verification method. However, it may contribute considerably to an 
increasing confidence of the correctness of the design. In this thesis no specific details on 
symbolic simulations are given. To get a good overview of the techniques and principles used 
the following authors can be referred to: Carter [CaJ079), Cory [Cor81], Darringer [DaKi78), 
[Dar79), Giambiasi [GiRa89). 
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A New Canonical Rule Set 
for 
Temporal Transformations 

Chapter 5 

'There is no more distinction between past and future than between right and left ' 

Arthur Stanley Eddington (1927) 

In this chapter a new canonical rule set for temporal transformations is presented. These 
temporal transformations will be applied to formal descriptions. First a number of problems are 
addressed of existing canonical rule sets for temporal transformations. the rule set presented by 
Larsson [Lar89] is used as vehicle. Then the unit delay operator is considered (which is part of 
the formal description language). A new temporal operator will be introduced: the unit advance 
operator. Two theorems are derived for the 'interaction' of these two operators and form the 
backbone of the new canonical rule set. It will be shown that this rule set is noetherian and 
confluent. The effect of temporal transformations on formal descriptions in more general terms 
will be given: the 'temporal canonical form'. Finally. a number of examples are presented to 
demonstrate the application of the temporal rule set in the verification method proposed in 
Chapter 2. 

5.1 Existing Temporal Rule Sets and Their Application 

Essential for temporal transformations is the underlying semantics of the formal description. In 
our case a variable in the formal language represents a semi infinite indexed stream. Informally. 
a variable u represents the stream: (u(O). u(I) • ... • u(_)). This concept is commonly used. 
however for synchronous hardware descriptions it introduces an initialization problem. Often this 
problem is not issued in the literature. for instance [Bar84]. [BoPaBB]. [LarB9] and [SheB6]. in 
those cases where this problem is recognized it is solved by introducing the 'unspecified' symbol 
[HoThBB] and [HaTu8B] or allow 'partial' specifications [CaGoB6]. The problem is that the unit 
delay operator leaves the first element of the output stream (hence at t=O) undefined. This is 
easily seen when semi-infinite indexed streams are used. A way to solve this is to define such 
initializations explicitly. in the formal description language the binary delay-operator has been 
incorporated for this purpose. The initialization can be associated with a power-on or start 
condition. 

Hardware can be described in terms of an equational theory. system dynamics is introduced by a 
delay operator: Larsson [LarBB]. [LarB9] uses the ?-operator and Borrione et al. [BoPa8B] the 
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P-operator to represent delays. Larssons ?-operator can be used in various ways, for instance to 
model delays and memory elements. It is also used to specify causality relations by explicit 
description of delays. Specific delay variables can be defined such as a clock to describe 
synchronous systems. The temporal rule set defined by Larsson is given in Figure 5.1. Here the 
?-operator has been replaced by the operator Dn. For now the initialization will be ignored. 

TLI. Dn(O, ... , E) -> E 
TL2. Dn (m, ... , C) -> C 
TL3. Dn (m . ... , Dn ( k, ... , E)) -> Dn (m+k, .. . , E) 
TL4. Dn (m, ... , f(EI, ... ,Ek)) -> f ( Dn( m, ... , E1), ... , Dn( m, ... , Ek)) 
TL5. Dn (m, ... , EI) = Dn (k, ... , E2) -> Dn (0, ... , EI) = Dn (k-m, ... , E2) 

Figure 5. J: The temporal rule set defined In fLar89/ 

The conventions used in this rule set are: 

• E is an expression 

• C is a constant or variable of type constant 

• f is a constant operator symbol 

• m and k are integers, they denote the number of consecutive unit delays. 

Basically, the temporal rule set pushes delays through operations from output towards the input 
as implied by rule TL4. All transformation rules are behavior preserving. However, in general the 
rules do not allow a proper, unique, determination of the initializations. A small example 
demonstrates this. 

Consider the hardware and its formal description given in Figure 5.2(A). Application of rule TL4 
gives the description depicted in Figure 5.2(B). The initial values of the delays are constants , 
initialization of the delays in (B) are derived from the initialization in (A), they have to satisfy: c = 
f(el,e2) in order to be equivalent. Observe that all values chosen for el and e2 that satisfy this 
relation are valid. So in general more than one solution exists. 

The example in Figure 5.2 suggests that if the rule is defined the other way around (pushing 
delays 'outwards') this ambiguity of the initialization is solved. Figure 5.3 illustrates this. 

So in the case where variables represent semi-infinite indexed streams a temporal 
transformation rule must be defined that pushes unit delays outwards. This reversion of the rule 
(referred to as TL4') is embedded in the 'adjusted' temporal rule set given in Figure 5.4. 
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(A) 
u1 

U1~y 

U2~ 
y 

u2 

y = D (e, f(ul,u2)) y = f (D(el,ul), D(e2,u2)) 

Figure 5.2: Pushing unit-delays 'inwards': 
(AJ initial description 

(B) description after application of rule TLA 

(B) 
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u1 

y 

u2 

y = f (O(cl.ul). O(c2.u2)) 

(A) (8) 

U1~n _ y 

U2~ 

y = 0 (f(cl .c2). f(ul.u2)) 

Figure 5.3: Pushing delays 'outwards ': 
(A) initia l description 

(B) description after application of the reversed rule TIA 

TLI . On (0 • ...• E) .... 
TL2. On (m • ...• C) .... 
TL3. On (m •. ..• On ( k • ... • E)) .... 

E 
C 
On (m+k . ...• E) 
On (m • .... f(EI •...• Ek)) TL4·. f (On( m • ...• EI) • ...• On( m •.... Ek)) .... 

TLS. On (m • ...• EI) = On (k • ...• E2) .... On (0 • ...• EI) = On (k-m • ...• E2) 

Figure 5.4: The 'adjusted ' temporal rule set 

u1 y 

u2 

u3 

y = h (0 (al. ul). f (0 (b2. 0 (bl. u2)). 9 (0 (c3. 0 (c2. 0 (cl . u3)))))) 

Figure 5.5: An example of a hardware descriptions and its formal description 

This reversed transformation TL4' replaces the original temporal transformation TL4. In the 
discussion of rule sets two theoretical notions are important: 'neotherian' and ·confluence·. A rule 
set is called noetherian if (and only if) the rules can only be applied a finite number of times to an 
instance of the application area. So. if a rule set is noetherian we know that eventually the 
rewriting will halt. A rule set is called confluent if (and only if) the order in which the rules are 
applied does not effect the result of rewriting. The adjusted rule set is also noetherian and 
confluent2. Application of this rule set to the description shown in Figure 5.5 gives the description 
shown in Figure 5.6. 

2. The monotonic polynomial interpretation must be defined as s(el e2) = s(el ) + 2"'s(e2) to prove finiteness 
of the rule set. Connuenc~ is assured since the rul es are still non overlapping. 
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u1 ______________ ~ y 

u2 ____ --{ 

u3 

y = 0 (h(al,f(b2,g(e3))), h (ul, 0 (l(bI,g(c2)), 1 (u2, 0 (g(el), g(u3)))))) 

Figure 5.6: Theformal description derived by the 'adjusted' temporal rille set. 

a y 

b 
(A) 

c 

d 

y = 1 (I (I (a, 0 (51, b)), 0 (53,0 (52, C))), 0 (56,0 (55,0 (54, d)))) 

a ________ -( f y 

(8) 
b ____ --< 

c 

d 

y = 1 (a, 0 (1(51,1(53,56)), 1 (b, 0 (1(52,55),1 (e, 0 (54. e)))))) 

Figure 5.7: Two different, bur 'functionally equivalent', forma l descriptions. 

Although the 'adjusted' temporal rule set is a canonical rule set, it introduces a number of new 
problems. In the next section some of these problems are discussed in an empirical way. 8y 
example it will be demonstrated that the rule set can only be used to prove equivalence in very 
few situations, especially when it is used in combination with canonization of instantaneous 
operations. 

5.2 Some Problems of the' Adjusted' Temporal Rule Set 
A temporal transformation rule set based on the rule TL4' lacks a number of properties which are 
essential for the verification method. The essence of the problem lies in the combination of 
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temporal canonization and canonization of instantaneous operations (e.g. Boolean or arithmetic 
operations). To derive the canonical form of a Boolean or arithmetic expression the laws of 
commutativity, associativity and distributivity are used. The following discussion shows that such 
laws interfere with the temporal canonization. 

Consider the two descriptions given in Figure 5.7, where a, b, c and d are inputs and y is the 
output. It can be shown rather easily that these two descriptions are functionally equivalent, 
provided that the instantaneous operation f is associative. However, if the temporal rule set is 
applied first, non of the rules applies. If on the other hand the associativity of the operation f is 
employed first, the description in (A) can be rewritten into the description given in (B). Hence the 
application of the temporal rule set in Figure 5 .4 highly depends on the algebraic properties of 
instantaneous operations. 

Observe that the problem dealt with does not occur in the temporal rule set defined in Figure 5.1, 
where this rule set basically transforms description B into A. On the other hand, as mentioned 
before, that ru le set is not capable of dealing with initializations in a unique way. 

The second problem that will be addressed here, occurs when the instantaneous operations 
obey the law of distributivity. This is, for instance, the case in Boolean and arithmetic algebra. A 
well known canonical form for such expressions is the sum of product form. To point out the 
problem, Boolean expressions and their sum of product form will be used. Consider the two 
descriptions given in Figure 5.8. 

Two canonizations have to be carried out: temporal canonization and Boolean canonization. 
Transformation of the description in 5.8(A) gives the descriptions depicted in Figure 5.9, where 
(A) shows the results of transformation with Boolean canonization applied prior to temporal 
canonization, and (B) is the result obtained when temporal canonization is applied prior to 
Boolean canonization. 

(A) 

~
1 

a . 

b .S2 ~y 
(B) 

a~ b~ . 

c 
y 

y =c and (0 (51, a) xor 0 (52, b)) y = cand 0 (51 xor 52, a xorb) 

Figure 5.8: Two simple descriptions with Boo/ean operations 

(A) (B) a ~ b~ . 

c 
y 

c 
y = (c and 0 (51, a)) xor (c and 0 (52, b)) y = c and 0 (sl xor 52, a xor b) 

Fi/Jure 5.9: Transformation of the descriptioll in Figure 5.8(A) with: 
(A) Boolean prior 10 temporal rewriting 
(8) temporal prior 10 Boolean rewriting 
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Observe that the description in 5.9(B) is equal to the description in Figure 5.8(B) . This is not the 
case when temporal transformation is applied prior to Boolean canonization (i.e. the description 
in Figure 5.9(A) and Figure 5.8(B) are not syntactically identical). Two important conclusions can 
be drawn from this. Firstly, two 'functionally equivalent' systems need not have equivalent 
temporal forms. Secondly, the combined rule set for temporal and arithmetic rewriting is not 
confluent, that is, the outcome of rewriting depends on the order in which the transformations are 
applied. 

The problems flagged here are caused by the combination of temporal rules, which push unit 
delays inwards, and the algebraic properties of the instantaneous operations. In some cases 
temporal canonization has to applied first, in other cases canonization of instantaneous 
operations has to applied first. Furthermore, the result of rewriting depends on the order in which 
the rewriting rules are applied. 

Reverting the temporal rule TL4, which gives rule TL4', enables temporal transformations of 
descriptions based on semi-infinite indexed streams. As a result of this reversion the capability of 
proving functional equivalence has become very limited. In a number of cases the temporal rule 
set can be extended to overcome the problems mentioned. However, in most cases this will be a 
difficult and tedious work, moreover it pollutes the temporal transformation rule set dramatically 
due to the introduction of specific knowledge of constant non-temporal operations in this rule set. 

The problems flagged in this section ask for a sound and rigorous solution. One will be given in 
the next section it uses a new temporal operator: the unil-advance operator. 

5.3 A Temporal Rule Set Based on the Delay and Advance Operator 

The problems flagged above can be solved by a new temporal rule set, it includes a new second 
temporal operator called the unil advance operator, denoted A in the formal language. The 
introduction of the advance operator in temporal rewrite rules is not new, it has been used by, for 
instance, Sheeran [She86,She88]. It will be shown that the new temporal rule set solves all the 
problems discussed previously and all those that have not been included in the discussion. 

Recall that a variable represents an indexed stream, so a variable u represents the stream 
(u(0),u(1),u(2), .. .) where u(l) represents the value of u at time I. 

When the delay operator is applied to a variable, the indexed stream associated with it is shifted 
to right by 1 . Recall that the delay operator is implemented by a clocked memory element. The 
initialization defines the first element of this new stream and completes its definition. When the 
advance operator is applied to an indexed stream, this stream is shifted to left by 1. In the 
synChronous hardware description language this operator could be associated with a clocked 
anti-memory element, denoted '=:'. In table 5.1 an overview is given of the hardware descriptions 
primitives, their counterparts in the formal description language and the interpretation in terms of 
indexed streams. 

Observe that the advance operator needs no initialization. The left-hand side is still viewed as 
output and the right-hand side as input. Therefore, the delay operator defines a non-causal 
relation between input and output since the output at time I depends on the input at time 1+ 1, so 
the output depends on future input values. Note that there exist no physical element that 
implements the advance operator. For the purpose of verification this is not important. 
Furthermore, if a description incorporates non-causal operations, this does not imply that the 
system is not causal nor does it mean that it can not be implemented3. 

3. When a system contains non-causal elements thi s does not imply that thi s system is not causal. 
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Table 5.1: Hardware description primitives, the formal description primitives ami the 
interpretation by indexed streams 

HDt 

y: II 

y: = II 

init(y, c) 

y =: II 

(A) 

(8) 

(e) 

FDL Indexed Streams 

Y = It (v(O) ,y( I ),y(2), .. ,) = (//(0), u( 1),11(2), ",) 

y= D(c, II) (y(O),y( I ),y(2), ",) = (c, //(0), u( I), ",) 

y= A(,,) (y(0),y(I),y(2),,,,) = (11(1),,,(2),11(3),,,,) 

E--S-V-
E_ 

E(O) 

E~ E_ 

c 

El 

En]ro--
El 

En 
Figure 5.10: Interpretation of 

(A) theorem 5,/0 
(B) theorem 5./b 
(e) theorem 5.2 

Some important properties of the delay and advance operator are formulated by the next 
theorems, 

Theorem 5.1: Any semi-infinite indexed stream E satisfies: 
a. E = D (c, A ( E)) if and only if: c " E (0) 
b. A( D( c, E)) = Efor any c, 

Proof: The theorem is easily proven when indexed streams are used: 
a, the right-hand side denotes the stream: 

D (c, A (E)) = D (c, A ((E(0),E(1),E(2),,,.))) = D (c, (E(I), E(2),. ,,) ) = (c,E(I), E(2),.,,) 
the left-hand side is simply: 

(E(O),E(l ),E(2),,,.). 
So left- and right-hand side are equal if and only if: c " E(O). 
b, the left-hand side gives: 

A (D(c, E))=A(D(c, (E(O),E(1 ),E(2),,,.) ))=A( (c,E(O),E(1 ),E(2),.,,) )=(E(O),E(1 ),E(2)" ,,)=E 
Hence, irrespective of the value of the initialization the equality holds. 
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T1. O(e, C) ---> C 
T2. A(C) ---> C 
T3. A(O(e,E)) ---> E 
T4a. A(g(E)) ---> g(A(E)) 

b. A(f(E I,E2)) ---> f(A(EI),A(E2)) 
TSa. g(O(e,EI) ---> O(g(e),g(EI)) 

b. ((EI,0(e2,E2)) ---> O(f(E I (0),e2),f(A(EI ),E2)) 
e. f(0(el,EI),E2) ---> O(f(el ,E2(0)),f(EI ,A(E2)) 

Figure 5.11: A new canottical rule sel for temporal transformations 

Theorem 5.2: Any constant operator symbol (and semi-infinite indexed streams EI, ... , En 
satisfy: 

A( f( EI, ... , En)) = f( A( EI), ... , A (En)) 

Proof: follows directly when working out the left- and right-hand side in terms of indexed 
streams. 

A pictorial representation of the theorems is given in Figure 5.10. A new set of temporal 
transformation rules based on these theorems is shown in Figure 5.11. 

Rules T5a, T5b and T5c push delay operators outwards and produce new (unique) 
initializations. 

This rule set includes theorems 5.1 band 5.2 directly by the transformation rules T3, T4a and 
T4b. Theorem 5.1.a is incorporated implicitly in rule T5b and T5c, as can be observed from the 
following intermediate step: 

f( EI, O( e, E2)) = f( O( EI(O), A(EI) , O( e, A(E2))) = O( f( E(O), c), f( A(EI), E2)) 

This shows that theorem 5.1 a is used in a selective way. It is applied only when (at least) one of 
the operator arguments has a unit-delay operator. The main reason for this selective application 
is that theorem 5.1 a may be applied an infinite number of times otherwise, hence the rule set 
would not terminate. However, due to the selective use, termination is assured (as will be proven 
in the next section). The rules T4a and T4b pushes advance operators inwards, these 
manipulations are possible because this temporal operator does not have an initialization. Rule 
T3 is a kind of deletion rule and is applicable irrespective of the initialization as theorem 5.1 b 
shows. It is applied in those cases where the arguments of a binary instantaneous operator are of 
the form D(e,E). 

The rule set only includes transformation rules for unary and binary non temporal operations. 
This has been done to make the proofs of some properties easier. The rules can be extended to 
n-ary operators in a natural way. 

5_4 Termination and Confluence of the Temporal Transformation 
Rule Set 

The new temporal rule set is Noetherian (i.e. terminates) and confluent (i.e. the solution is 
unique) - for the fundamentals of these notions the following literature can be consulted: 
[CheS6], [EiNoS9], [HueSO), [HueS7) and [New42). A populartechnique to proof termination uses 
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a polynomial interpretation. However, this technique cannot be applied successfully in all cases. 
For the rule set under consideration, no polynomial interpretation has been found. Other 
techniques are available as discussed by Oershowitz [Oer87]. The technique that will be applied 
here is known as 'quasi-ordering'. 

The rule set contains the following four operators: f, g, 0 and A, where f is an arbitrary binary 
instantaneous operator, g and arbitrary unary instantaneous operator, 0 and A are the temporal 
operators (the delay and advance operator respectively). Two monotonic polynomial 
interpretations, denoted ',and '" have been found and are shown in Figure 5.12. 

,,(C) = I 
,,(X) = I 

',(D(c,E) = 2',(E) + 2 
',(A(E) = ',(E) 
,,(f(El,£2)) = ',(EI)',(E2) + 2',(EI) + 2',(£2) 
,,(g(E) = 2, ,(E) 

,,(C) = I 
,,(X) = I 

,,(D(c, E) = ',(E) + I 
,,(A(E) = 2,,(E) 

',(f(EI,£2)) = ',(EI) + ',(£2) + I 
,,(8(E) = ,,(E) + I 

Figure 5.12.- The two monotonic polynomial interpretation which proves termination of 
the temporal rule set 

For every rule I ~ r, the following computations have to be done: ',(I) - ',(r) and ,,(I) - ,,(r). 
The results will show that the rules T1, T3, T5a, T5b and T5c terminate under< ,and rules T2, T 4a 
and T 4b terminate under< ,. Moreover these last three rules preserve value under interpretation 
',. In fact the proof has been given now since the lexicographic combination of" and", let this 
be " is the termination function that proves the rule set is Noetherian. The well founded 
quasi-ordering is the usual one on natural numbers. Here, ,and" are functions defined for each 
symbol. If the ordering is "" '" and "for respectively"", and ',then the lexicographic 
ordering" is defined as: 

if t> u or or t = u 
then t ~ u = t 2: IU 

else t 2: U = t ~ 2 U 

Confluence of the temporal rule set follows immediately from the observation that the rule set is 
locally confluent (there is no overlap between the rules, i.e. given a basic term only one rule 
applies), global confluence follows from local confluence and noetherianity of the rule set 
(Newmans theorem) . These two properties imply that the rule set is a canonical rule set. 

5_5 Syntactic Sugar 

In Chapter 5 a generalization of the unit-delay operator has been defined to increase the 
readability of the description. In a similar way a generalization of the unit-advance operator can 
be defined. This new operator is denoted An and is formally defined in terms of A as: 

An(m, E )= { 
A (E) 

A (An (m- l, E)) 

ifm=1 

if m>1 

Hence, the operator An defines a finite number of consecutive unit-advance operators. So the 
expression: 
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A I A I A I A I u)))) 

is written as: 

An 14, u). 

5.6 The Temporal Canonical Form 

In section S.S it has been shown that the temporal rule set is Noetherian and confluent, i.e. the 
rule set is a canonical rule set. Hence, when applied to a formal description this description is in 
so called temporal canonical form. Note that any description subject to temporal transformation 
consists of at least one equation. Application of the temporal rule set to a description has two 
effects. Firstly, each delay operator is pushed outwards (rules TSa, TSb and TSc) or has been 
absorbed (rule Tl and T3). Secondly, each advance operator that has been generated by the 
former rules is pushed inwards (rules T4a and T4b) or is absorbed (rules T2 and T3). 

A set of equations for the outputs Yand with input variables U has a temporal canonical form as 
depicted in Figure S.13. 

u ---.----1"--1 

Instantaneous 
System 

... --rr-- y 

sm sl 

Y = On 1m, [sl, ... ,smj, IS I U, Ani I , U), .. . , An (k, U))) 

Figure 5.13: The general srructure of a description after temporal canonization 

It has been mentioned above that the temporal canonical form may contain non-causal advance 
operators, but does not imply that the description is non-causal. The property that every causal 
system rewritten into temporal canonical form remains causal follows from the fact that the 
temporal rule set preserves functional correctness. The causality of a system is easily proven by 
showing that the number of consecutive unit-delay operators is larger than or equal to the 
number of consecutive unit-advance operators. 

5.7 Examples of Non-Recursive Hardware Descriptions 

In this section temporal canonization is demonstrated for a number of examples. All systems 
presented here belong to the class of non-recursive systems (see also the classification made in 
Chapter 2). The first two examples show that the problems encountered for the 'adjusted' 
temporal rule set are solved that is, do not occur in our new temporal rule set. The third example 
given is a FI R-filter. 
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Example 1: The generation 01 Advance-ooerator 

Recall the description in Figure 5.7(A), assume that the instantaneous operator I is the ordinary 
addition. Since the addition is associative the three binary adders can be replaced by a n-ary 
adder as shown in the figure below. 

a _______ -, 

b 

y 

c 

d 

Application of the temporal rule set can be described in three steps. In each step the rules T5 and 
T3 are applied. The initial formal description: 

( y ~ a + D (51, b) + D (53, D (52, e)) + 0 (56,0 (55,0 (54, d))) ) 

is then rewritten into: 

( y ~ 0 ( a(O) + 51 + 53 + 56, 
o ( a(l) + b(O) + 52 + 55, 

o ( a(2) + b(l) + e(O) + 54, 
A(A(A(a))) + A(A(b)) + A(c) + d))) ) 

Or with the shorthand notation: 

(y~Dn(3, 

[ a(O) + 51 + 53 + 56, 
a(l) + b(O) + 52 + 55 
a(2) + b(l) + e(O) + s4J, 

An(3,a) + An(2,b) + An(1,e) + d) ) 

The rewriting of the description in Figure 5.7(B) uses similar steps. Functional equivalence can 
now be proven easily after the instantaneous operations have been rewritten into their canonical 
form. The rewriting has been carried out on an Apollo 4000: temporal canonization of the first 
description took 0.08 seconds; the second 0.12 seconds (using interpreted code). 

Example 2: Using Boolean Ooerations 

In this example the descriptions of Figure 5.8 is reconsidered. Canonization of the description 
uses Boolean canonization and temporal canonization. Recall that the description has been 
presented to flag inference problems of these two canonizations. Rewriting the description of 
Figure 5.8(A) proceeds as follows. Initially the description is: 

( y ~ eand(O(sl, a)xorD(s2, b)) ) 

Applying the temporal rule (T5) eventually gives: 
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( y = 0 (c(O) and (sl xor s2), A (c) and (a xor b)) ) 

The description in Figure 5.8(8) has the same canonical form. Temporal canonization of each 
description took 0.05 seconds (on Apollo 4000, interpreted code). Since the canonical forms of 
these two descriptions are identical, they must also be functionally equivalent. 

u 

c 

u 

c 

+ + + 
y 

(A) 

u y 

(C) 

Figure 5.14: Three hardware descriptions of a third order FIR filter: 
(A)ftrsl direct form 

(B) second direct form 
(e) cascade/orm. 

Example 3: A Third Order FIR Filter 

y 

(8) 

This example has been taken from the theory of FIR filters. Such filters can be described by 
non-recursive systems. Typical application area of such filters is signal processing. Three 
different descriptions of a third order FIR filter are considered here, they are known as the 
standard structures of such filters and are called cascade form, first and second direct form. The 
structures of these filters are shown in Figure 5.14. In terms of transfer functions, it is assumed 
that the roots are real, i.e. do not have complex values. Consequently, ordinary addition and 
multiplication can be used. 

The hardware description of each filter is transformed into a formal description as described in 
Chapter 4. The result of this transformation followed by temporal and arithmetic canonization is 
listed below. During temporal canonization it has been assumed that the inputs cO, cl, c2and c3 
(in the first and second directfonn) and c, rl , r2and r3 (in the cascade form) are variables of type 
'constant' so that the rules T1 and T2 apply. 

(A) First Direct Form: 

( y = cO'u + cl'On( 1, [a), u) + c2'On( 2, [O,O}, u) + c3'On( 3, [O,O,O}, u)) 

(8) Second Direct Form: 

( y = cO'u + On( 1, [a), cl'U + On( 1, [a}, c2'u + On( 1, [a}, c3'u))) ) 

(C) Cascade Form: 

( y = c'u +fl'On( 1, [OJ, c'u) +f2'On( I, [a}, c'u + rl'On( I, [a}, c'u)) + 
r3'On( I, [OJ, C'u+fI'On( I, [a}, c'u) +f2'On( 1,[0}, c'u +f1 'On( I, [0], c'u)))) 

Application of the temporal rule set to the formal description of the first and second direct form 
gives (in both cases) the description: 
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(y=Dn(3, 
[ cO'u(O), 

cO'u(l) + cl'U(O), 
cO'u(2) + cl'u(l) + c2'u(O)}, 

cO'An(3,u) + cl'An(2,u) + c2'An(l,u) + c3'u ) ) 

Whereas the result of applying the rule set to the cascade form is: 

(y= Dn( 3, 
[ c'u(O), 

c'u(l) +(rl + r2 + r3)'c'u(O), 
c'u(2) +(rl + r2+ r3)'c'u(l) +(rl'r2 + rl'r3+ r2'r3)'c'u(O)}, 

c'An(3,u) + (rl+r2+r3)'c'An(2,u) + (rl'r2+rl'r3+r2'r3)'c'An(l,u) + 
rl'r2'r3'c'u ) ) 

The time needed for temporal canonization is: (A) 0.18 seconds, (6) 0.18 seconds and (C) 0.43 
seconds (on Apollo 4000, interpreted code). The first and second direct form have identical 
canonical forms, hence they are functionally equivalent. The canonical form of the cascade form 
is not identical to the previous two. However, if the filter coefficients would have been constants 
(instead of variables of type constant), functional equivalence could have been proven. This idea 
can be generalized by substituting the following equals in the first and second description: 

cO= c, 
cl = (rl + r2 + r3)'c, 
c2 = (rl'r2 + (rl + r2) 'r3),c, 
c3 = r1"r2"r3"c. 

If the coefficients cO, cl, c2 and c3 are replaced in the first and second direct form by 
(instantaneous) operations on c, rl, r2and r3 as defined above, then all three descriptions will be 
syntactically identical and thus functionally equivalent. 

5.8 Examples of Recursive Hardware Description 

In Chapter 2 and 4 it has been made clear that the method of verification only considers 
non-recursive systems. However, it has been shown that the method is applicable to recursive 
systems when such systems are considered as a non-recursive systems with feedback. In the 
examples to come, this principle has been used to derive formal description. 

Example 4: Time Multiplexed AI/pass Sec/ions 

To built a wave digital filter (WDF) two allpass sections, an adder and a scaler are needed. A 
35-th order WDF has been designed. Special attention has been paid to minimize the critical 
path. One of the design steps involved the reduction of the number computational resources (i.e. 
the number of instantaneous operations) . The technique used to achieve this is time 
multiplexing. To reduce the critical path retiming has been applied. Two hardware descriptions 
are considered here. 

The first hardware description of the allpass section considered is given in Figure 5.15. Since this 
section is non-recursive, feedback variables are introduced to derive a formal description. The 
feedback variables selected are xl, x2 and x3, the formal description of the non-recursive part of 
the system is: 
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Figure 5. 15: The structure of a time-mulliplexed aJlpass section. 

(out = x3, 
wi = Dn( 9, 

[O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O), 
x2 + g2"( x2 + - (x3 + - (xl + -mux(cntrl,in,Dn ( I , [OJ, x3)))))), 

w2 = Dn( 9, 
[O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O}, 
(x2 + g2"( x2 + - (x3 + - (xl + -mux(cntri,in,Dn ( I, [OJ, x3)))))) + 
- (x2 + - (x3 + - (xl + -mux(cntri,in,Dn ( I, [OJ, x3)))))), 

w3 = xl + gl"(xl + -mux(cntrl,in,Dn ( 1, [OJ, x3))) ) 

The second hardware description considered is shown in Figure 5.16. The formal description 
derived for the non-recursive part is as follow (the feedback variables are xl, x2 and x3): 
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Figure 5./6: Th e struclUre a/an 'optimized' aJlpass section. 
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(out = x3, 
wI = On( 6, 

[0,0, 0, 0, 0, O), 
On( 1, 

[O}, 
On(2,[0, O},x2)+On(2,[0, 0],g2) , 

(On ( 2, [O,O), x2) + 
-On ( 1, 

[O), 
On ( 1, [O), x3) + 
-One 1, 

[O}, 
gl'(xl + -mux(cntrl,in,On (1, [O), x3)))))))), 

w2 = On( 6, 
[0,0, 0, 0, 0, O}, 
On( 1, 

[O}, 
On(2,[0,O},x2)+On(2,[0,O},g2) , 

(On ( 2, [O,O), x2) + 
-One 1, 

[O}, 
On (1, [O), x3) + 
-On(I,[O},gl'(xl+-mux(cntr/,in,On (1, [O), x3))))))) + 

-On ( 1 , 
[O), 
On (2, [O,O), x2) + 
-On ( 1, [O), 

On ( 1, [O), x3) + 
-One 1, [O}, gl'(xl + -mux(cntrl,in,On (1, [O), x3))))))), 

w3 = xl + gl'(xl + -mux(cntrl,in,On (1, [O), x3))) ) 

Temporal canonization of the formal description derived from Figure 5.15 took 0.78 seconds. 
Temporal canonization of the formal description derived from Figure 5.16 needed 1.31 seconds 
(on an Apollo 4000, interpreted code). In both cases the following temporal canonical form is 
obtained: 
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(out = x3, 
wI = On( 10, 

[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
x2(0) + g2(0)'{x2(0) + - (x3(0) + -(xl(O) + -mux(entrl(O),in(O),O)))) 
}, 
An(1 ,x2)+An(1 ,g2j" 

(An(l,x2)+ 
- (An( 1 ,x3)+-( An(1 ,x I )+-mux(An( I, entrl),An(l, in),x3))))), 

w2 = On( 10, 
[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
(x2(0) + g2(0)'{ x2(0)+-(x3(0)+ -(x 1 (O)+-mux(entrl(O),in(O), 0))))) + 
-{x2(0)+-(x3(0)+-(x I (0 )+-mux( entrl(O ),in(O), 0)))) 
}, 
(An(1,x2)+An(l,g2j" 

(An(l,x2)+ 
- (An(1,x3)+-(An(l,xl)+-mux(An(l,entrl),An(l,in),x3))))) + 

-(An(l ,x2)+ 
- ( An(1 ,x3)+-(An(1 ,xl )+-mux( An(l, entrl),An(1 ,in),x3)) ))), 

w3 = On( I, 
[xl(O) + gl(O)'{xl(O) + -mux(entrl(O),in(O),O))] 
An( I ,x I )+An(1 ,g I) "(An(1 ,xl )+-mux( An( I ,entrl),An( I ,in),x3))) ) 

Consequently the non-recursive systems are functionally equivalent, and therefore the original 
recursive allpass sections are functionally equivalent. 

Example 5: A Second Order IIR Filler 

Consider the structures given in Figure 5.17. The formal description of the non-recursive part of 
the system in Figure 5.17 (A) is derived by introducing the feedback variables x1 and x2: 

( y = bO'xl + bl'x2 + b2'(u + eO'xl + el'x2) 
wI = On ( I, [OJ, x2) 
w2 = On (I, [OJ, u + eO'xl + el'x2) ) 

The formal description of the non-recursive part of the second direct form (see Figure 5.17(8)) 
is as follows (with feedback variables z1 and z2): 

( y = x I + b2'u, 
wI' = On ( I, [OJ, bl'u + z2 + el'(b2'u + zl)) 
w2' = On (I, [OJ, bO'u + eO'(bl'u + zl)) ) 

The choice of feedback variables are not the same, in fact such feedback variables can not be 
found in the original description. To verify the functional equivalence of these non-recursive 
systems the verification trajectory discussed in section 2.6 can be applied. The transformation 
of feedback variables required for this trajectory is given by the following two equations: 

zl = (bO + cO'b2j"xl + (bl + cl'b2j"x2, 
z2 = (cO'bl - cl'bOj"xl + (bO + cO'b2rx2, 

If the input variables bO, b1, b2, cO and c1 are of type constant, then the verification method using 
the transformation of feedback variables will demonstrate that these systems are functionally 
equivalent. 
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Figure 5.17: Two formal descriptions of a second order IIRfilter: 
(A) first direct/orm 

(B) second directfoml 

(B) 
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b __________________ -J 

Y 

b--========:J 
FigUrl' 5. 18: Three hardware description with Boolean operations 

z1 

Example 6: Proof by an 'intermediate' description 

In this last example it is shown how an 'intermediate' hardware description can help to proof 
functional equivalence of two other hardware descriptions. 

Assume that the verification is required of the formal descriptions given in Figure 5.18(A) and (B). 
Temporal canonization and Boolean canonization is used. Let the feedback variable in 5.18(A) 
be x3, the formal description FDA is: 
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( y=bandx3, 
w3 = On ( I, [I), a xor x3 xor a and x3) ) 

The formal description FOB, of the non-recursive part of the system in Figure 5.18(B) with 
feedback variables x1 and x2, is: 

( y = b and xl xorb andx2, 
wi = On ( I, [OJ, a xor xl xor x2), 
w2 = On ( I, [I), a and xl xor a and x2) ) 

A formal description of the system given in 5.18(C) can be derived in two ways. Firstly, assume 
that x3 is the feedback variable. The formal description FOC1 is: 

( y = band x3, 
w3 = On ( I, (0), a xor x3) xor On ( I, [I), a and x3) ) 

Secondly, if the feedback variables are x1 and x2 the formal description FOC2 is obtained which 
is: 

( y = band (xl xor x2), 
wi = On ( I, (0), a xor (xl xor x2)), 
w2 = On (I, [I), a and (xl xor x2)) ) 

By temporal and Boolean canonization it can easily be proven that FDA and FOC1 are 
functionally equivalent and that FOB and FOC2 are functionally equivalent. Consequently FDA 
and FOB are functionally equivalent. The temporal canonizations FDA took: 0.05 seconds, of 
FOB: 0.05 seconds, of FOC1: 0.05 seconds and of FOC2: 0.03 seconds. 

Furthermore it can be verified that these systems do have in fact the behavior of an 
instantaneous system. With the approach discussed in Chapter 2 it can be verified that these 
systems have a behavior equivalent to the following Non-Recursive System: 

( y = x3 and b, 
w3=O(I, I) ) 

which in return has a behavior equivalent to the instantaneous system given by: 

5.9 Discussion 

It has been shown that existing temporal rule sets are not well suited for the verification of 
synchronous hardware descriptions in which semi infinite streams are used. Such rule sets push 
delay elements inwards and can therefore not handle initializations in a unique way. Via an 
'adjusted' temporal rule set a new one has been presented which solves this problem. 

The new temporal rule sets defines rules for delay operators and advance operators. It has been 
shown that the rule set is Noetherian and confluent, hence it is a canonical rule set. If the rule set 
is applied to a formal description the so called temporal canonical form is derived. The general 
form of the temporal canonical form has been presented. It consists of three consecutive parts. 
The first part is contains advance operators only, the second is an instantaneous system, the last 
part consists of delay operators only. The next step in the verification process is to rewrite the 
instantaneous part and the delay initializations into canonical form. 
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Graph Based Canonical Forms for Polynomials 

'Ring out the old, ring in the new, 
Ring, happy bells, across the snow 

The year is going, let him go, 
Ring out the false, ring in the true' 

Lord Alfred Tennyson (1809-1892) 

A graph based representation for Boolean functions is presented. This representation is based 
on Reed-Muller expansion. Examples of these so called reduced order Reed-Muller diagrams 
(ROBRMD's) are given and a comparison with reduced ordered binary decision diagrams 
(ROBDD's) (function graphs based on Shannon expansion) is made. Algorithms to manipulate 
ROBRMD's are presented as well as functions to transform ROBRMD's into ROBDD's and vice 
versa. Finally, the principles are carried over to 'Boolean vector' and 'Arithmetic' functions. 
Examples how these canonical forms can be used for verification are included. Rings are the 
common mathematical ground. 

6.1 Related Work 

Boolean algebra plays an important role in CAD, e.g. synthesis, test pattern generation and 
verification. Many problems in these fields can be expressed in terms of Boolean functions and 
manipulations on them. For the verification of digital designs, the tasks can be formulated as 
equivalence or tautology problems. In [GaJ079] it can be found that this problem is NP-complete. 

Recently a major breakthrough in Boolean algebra has been made by which many of the current 
problems and tasks can be solved efficiently, however, due to the inherent intractability, worst 
case situation remain. This break through has been achieved primarily by the introduction of 
'Boolean function graphs' in [Bry8S], which is a graph-based canonical representation using 
partial Shannon expansion. This graph-based representation allows, in many practical 
situations, efficient representation of Boolean functions. Furthermore, manipulations on these 
representations are very efficient. 

A further improvement has been proposed in [BiMa88] and [MaBi88] by defining 'typed 
edges', which refer to a (sub)function or its complement. By this principle the size of a the graph 
can be reduced and allows some manipulations to be implemented even more efficiently. 
Canonicity of this representation can be maintained by using an appropriate set of ru les. 

I n the course of time some standardization in notation and nomenclature has been achieved. 
The graph-based representation is normally referred to as reduced ordered binary decision 
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diagram (ROBDD), 'typed edges' are now usually referred to as complement edges. 
An efficient implementation of an ROBDD-package has been reported in [BrRu90] . 

The ROBDD assumes an ordering relation for the variables. It is a well known fact that the 
efficiency of the representation, i.e. the size of the graph, may highly depend on this ordering 
of variables. Several heuristics have been developed to find, given a ROBDD, a better ordering 
of variables e.g. [lsSa91], [FuMa91], [RoBu91], [CaZh92] and [JePI92]. 

Despite these results, there remain classes of Boolean functions that can not be represented 
efficiently by ROBOO's. An example has been given in [Bry86] where it is shown that a multiplier 
can never be represented efficiently (for any ordering). It is with this knowledge in mind that 
several alternative BDO representations have been proposed, they all relax the constraint of 
variable order. In [JaAb92] Indexed BDD's (IBOO) are introduced, and uses a layered 
representation . Within each layer the ordering of variables are defined as in ROBDD's, however, 
different layers may have different ordering. I8DD's allow polynomial size where ROBDD's have 
provably exponential size. Extended BDD's (XBDO's) have been introduced in [JePI91], these 
diagrams exploit the information contained in the structure of a circuit to produce compact 
representations. Both for IBBD's and XBDD's specialized algorithms for equivalence test have 
been found. 

The Shannon expansion can be used to derive a two level hardware implementation of Boolean 
functions: the sums-of-products (SOP). It results in a PLA which consists of an AND-plane 
followed by an OR-plane. Another way to implement this same function is based on the XPLA 
consisting of an AND-plane followed by a XOR-plane. To derive such an implementation the 
Reed-Muller expansion has to be used, the resulting form is the moduI02-sum-of-product or 
exclusive-or sum of products (ESOP). The Reed-Muller expansion gains interest, because 
many circuits can be implemented more efficiently by ESOP. Another benefit often claimed 
concerns testability. In [GrEd78] a synthesis method based on Reed-Muller expansion has been 
reported. Recent developments concern Reed-Muller Transformation (RMT), which has been 
reported in [RiBe92], and synthesis ([Sau92], [KeSc92]). 

Knowing that Boolean expressions are syntactic representations of Boolean functions, we may 
also consider Boolean expressions or Boolean algebra. In [Hsi85] important results have been 
reported concerning the Boolean ring. This is an algebra which has the same expresiveness as 
Boolean algebra. Hsiang has derived a rule set for the Boolean ring and shown that is canonical. 
[Lar89] has used these results in a hardware verification methodology based on a term-rewriting 
system. The canonical rule set consists of the following 10 rules (where Ell denotes XOR and . 
denotes AND): 

BI. (e, Ell e,) Ell e, ~ e, Ell (e, Ell e,) (associativity) 

B2 . OE,Be-e (identity) 

B3. eEBe-O (nilpotence) 

B4. e2EBel-e1 ffic2 (commutativity) 

B5. (e, . e,) . e, ~ e, . (e, . e l ) (associativity) 

B6. I· e-e (identity) 

B7. e' e - e (idempOlence) 

B8. e2 . e
J 

- e] . c1 (commutativity) 

B9. O· e-O (ni/potence) 

BID. e l . (e 2 ffi e1) - e l . e2 ffi e l . e 1 ( distributivity) 
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It has been proven in [Hsi85) that this rule set is Noetherian and confluent. To embed Boolean 
functions into Logic Programming a unification method has been proposed in [BuSi) and its 
application to the design of digital hardware has been demonstrated in [SiNg88) . 

6.2 Shannon and Reed-Muller Expansion 

For Boolean functions the two most well known expansions are the Shannon expansion and the 
Reed-Muller expansion. These expansions are defined in terms of restrictions and simple 
differences of Boolean functions. 

Given a Boolean function I with variables x" "', x" let some variable xi be replaced by a constant 
c (with c E (D, I J). The restriction on l is defined as: 

I (X I •. . . • xi, ... , X/I)x,=c = I(x i • ... • xi _ I ' c,xi + I' ... ,xn) 

and shorthanded as Ix, ~ c. 

The simple difference of a function I around a variable Xi' denoted :[. is defined as: , 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

Since lis a Boolean function, the simple difference can be expressed in terms of restrictions on 
l as follows: 

al ax =lx,~ ofIJ / •. ,~ , , (6.3) 

A formal presentation can be found in [DaDe78). The two partial expansion theorems state that 
every Boolean function I can be expanded around a variable Xi' For the partial Shannon 
expansion this is: 

f= X;·lx j =11 + x i ·Ix,=] (6.4) 

and for the partial Reed-Muller expansion: 

I - I fIJ , . al 
- Xj: o - j ()xi (6.5) 

Observe that the restriction on land the simple difference are independent of the variable X i ' 

These two expansions are called partial because it is around one variable chosen from a set. 
A full expansion is obtained by subsequent application of the (partial) expansion theorem on 
each generated restriction or simple difference on Istarting with x , and ending with x". The result 
of full Shannon expansion is a sum-of-product (SOP) form. The full Reed-Muller expansion 
produces a moduI02-sum-of-products (ESOP) (some refer to it as the modul0-2 form). Note that 
full expansion is finite, because the number of variables is finite. However, the number of 
expansions may grow exponentially since the number of restrictions and simple differences 
grow exponentially (in a worst case situation 2" expansions are needed). 

In general, a Boolean function I with variables {x" ... ,x"' depends on all these variables. 
However, it may occur that I does not depend on some Xi as can be seen from the two 
expansions. The partial Shannon expansion of a Boolean function l is independent of X, if 

/,,=0 = Ix,~ ,. If the partial Reed-Muller expansion is considered, then l is independent of Xi iff 

af = D. It is easily verified, by equation 6.3, that these statements are equivalent. 
iJx, 
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6.3 Representation of Boolean Functions by ROBRMD's 

A Boolean function can be represented efficiently by a directed acyclic graph (dag). ROBDD's 
use the Shannon expansion theorem as basis for the representation with dag's. Here a 
representation will be defined using the Reed-Muller expansion theorem and this representation 
will be called a reduced ordered binary Reed-Muller diagram (ROBRMD). Boolean functions are 
denoted by lower case letters such as J, g and Ii. ROBRMD's of these functions are denoted 
by uppercase letters, i.e. F, G and H. Variables are denoted as lower case letters possibly with 
an index, for instance x" ... ,x", vand IV. ROBRMD's are canonical representations of Boolean 
functions, they are defined by the following series of definitions. 

Definition 6,1: A binary diagram (BD) is a rooted directed acyclic graph. A vertex is either a 
terminal vertex, in which case it has value 0 or 1, or a nonterminal vertex labeled with a 
Boolean variable and two outgoing edges labeled 0 and 1. 

Definition 6.2: An ordered binary diagram (OBD) is a BD with the constraint that the variables 
in the BD are ordered, which means that the variables are encountered only once and in the 
same order when the BD is traversed from any nonterminal vertex to a terminal vertex. 

A terminal OBD is represented by its value, hence 0 or 1. A nonterminal OBD F is represented 
by a triple (v, G, If) where v is a variable and G and Hare OBD's connected to F via the 0 and 
1 edges respectively. An ordered binary Reed-Muller diagram (OBRMD's) is defined as follows. 

Definition 6,3: An ordered binary Reed-Muller diagram (OBRMD) F is an OBD and represents 
the Boolean function fwhich is defined recursively as: 

1. if F " 0, then f = 0 
if F " 1, then f = 1 

2. if F = (v,G,H), then f = g Ell V' h. 

Isomorphism of OBD's is the key to a canonical representation. Informally, two OBD's are 
isomorphic if they have the same variable ordering and the same structure. A formal definition 
can be found in [Bry86]. Reduced OBRMD's are defined as: 

Definition 6,4: An OBRMD F is reduced (ROBRMD) if, and only if, F contains no: 
1. isomorphic but distinct subgraphs 
2. subgraph (I', G, If) with H " O. 

The next theorem can be proven and follows similar arguments as given in [Bry86] for ROBDD's. 

Theorem 6.1: For any OBRMD there exists a unique ROBRMD. 

This theorem implies that a ROBRMD is a canonical representation. It is a well known fact that 
Boolean functions can be represented by a moduI0-2-sum-of-products (ESOP), as has been 
shown in [DaDe78]. 

An ROBRMD F represents an ESOP as follows. A path from the root of F defines a term, denoted 
as lerm(F), which is recursively defined as: 

1. lerm(O) = 0 

lerm( I) = I 

2. selecting the O-edge: term(v, G, If) = lerm(G) 

selecting the I-edge: term«v, G, If) = 1'0 lerm(1f) 

Let the set of all product terms in F be 10, ... , 1m then the ESOP is defined as: 

m 

ESOP(F) = EEl I, 

i=O 
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The Boolean ring satisfies: 1'0 = I and v' = v. Hence the edge labeling represent the exponents 
of the variable. Observe that the ESOP form may include O-terms, such terms are redundant due 
to the identity rule (rule 82: 0 Ell e = e). Consequently, the ROBRMD representation includes 
redundant terms, nevertheless ROBRMD's are a canonical representation. A different set of 
definitions can be constructed such that reduced RM-graphs do not include representations of 
O-terms. However, this would require explicit representation of the exponents and thus lead to 
more complicated algorithms. 

6.4 Algorithms for ROBRMO's 

6,4.1 The Generic RME-Operator 

To implement all possible binary Boolean functions operating on ROBRMD's, the rme-operator 
is used. It is a generic ternary function which can implement all binary Boolean functions. The 
rme-operator is defined as follows: 

rme(F,G,H) = FEll G · H 

The first, second and last column in Table 6.1 show how binary Boolean functions are 
implemented by this generiC function. The purpose of the other columns is to improve efficiency 
of the implementation of the functions by the rme-operator. 

To enable a better efficiency for the computation of a ROBRMD's three additional definitions are 
introduced. These are: 

Tahie 6.1: Definition and implementation of all binary Booleanfunctions 

Equivalent Form 

Expression Function F",O F"'I G '" 0 G '" I F=G General case 

NOT(F) F I 0 - - - rme(F, I, I) 
NOR(F,G) F+G a 0 l' 0 l' rme(O, 1',0) 

F<G F·G G 0 0 l' 0 rme(O, F,G) 

0 0 - - - - - 0 
NAND(F, G) F·G I a I I" I" rme(l, F, G) 
NOT(G) a - - I 0 - rme(G, I , I) 

XOR(F, G) FEllG G a F I" 0 rme(F,I,G) 

F>G F·e 0 a F 0 0 rme(O,F,O) 

FsG F+G I G l' I I rme(l , F, G) 

NXOR(F,G) FEllG a G I" F I rme(F,I,G) 

G G - - 0 I - G 
AND(F,G) F·G 0 G 0 F F rme(O, F,G) 

I I - - - - - I 

F"2G F+ a e I I F I rme(l, 1', G) 
OR(F,G) F+G G I F I F rme(I,F,O) 

F F 0 I - - - F 
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Definition 6.5: A Boolean constant c is a control value of a binary operator (OP) if: 
(OP)(c, F) = 0 or (OP)(c, F) = I 

and similarly for (OP)(F,c). 

Definition 6.6: A Boolean constant c is a reduction value of a binary operator (OP) if: 
(OP)(c, F) = For (Op)(c, F) = F 

and similarly for (OP)(F. c). 

Definition 6.7: A binary operator (OP) is reducible by identity if: 
(OP)(F.F) = 0, (OP)(F, F) = I, (OP)(F.F) = For (OP)(F, F ) = F 

For instance, the OR is commutative and has control value 1 (OR(I,F)=I), reduction value 0 
(OR(O,F)=F) and is reducible by identity (OR(F.F)=F). These definitions are used to reduce the 
complexity of the general case. The results of applying these definitions to the binary Boolean 
functions are shown in Table B.l. 

B.4,2 The ROBRMD-TABLE 

ROBRMO's are used as a shared, unique representation for Boolean functions. Hence 
whenever two Boolean functions f and g are equivalent then their ROBRMO's F and G are 
pointer identical. n ROBRMD-TABLE is used to store all ROBRMO's. This table has as entry 
triples (v, G, If) with variable v and ROBRMO's G and H. The table stores the ROBRMO of 
(v, G, If). When consulting this table for a triple, the ROBRMO is returned if it has an entryforthis 
triple. If there is no entry, a ROBRMO is created and stored in the table with the triple as entry. 

The ROBRMD-TABLE can be implemented in several ways. In [Bry8B] an array is used and a 
hash-table proposed. In [BrRugO] a hash-table is used for the implementation of ROBOO's. The 
two basic operations on this table are FIND and INSERT, the time-complexity ofthese operations 
is of direct influence on the time-complexity of the rme-algorithm. In [AhH074] it is shown that 
a single find or insert operation on a table of size 11 would have expected time-complexity O( I) 
and worst case time-complexity 0 (11 ) in case of a hash table. In case of a balanced tree these 
figures are O(log l1) for both expected and worst-case time-complexity. 

6.4.3 Recursive Formulation of RME 

The generic rme-function is formulated recursively as follows. Consider an ROBRMO 
Z = rme(F, G, If) , where F, G and Hare ROBRMO's. Let the top variable of F, G and H be v, 

and denote, for any ROBRMO F, F.," by Fo and ~~ by F ,. Then it follows that: 

Z = rme(F,G, 1f) 

= F (JJG 'H 

= (Fo (JJ v . F, ) (JJ (Go Ell V ' G ,) . (Ho (JJ v . H, ) 

= (Po Ell Go' Hili Ell v . (F, (JJ G, . H, (JJ Go ' H, (JJ G, . Ho) 

= (v, rme(Fo' Gil' Hill, rm e( rme(F " Go,H, ), G" rme(Ho' I ,H, )) ) 

The terminal cases for this recursion are: 

rm e( F.F,F) = rme( F.F, I) = rme(F, I , F) = 0 

rme(O.F, F) = rme(O, I , F) = rme(O, F, I) = rme(F, 0, If) = rme(F, G, 0) = F 
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Observe that the recursion implies four recursive calls. This differs substantially from the 
recursive formulation of the generic ITE-operator for ROBDD's as shown in e.g. {BrRu90]. 
However, considerable improvements can be achieved by incorporating simplification rules. 
These rules are based on simple pointer comparisons. First of all, note that if the top variable 
is v and a ROBRMD F is independent of this top variable then: 

Fv=o = F 

and, 

aF = 0 av . 
The following simplification rules have been found: 

1. if G, '" 0, then Z, = ,me(F"Go, H ,) 

2. if Go" G" then Z, = ,me(F"G"Ho) 

3. if Go '" n, then Z, = rme(F"G,.rme(H]), I,H, )) 

4. if H , '" 0, then Z, = ,me(F" G"Ho) 

5. if Ho" H " then Z, = nlle(F"Go, H, )' 

6. if Ho '" 0, then Z, = 'me(F,.rme(Go, I, G, ), H, ) 

6.4.4 The RME Memory Table and Equivalence Relations 

The second memory table used in the implementation of the algorithms is the RME-TABLE. It 
has as entry a triple (F, G, If) with ROBRMD's F, G and H and stores the ROBRMD that 
represents ,me(F. G.If) . When this table has an entry for the triple (F, G,1f) any invocation of 
'me(F. G, If) can simply return the ROBRMD representing it and thus prevents further recursions. 
If there is no entry for this table the ROBRMD representing ,me(F, G, If) will be computed and 
its result is stored in the RME-TABLE. 

To increase the hit-rate for the RME-TABLE, standard triples can be defined. These are based 
on equivalence relations. Checks on Boolean constants and identity are considered only, 
because checking for complemented ROBRMD's can not be done in constant time. The 
following equivalent triples are recognized: 

1. 'me(I,F,F) = ,me( I,F, I ) = ,me(l, I, F) = rnte(F, I, I ) 

2. 'me(F,G,G) = 'me(F.G, I ) = mle(F, I , G) = 'me(G,F,F) = 'me(G,F, I ) = 'me(G, I,F) 

3. 'me(F,G,H) = ,me(F,H,G) 

6.4.5 The RME-Algorithm 

The algorithm for rme is outlined in Figure 6.1. A good approximation of the time complexity of 
this algorithms has not been found yet. It is clear, however that, in a worst case situation, it has 
worse performance than the ITE-function for ROBDD's. An exception is however when G (or If) 
equals 1. The recursive formulation then is: 

'me(F,G.I) = F fB G 

= (Fo fB V ' F,) fB (Go fB V' G,) 

= (FofB Go) fB V' (F, fB G,) 
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= (v, rme(Fo, Go' 1),rme(F" G
" 

I) ) 

In a worst case situation two recursive calls are generated. Due to the use of the RME-TABLE 
only IFI x IGI recursions can be generated. If it is assumed that all operations in the 
rme-algorithm take constant time, then the algorithm has worst-case time complexity O(iFIIGI). 
Observe furthermore that the recursive formulation for the inverse of a ROBRMD F, hence 
rme(F, I. I), is even simpler. It is: 

rme(F, I , I) = (v, rme(Fo, I, I).F,) 

Hence the time complexity is determined by the length of the path from the root of F to the 
terminal vertex where at each nonterminal vertex the edge labeled with 0 is taken. In a worst case 
situation the algorithm has time-complexity O(lFI). For the computation of F . G, the worst 
performance is achieved, as follows from the next recursion: 

rme(O,F,G) = F· G 

= (Fo $ ,' . F ,) . (Go $ v . G,) 

= (Fo . Gil) $ v . (F,' G, $ F, . Go $ Fo . G,) 

= ( v, rme(O, FoGo), rme(rme(O, Go' H,), G
" 

rme(Ho, H" I») 
It shows that this function causes a growth of recursive calls. This property carries over to almost 
any other Boolean function (except the XOR, NXOR, NOT). The problem is caused by the two 
'cross-terms' Go . H, and G, . Ho. 
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FUNCTION rme(F,G,H), 
CASE 'terminal case ' (return result), 

(return result), '(F, G,H) entry of RME-TABLE' 
default 

ENDCASE, 
ENDFUN 

(let v be the top variable of (F,G,H), 
RO: rme(FO,GO,HO), 
Rl: CASE (Gl==O or HO==Hl) and 

(Hl==O or GO==Gl) 
(FI), 

Gl==O or HO==HI 
(rme(FI ,GO,HI)}, 

HI ==0 or GO==G I 
(rme(FI,GI,HO}), 

GO=O 
(rme(FI,GI,rme(HO,I,HI))}, 

HI==O 
(rme(FI,rme(GO,I,GI),HI)}, 

default 
(rme(rme(FI,GO,HI),GI,rme(HO,I,HI))}, 

ENDCASE, 
R: find-or-insert-ROBRMD-TABLE(v,RO,RI), 
'insert R in RME-TABLE under key (F,G,H)" 
return R), 

Figure 6.1: Outline a/the RME-a/gorirhm 
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FUNCTION is-complement (F,G), 
CASE 'terminal case rme(F,I,G)' (return result) 

'triple(F, I, G) entry in RME-TABLE' (return result), 
F and G are nonterminal 

(let v be the top-variable, 
CASE 'v is top variable of F and G, and Fl ==G I' 

(is-complement(FO, GO}}, 
default 

(O), 
ENDCASE), 

default 
{return OJ, 

ENDCASE, 
ENDFUN 

Figure 6.2: Outline o/the algorithm/or testing complement 

6,4,6 Testing for Complement 

In many applications of ROBRMo's one may want to check whether two ROBRMo's are each 
other inverse_ In case of ROBoo's (as in [MaBi88] and [BrRu90]) this operation takes constant 
time due to the use of complemented edges_ The operation in ROB ~O's as defined by Bryant 
would require time proportional to the two graphs. Using ROBRMo's the following efficient, 
although not taking constant time, can be used. 

The check performed equals: (F Ell G) " I. Which has time complexity O(iFIIGI). The algorithm 
proposed here has worst case time complexity O(minOFI.IGI)). The advantage of this algorithm 
compared to an implementation with rme is that no new ROBRMo's are made, the algorithm 
is-complement only traverses the two ROBRMo's. The algorithm is outlined in Figure 6.2, it 
returns 1 if (F Ell G) " I and 0 otherwise. 

6.4_7 Functions for Boolean Manipulations 

In this section a number of functions for manipulation are defined for ROBRMo's and can serve 
as a basis for e.g. propositional logic. Special attention has been paid to an efficient 
implementation of these functions. 

Simple Difference 

The simple difference of a Boolean function l with respect to a variable x is :~. Let the ROBRMo 

F representing .r The simple difference of F w.r.!. x, denoted D(F,x) , can be computed by 
traversing F. This computation is defined recursively as tallows: 

1. if F" 0, then D(F.x) = 0 
if F" I , then D(F,x) = 0 

2. if F = (v. G, Hl , then 
if v < x, then D(F, x) = 0 
if v = x, then D(F, x) = H 
if v > x, then D(F, x) = find - or - insert - ROBRMD - TABLE(v.D(G,x),D(H,x )) 
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In the actual implementation of the algorithm a table, named 0-TABLE, is used to store all 
computed simple differences. Herewith the efficiency of the algorithm is improved. The 
arguments for this are based on the same as given for the RME-TABLE. 0-TABLE has a duple 
(F,x) as entry and stores the unique ROBRMD representing D(F,x). Canonicity is guaranteed 
by consulting the ROBRMO-TABLE. Finding and inserting simple differences is implemented by 
a function named find-or-insert-O- TABLE. 

Restrictions 

Given a Boolean function f, the O-restriction of I w.r.1. x is I x• o. The zero-restriction of a 
ROBRMD F w.r.1. x can be computed in a similar way as defined for the simple differences. To 
improve efficiency, a RO-TABLE could be introduced. However, O-restriction can also be 
implemented using the RME-function and the D-function as will be shown now. 

From equation 6.4 follows: 

al Ix =o ~ IfB x . ax 

or, equivalently: 

I 
~ a(x fB t) . I 

x=O ax 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

A proof of this equivalence will be given later. It follows directly from the general case of 
composition, Equation 6.7 will be used to implement the O-restriction. Hence, given a ROBRMD 
F, the O-restriction of F w.r.!. x is: 

F ~ .(X fB I) . F 
x=O ax (6.8) 

where X is the ROBRMD that represents x. The O-restriction is implemented as RO(F, x) and 
defined as: 

RO(F,x) ~ D(rme(O,rme(X, t, 1), F),x) 

From equation 6.3 follows that the I-restriction, ix . " can be derived: 

af 
Ix.' ~ fx•o fB ax 

Substituting the O-restriction (equation 6.6) in this equation gives: 

af Ix., ~ffB(xfB 1) ' ax 

which can also be written as: 

ax' I 
Ix,=, I = ----ax 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11 ) 

This will be proven when discussing composition. As a result the I-restriction of a ROBRMD F 

w.r.1. x , denoted RI (F, x) can be defined as: 

RI(F, x) ~ D(rme(O,X, F),x) 

Composition 

In composition a Boolean variable x in a Boolean function fis replaced by a Boolean function 
g. Composition is denoted as Ix.,. It is assumed that g satisfies the constraint that it does not 
depend on x. Composition is defined as: 
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al 
Ix~, = Ix~o ffi g . ax (6. 12) 

Substituting equation 6.6 gives: 

I,~, = Iffi (x ffi g) . :; (613) 

Theorem 6.2: Given a Boolean function 1 a Boolean variable x and a Boolean function g. Let 
g be independent of x, then: 

1 ffi (x ffi ). al = a(x ffi g ffi I ) . 1 
K ax ax 

Proof: Starting with the right-hand side 

a(x ffi g ffi I ) . 1 
ax 

= «x ffi g ffi I ) . j)x~o ffi «x ffi g ffi I ) . j)x~ I 

= (x ffigffi I)x~o ' Ix~uffi(xffigffi l)x ~ 1 'lx~ 1 

= (g ffi I ) . Ix~o ffi g . Ix~ I 

=Ix~offig' (fx~offilx~ l) 

al 
=lx ~lIffig ' ax 

al 
=/ffi (x ffi g) . ax 

(due to eqn. 6.3) 

(g independent 01 x) 

(due ro eqn. 6.3) 

(due to eqn. 6.6) 

• 
The correctness of equation 6.7 and 6.11 follows immediately from this theorem by replacing 0 
(1 respectively) for g . 
So composition for ROBRMO's can be implemented as follows . Given ROBRMO F and G, 
Boolean variable x and let G be independent of x. The composition Fx~G' implemented 
C(F,x, G), is: 

C(F,x,G) = D(rme(O,rme(mze(X,I,I),G,I),F),x) 

where X is the ROBRMO representing x. 

Universal Quantifier 

Universal quantification of a Boolean function Iwith respect to a variable x, denoted 'Ix :/, is 
defined as: 

(Vx:j) = Ix~ o . I,~ I 

This can be rewritten into: 

(Vx:j) = Iffi f . al . ax 

(6. 14) 

(615) 

Universal quantification of a ROBRMO F w.r.1. a Boolean variable x is denoted as al/(x, F) and 
is implemented by: 

al/(x, F) = rme(O, rm e(D(F, x) , I . I), F) 

Unique Quantifier 

For a Boolean function I the unique quantification with respect to a variable x, denoted 3!x : /. 

is defined as: 
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(3 Ix:j) = tx~o fJJtx ~ 1 (6.16) 

Unique quantification is closely related to the notion solution of a Boolean function for some 
Boolean variable . Details will follow later. Observe that unique quantification equals the simple 
difference, i.e: 

(3 Ix'j) = at . . ax (6.17) 

Unique quantification of a ROBRMD F with respect to variable x is denoted unique(x, F) and is 
implemented as: 

unique(x, F) = D(F. x) 

Existential Quantifier 

For a Boolean function ft he existential quantification with respect to a variable x, denoted 3x : j; 
is defined as: 

(3x :j) = jx~o + f,~ 1 

This can be rewritten into: 

(3x:j) = (3!x:j) fJJ (''<Ix:j) 

(6 .18) 

(6. 19) 

The existential quantification is, for ROBRMD F and variable x, denoted exist(x, F) and 
implemented as: 

exist(x, F) = rme(ullique(F,x), all(x, F), I) 

Solution 

The solution of a Boolean variable x w.r.!. a Boolean function fis, if it exists, a Boolean function 
g such that: 

(6.20) 

The existence conditions and solutions can be derived using the definition of composition : 

Hence a solution exists, and is unique if and only if: 

at" I 
ax 

(6.21) 

Observe that there exists a solutions iff: (3!x: j) " I. If this constraint is met, the solution 
immediately follows: 

g=ffJJxfJJ l (6.22) 

Note that g will be independent of x. Given a Boolean variable x and a ROBRMD F, the solution 
of x w.r.!. F is denoted solution(x, F) can be implemented by: 

solution(x. F) = rme(rme(X, 1,1), F, 1) 

The solution may only be computed when the existence constraint is satisfied. Furthermore, 
observe that the existence constraint itself will, in general, create new ROBRMD's. Furthermore 
when computing the solution this happens again. Both the test on the existence constraint and 
the computation of the solution can be done more efficiently. Firstly, the existence constraint can 
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only be satisfied if there exists only one subgraph in F which is labeled with x and has I-edge 
pointing to 1 and this subgraph may only be reachable from the root via O-edges. In all other 
cases the existence constraint is not met. Secondly, if this constraint is met, the solution can be 
derived by computing the negation of the subgraph connected to the O-edge of the x-labeled 
subgraph, return this negated subgraph instead of the x-labeled subgraph and return from the 
recursions while maintaining canonicity. 

6,4,8 Functions for Transformation between ROBRMO's and ROBOO's 

Since Soolean functions can be represented in a canonical way by either ROSRMD's or 
ROSDD's, it might be interesting to be able to transform one representation to the other. For 
instance for synthesis purposes. Soth the transformation from ROSRMD's to ROSDD's and its 
inverse will be discussed. 
It is assumed that the variable ordering for both ROSRMD's and ROSDD's are identical. 
Furthermore, the ROSDD-package is assumed to be implemented such that the triple (v, G, H) 
represents v . G + v . H where v is a variable and G and Hare ROSDD's and the algorithms 
are implemented by the ITE-function which is defined: 

ite(F,H,G) ~ F ' G + F· H 

Furthermore, all ROSDD's are stored in the ROBDD-TABLE and there is a function denoted 
find-or-insert-ROBDD- TABLEto find existing ROSDD's or insert new ones. ROSDD's as defined 
in [Sry86] are used here, hence the canonical representation of ROSDD's does not include 
complemented edges. 

From the definition given in section 6.2 it follows that: 

(623) 

Which leads to the next following definition of the transformation from a ROSRMD to a ROSDD. 

Definition 6.8: The transformation T: ROBRMD - ROBDD is recursively defined as: 
1. T(O) ~ () 

T(I) ~ I 
2. T«v, G. H)) ~ jilld·or-insert-ROBDD· TABLE(v , TlG), T(rm e(G, H, I))) 

The inverse transformation T - ' maps a ROSDD to a ROSRMD and is based on the next 
equivalence: 

I = v . Iv=o + II . Iv= I = f~· =o EB v . (rv=() ffi fv= I) (6.24) 

Definition 6.9: The inverse transformation T-': ROBDD - ROBRMD is defined recursively 
as: 

1. T-'(O ) ~ [) 

T-'(I ) ~ I 

2. r '«v. G. H) ~ jind-or-ilisert-ROBRMD-TABLE( v. T- '(G), r- '(ite(G, ite(O, I, H), H))). 

Observe that the transformations are defined in terms of RME and ITE respectively. Alternatively 
they can also be defined in terms RME only or ITE only. To increase the efficiency of the 
implementations a T- TABLE and Tinv- TABLE has been used to store the result of 
transformation for each unique ROSRMD and ROSDD. 
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Boolean function ROBRMD ROBDD 
A 

Jb Jb o 1 o 1 
x , 

o I o I 

B 

{6 ~ 
o 1 o 1 

x1 EB I 

I I 0 

C 

0 
x , 

x, Ell x, Ell x ] Ell I 0 

0 

D 

E 

!=X 1 'X 2 +X 1 

g = xI EDx2 EBXJ 

Figure 6.3: Some Boolean/unctions and their ROBRMD and ROBDD 

6.5 Examples of ROBRMD's and a Comparison with ROBDD's 

Some Simple Examples 

Figure 6.3 shows examples of some simple Boolean functions. Both the ROBRMD and ROBDD 
representations are given. Observe that the example in Figure 6.3C shows that the 
representation by the ROBRMD is smaller than the ROBDD. An example in which the ROBDD 
is smaller than the ROBRMD is shown in Figure 6.3D. 
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Figure 6.3E shows the ROBRMD's and ROBDD's of two Boolean functions. The ROBRMD of 
g is smaller that the ROBDD. Furthermore the ROBRMD representation of the two functions 
share more subgraphs that the ROBDD. The two functions given in this example represent a 
1-bit adder. 

Representation of n-ary Functions 

ROBRMD's and ROBDD's have been computed for a number of standard Boolean functions. 
The size of each representation, defined as the number of subgraphs, expressed in the number 
of variables has been derived. The results are shown in Table 6.2. 

The table shows that all these functions have a representation which is linear in 11. If a Boolean 
function is symmetric, any permutation of the assumed orderingof variables will produce a graph 
of the same size. In this case the representation is independent of the ordering. 

Table 6.2: Sizes of ROBRMD alld ROBDD fo r Il-al}' fUlle/ions 

-.- -,,-
EEl", ,-, EEl x, ,- , 

1= I 
nx, 
i= 1 1= 1 

ROBDD 211 + I 211 + I n +2 11 + 2 11 + 2 n +2 

ROBRMD n + 2 11+1 II + 2 It + 2 2n + I n+1 

Some Difficult Functions 

It is a well known fact that the efficiency of the representation of Boolean functions by ROBDD's 
may heavily depend on the ordering of the variables. A similar result may be expected for 
ROBRMD's. Consider the following functions: 

, 
in = LX2i - , . X2j 

i= 1 

, 
f~ = LXi' Xi + n 

i= 1 

The ordering is defined according to the indices of the variables. The size of the ROBDD 

representing f" is linear in n. In function f" the arguments are permuted and the size of the 

ROBDD representing /, is known to grow exponentially in 11 . We have found similar results for 
ROBRMD's as shown in table 6.3. It has been shown in [Bry86] that a multiplier has, for any 

ordering of the variables, a subfunction f". So multipliers can not be represented efficiently 
ROBDD's nor ROBRMD's. 

Now consider the following two new functions, where the OR in f, and j" has been replaced by 
XOR. . 

gn = EB x2,_ I ' x2i ,-, 
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Analysis of the representations of these functions has shown an interesting property. Both the 

ROBDD and ROBRMD representation of g. are linear in n. The function g;, however, has a 
ROBDD representation which grows exponentially with the number of variables and using 
ROBDD's with complemented edges does not avoid this exponential growth. On the other hand 

Table 6.3: Thesice of the ROBRMD's and ROBDD's representing f., f., g. and g;. 

f. i. g. 

ROBDD 2n + 2 2n+ 1 411 5.2.- 1 -1 

ROBRMD 311 + I 2n+ 1 211 + 2 211 + 2 

the size of the ROBRMD remains linear in n, in fact the size of the ROBRMD representation of 

g. and g; is independent of the variable ordering. The sizes of the representations of the 
functions are shown in table 6.3. 

The Full-Adder 

A full adder can be specified recursively as: 

Cj + J = OJ . hi E9 {I , . £:, ffi hi' ci 

where Sl represents a sum bit and CI a carry bit. 
The inputs of the n~bit adder are {In_ l,bn _1 ..... {lo,bo,co. and has outputs cn ,sn_ I'''''sO' The 
variables are ordered from most to least significant bit (when traversing the graphs) . In Table 6.4 
the size of the representations and the time needed to compute these representations are given. 
The size of the ROBDD representation of the adder is 911 + I, the ROBRMD representation has 
size 411 + 3. 

Table 6.4: Size and CPU-time fo r the full-adder for ROBRMD and ROBDD. 

ROBRMD ROBDD 

n; size CPU size CPU 

I 7 0.033 10 0 .083 

2 II 0.083 19 0 .150 

4 19 0.150 37 0.350 

8 35 0.300 73 0.700 

16 67 0.6 17 145 1.500 

32 131 1.200 289 2.750 

• Algorithms were implemented in the LISP dialecI TUL/SP and executed interpretatively 

• CPU is i ll secolld ... 011 an Apollo 400 and have been corrected for garbage colieci 
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Tn"'e 6.5: ROBRMD 's and ROBDD's of/he MCNC PLA Benchmarks 

PLA characteristics sIze CPU CPU 

name in out terms BRMD BDD BRMD BDD l' 1'- 1 

5xpl 7 10 75 68 85 6.03 1.90 0.32 0.75 
9sym 9 I 87 29 35 43.42 6.28 0.22 0.48 
apexl 45 45 206 4,092 4,980 396.72 72.47 80.33 228.55 
apex4 9 19 438 1, 115 1,119 532.25 44.20 11.17 25.93 
apex5 11 7 88 1227 1,2 12 4,128 166.60 91.97 32.52 34.78 

bw 5 28 87 124 119 4.30 1.33 0.58 0.88 
clip 9 5 167 206 204 38.9 8.05 2.32 3.30 
con I 7 2 9 21 25 0.33 0. 18 0.12 0. 15 
duke2 22 29 87 889 795 53.65 12.38 8.97 25.25 
misex l 8 7 32 46 73 1.52 0.73 0.48 0.58 

misex2 25 18 29 96 117 2.72 1.62 0.37 0.88 
misex3c 14 14 305 1,067 569 199.85 19.20 5.75 19.90 
rd53 5 3 32 15 25 2.55 0.68 0.08 0. 12 
rd73 7 3 14 1 23 45 22.07 4.52 0.13 0.28 
rd84 8 4 256 31 61 52.12 8.65 0.20 0.67 

sao2 10 4 58 160 150 24.22 4.63 1.15 1.77 
vg2 25 8 110 1,101 964 75 .77 15.03 16.67 41.02 
xor5 5 I 16 7 II 1.28 0.38 0.02 0.05 

• in, out and terms denote the number of inputs, outputs and product terms of the PLA 

• Algorithms were implemented in the LISP dialect TULISP and evaluated ill interpretatively 

• CPU is ill seconds on an Apollo 400 and do not include garbage collect 

• T denotes the transformation/rom ROBRMD to ROBDD; r- I is the inverse tram/ormation 

MCNC PLA Benchmarks 

The algorithms have been applied tothe MCNC benchmarks for Logic Synthesis (1989), the PLA 
benchmark have been investigated only. Both the ROBRMD and ROBDD representation have 
been computed , the results are shown in Table 6.5. Furthermore, the transformations Tand 1'-1 
have been applied, the time needed for these transfonmations are listed in the same table. The 
variables are ordered from 'Ieft-to-right' when considering the definition the cubes in tabular 
form. Don't care values are assumed to contribute to the O-value of the function only. 

The results show that computation of the ROBRMD representation (directly from the PLA 
description) requires significantly more time than computing the ROBDD representation . This 
result can intuitively be understood by the considerations presented in the former sections. The 
computation of the outputs by the OR-plane is rather inefficient for ROBRMD's due to the 
following. The computation of OR(F,G) by rme(I, NOT(F),NOT(G)) has approximately the same 
complexity as ANO(F,G). Hence, this computation potentially produces 4 recursive calls. Each 
cube in a PLA depends on a subset of the input variables, so the top variable will often be the 
top variable of both F and G. Consequently the 4 recursions wi ll often take place. 
Once the ROBRMD or ROBDD has been computed the transformation functions can be applied. 
The results show that transformation Trequires, on average, considerable less CPU-time than 
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T-'. However in all cases the fastest way to derive a ROBRMD representation of these PLA's 

is to compute the ROBDD followed by the transformation r- '. 
Finally, for some of the benchmarks there are significant differences in the size of the ROBRMD 
and ROBDD representation . It shows that misex3c is represented much more efficiently by the 
ROBDD, whereas apex5, misex I, rd53, rd73 and rd84 are represented more efficiently by the 
ROBRMD. The other benchmarks have comparable size. 

Table 6.6: ROBRMD's and ROBDD's a/the MCNC PLA Benchmarks interpreted as 
XPLA:,' 

XPLA characteristics size CPU CPU 

xname in Oul terms BRMD BDD BRMD BDD T T-' 

X5xpl 7 10 75 99 110 2.45 2.5 1 0.67 0.88 
X9sym 9 1 87 123 121 7.83 10. 18 1.55 1.87 
Xapex1 45 45 206 3,454 9,011 68.27 189.57 142.18 unable 
Xapex4 9 19 438 1,190 1,125 140.78 76.05 18.00 21.55 
Xapex5 117 88 1227 1,393 5,424 58.87 181.78 53.77 39.57 

Xbw 5 28 87 125 121 1.93 1.92 0.63 0.70 
Xc1ip 9 5 167 244 284 12.92 14.47 3.97 4.07 
XconI 7 2 9 18 3J 0.15 0.28 0.12 0.13 
Xduke2 22 29 87 957 898 18.43 18.07 11.48 24.45 
Xmisexl R 7 32 49 77 0.65 1.22 0.43 0.48 

Xmisex2 25 18 29 103 11 2 1.95 1.73 0.32 0.65 
Xmisex3c 14 14 305 1,0 19 1,141 28.92 43,48 16.30 32.93 
Xrd53 5 3 32 23 26 1.07 1.00 0.15 0.15 
X rd73 7 3 141 56 53 8.17 6.63 0.37 0.43 
Xrd84 8 4 256 31 61 20.07 12.42 0.32 0.27 

Xsa02 10 4 58 177 203 6.33 8.13 1.97 2.03 
Xvg2 25 8 110 472 1,548 12.62 26.02 14.87 31.93 

Xxor5 5 1 16 7 11 0.62 0.53 0.03 0.03 

• ill, 0111 and terms denote the number of inpllls, outputs and product terms a/the XPLA 

• Algorithms were implemented in the LISP dialect TULISP and evaluated in interpretatively 

• CPU is in seconds 011 an Apollo 400 and do n01 include garbage collect 

• T denotes the trallsformat ion/rom ROBRMD to ROBDD; r- 1 is the inverse (rans/ormat ion 

Examples Derived from the MCNC PLA Benchmarks 

The same MCNC PLA benchmarks have been used for another experiment in which the 
OR-plane has been substituted by a XOR-plane. Since most of these benchmarks do not satisfy 
the RMT-conditions as defined in [Sau92), these functions differ from the original ones (the 
exceptions are rd84 and xor5). The results of computing the ROBDD and ROBRMD 
representation are shown in Table 6.6. 

The results show that most ROBRMD representation are more efficient in terms of size than the 
ROBDD representation, significant differences are found for Xapex I , X.pex5, Xcon 1, Xmisex 1, 
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Xrd84 and Xvg2. With respect to the CPU-time required to compute the canonical 
representations it shows that the ROBRMD representation is derived significantly faster than the 
ROBDD representation for Xapex I, Xapex5, Xeon I, Xmisex I, Xmisex3e and Xvg2 . On the other 
hand for Xapex4 and Xrd84 the ROBDD is computed significantly faster than the ROBRMD. 
Finally the results show that the Iransformation T is faster than T- 1

, exception are Xapex5 and 
Xrd84. 

6.6 Boolean Vector Functions 
Reduced RM-graphs are a canonical representation for boolean functions. In terms of an 
algebra a canonical form has been defined for functions on the Boolean ring, hence Boolean 
functions. Other (Boolean) rings exist. In the sequel a ring for Boolean vector functions will be 
considered. Finally it will be discussed how the principles can be applied to define a canonical 
representation for the 'integer functions'. 

6.6.1 Introducing Boolean Vector Functions 

In Section 6.3 a canonical representation for Boolean functions, the ROBRMD, has been 
introduced. The concepts used there to define this canonical form will be used here to derive a 
canonical representation for Boolean vector functions. Although a Boolean vector function of 
length n can be represented by n Boolean functions and thus a special representation for vector 
functions would be questionable, it will be shown that such a representation has certain nice 
properties. For instance, it can be shown that some bitsliced circuits can be written into a 
canonical for which is independent of the vector length. Hence correctness proof can be done 
immediately with the canonical representation and prevents proof by induction. 
A Boolean vecto"r! has a specific length" of and consists of " Booleans, hence: 

x = [X~ .~ I] 
- Xo 

where x, _I' "' , x" are Booleans. If these Booleans are all Boolean constants, hence 0 or 1, then 
the Boolean vector is called a Boolean vector constant. If they are all Boolean variables then the 
Boolean vector is called a Boolean vector variable. Functions operating on Boolean vectors are 
defined in terms of the ordinary Boolean functions. The distinction between these operation 
follows from the 'types' of the arguments. Hence the same symbols are used for these operators 
they are overloaded. The Boolean vector operations are defined as follows: 

In Boolean vector algebra the counterparts of the Boolean constants 0 and 1 are denoted Q and 
1 respectively. These two Boolean vector vectors have length n and are defined as: 

Q = [ ~] and: 1 = [i] 
The algebraic structure (BV" Ell, " Q, 1), where BV, denotes the set of Boolean vector functions, 
is a Boolean vector ring which is homomorphic to the Boolean ring. Actually the Boolean vector 
ring has been constructed according to the 'direct sum' of " Boolean rings. 

As mentioned Boolean vector functions can be represented by Boolean functions. However, a 
more efficient representation can be found. The basic idea is based on the following two 
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'abstractions'. First Boolean vector constants will be represented by integers and second, 
Boolean vector variables will be represented by a single variable of type 'vector'. 

Given a Boolean vector constant c with length II, each Boolean constant c, (with i E [0, II - 1]) 
in this vector can either have value ° or 1. Now map this vector onto an integer using the 
two's-complement representations. Hence the vector is encoded by E is: 

,-, 
£(£) = - (cn_ 12

n- l ) + I Cj2i 
;=0 

The encoding satisfies a number of properties. The encoding is, given II, a bijection, i.e. an 
inverse function exists (the decode function). Furthermore, any Boolean vector constant of 
length II is mapped onto an integer within the following range of integers: [- 2'-',2' -, - 1]. 
With respect to the Boolean vector constants Q and 1 satisfies the following nice property: 
E(Q) = ° and EW = - I. Observe that this encoding is independent of the vector length II. 

A Boolean vector variable consists of II Boolean variables. As stated it can be represented by 
a variable of type 'vector'. A second type will be introduced, its application will be shown later. 
This new type is named 'boo/vector'. A variable x of type 'boolvector' satisfies: ",_, = ... = xo' 
consequently the value that x can take is either 0 or -1 . 

By these two abstractions a new ring has been derived based on variables (of type 'vector or 
'boolvector') and integers. This ring is denoted (BV, Ell, ' ,0, - I ), where BV is the set of Boolean 
vector functions composed by variables, integers and the two ring-operators. Note that no 
assumption about vector lengths is made. 

Consequently a single Boolean vector function represents a function in BV, for any II '" k, with 
k some well chosen positive integer. For a fixed vector length the representation is unique. The 
minimal bound k is easily determined by the following procedure, assume we have a Boolean 
vector function which contains In integers: C" ... ,Cm. Define Cm" = max(IC,I, ... ,ICmi) then 

k =f 'logC~ l. i.e. the smallest positive integer larger than or equal to 'logCm". For 
instance a function that contains only the constants 0 and -1, then C=, = I and hence k = I. 
So this function represents a Boolean vector function in BV, for any II '" I. In fact if II = I we 
have in prinCiple a Boolean ring. In return, if a function with the integers C" "" Cm represents a 
function for some II and the Boolean vector constants D" ... ,D", denote the decoded integers 
then this functions also represents a function for II + I with decoded integers OlD, (denoting 
concatenation) if C, '" 0 and liD, if C, < ° for every i E [I, mI. 

For canonization of Boolean vector functions a rule set will be outlined. Furthermore a canonical 
graph representation wi ll be presented, the so called reduced ordered Boo/ean vector diagrams 
(ROBVD's). Algorithms forthe manipulation of ROBVD's will be outlined. Finally some examples 
are given to illustrate the application. 

6.6.2 A Canonical Rule Set for Boolean Vector Functions 

Canonization of Boolean vector functions is based on aset of rules that is very similar to that for 
a Boolean ring. In fact all rules for the Boolean ring carry over to the Boolean vector ring. Three 
more rules have to be added, so called specialization rules. The rule-set for Boolean vector 
functions is given below. In the notation, e,e"e,.e3 denote Boolean vector expressions and 
c, c" c" c, denote Boolean vector constants (i.e. integers). 

VI. (e, Ell e,) Ell e, - e , Ell (e, Ell e3) (associativity) 

V2. ° Ell e - e (identity) 
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V3. e Ell e-O 

V4. e, Ell t'j-e I EI1 e, 

V5. (e , ('2) e) - e 1 (e, eJ) 

V6. e, e I -e 1 e, 

V7. -I e -e 

V8. e e~e 

V9. 0 e-O 

VIO. e j • (e2 EB e3) -e j • e2 EB eJ . e3 

'Specialization' rules: 

Vll. CI EB ('2 -C3 

V12. c, 
V13. c , 
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(ni/potence) 

(commutativity) 

(associativity) 

(commutativity) 

(identity) 

(idempOlence) 

(ni/potence) 

(distributivity ) 

The rules Vl1 and V12imply evaluation. Given two integers c , and C2 the function C , EI1 c2 and 
c , . C2 can be evaluated, i.e. returns an integer c) . The third specialization rule (VI3) implies a 
similar evaluation. In case of the Boolean ring (see also Section 6.1) there are no separate 
specialization rules defined, because 'specialization' has been incorporated already by the rules 
B2, B6 and B9 there is no need to. 

6.6.3 ROBVD: Definition and Algorithms 

The canonical representation for Boolean vector functions based on graphs follows from the next 
4 definitions. The first defines the notion Boolean vector diagram (BVD), the second defines an 
orderedBVD (OBVD). On basis of the notion isomorphic OBVD's the reducedOBVD (ROBVD) 
is defined. 

Definition 6.10: A Boolean vector diagram (BVD) F is rooted directed acyclic graph such that: 
1. a terminal vertex has an integer value (F E Z) 
2. a nonterminal vertex is labeled with a variable and has two outgoing edges labeled with 

o and 1 respectively. 

Definition 6.11: A BVD is ordered (OBVD) when it satisfies the property in Definition 6.2. 

Here Boolean vector functions and variables are denoted by lowercase letters, OBVD's by 
uppercases, i.e. similar to that of Boolean functions and ROBRMD's. A nonterminal OBVD F is 
represented by a triple (v, G. H) where v is the variable (either of type 'vector' or 'boolvector') and 
G and Hare OBVD's connected to F via the 0 and 1 labeled outgoing edges respectively. The 
correspondence between an OBVD and a Boolean vector function is given by the following 
definition. 

Definition 6.12: An OBVD F represents a Boolean vector function [whiCh is defined recursively 
as: 

1. if F E Z(i.e is an integer), then [ = F 

2. if F = ( I '. G, H), then [= II Ell !' . il 

Isomorphic OBVD's are defined in the same way as for ROBDD's and ROBRMD's. Now reduced 
OBVD's can be defined as follows: 
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FUNCTION bve(F,G,H), 
CASE G,H in Z {G: eval(G and H, H: - I}, 
ENOCASE, 
CASE 'terminal case' 

'F,G,H in Z' 
(return result), 

(return eval(F xor G and H), 
(return result), '(F,G,H) entl}' of BVE-TABLE' 

default 

ENOCASE, 
ENOFUN 

let v be the top variable of (F,G,H), 
RO: bve(FO, GO, HO), 
R I : CASE (G 1==0 or HO==HI) and 

(H I ==0 or GO==G I) 
(FI), 

G I ==0 or HO==H I 
(bve(FI,GO,HI)}, 

HI==O or GO==GI 
(bve(FI,GI,HO)}, 

GO==O 
(bve(FI, G I ,bve(HO, -I ,HI))}, 

HI==O 
(bve(FI ,bve(GO, -I ,G I ),HI )}, 

default 
(bve(bve(FI ,GO,HI ),G l,bve(HO,-1 ,HI))}, 

ENOCASE, 
R: find-or-add-ROBVO- TABLE(v,RO,RI), 
'insert R in BVE-TABLE under key (F,G,H)" 
return R}, 

Figure 6.4: Algorithm/or BVE. 

Definition 6.13: A OBVD F is reduced (ROBVD) iff F contains no: 
1. isomorphic but distinct subgraphs, and 
2. subgraph (v. G. H) such that H '" O. 

We claim that a ROBVD is a canonical representation of Boolean vector function. It will not be 
proven here, it can be proven on basis of similar reasoning as presented in [Bry86] .. The 
algorithms for ROBVD's are very similar to those for ROBRMD's. Here only the differences will 
be highlighted. 

All binary Boolean vector-functions can be implemented by the ternary BVE-operator (Boolean 
vector expansion), which is defined: 

bve(F, G,H) = F Ell G . H 

The implementation is the same as shown in Table 6.1 , where rme is replaced by bye, 1 replaced 
by -1 and where F and G represent ROBVD's. 

The recursive formulation for bYe is the same as for rme under the same substitution. However, 
the terminal cases have to be extended by the following 'evaluation case': 

if F,G,H E Z, then hve(F,G,H) = eval(F Ell G . H) 

To the set of equivalent triples the following is added: 
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if G,H E Z, then bve(F,G,H) = bve(F,eva/(G . H) , - I) 

This rule has the following effect, assume that bve(F,3, 12) has to be computed. Due to the 
equivalence rule it will actually be computed as bve(F, IS, - I ). Later invocations can benefit 
from this, e.g. hve(F, la,S ) will also be computed as bve(F, IS, - I), which already has an entry 
in the BVE-TABLE. An outline of the algorithm is presented in Figure 6.4. 

6.6.4 Examples of AOBVD's and their Application 

An n-bit logic unit 

In this example the I-bit logic unit presented in Section 6.5 is reexamined. It will be demonstrated 
how a vector function describes a n-bit logic unit. The logic diagram of the n-bit logic unit is 
depicted in Figure 6.5A. Assume that the function selectors of the logic unit are denoted by the 
vector variables "0' "I' s, and s,. Observe thatthe values of these variables can only be a or - I, 
i.e. they are of type 'boolvector'. It reflects the situation that every output performs the same 
operation. Let the Boolean variables a n _ I '"'' aD (respectively hn _ I' "', b') be denoted by vector 
variable 9. (!!. respectively) of type 'vector'. The output of the n-bit logic unit is described by the 
vector function .[ defined as: 

.[=(9. + h sO + !!. 

.... .... 

Figure 6.5: An n-bit logic ullit 
(A) logic diagram 

(B) ROBVD representatioll 

F 

(B) 

Computation of the ROBVD F representing .[ gives the ROBVD shown in Figure 6.5B. The 
minimal vector length follows from the vector constants, i.e. em" = t. Hence, F represents a 
function for any vector length n '" I . The ROBVD represents the logic unit for arbitrary vector 
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length. Observe that, due to the Boolean vector function representation, it can be verified for 
arbitrary vector length. Furthermore the ROBVD has only one root and consists of 12subgraphs, 
whereas a bit wise representation for a certain vector length of 11 has 11 roots and has size 
IOn + 2. So with ROBVD's this logic unit can be verified independent of the vector length. 

A generalized description of a data-selector/multiplexer 

In this example the Boolean vector description of the Quadruple 2-line to I-line data 
selectors/multiplexers (TTL '157) is shown. The logic diagram is shown in Figure 6.6A. The ;-th 
output bit is denoted by the Boolean function: Ii = g . s· ai + g . S • bi' Now assume the 
Boolean variables " "_ ,, .... ao (b,_, .... ,bo) are represented by the vector variable Q (l!. 
respectively). Let the variables Ii. and;;, defined as variables of type 'boolvector' (hence their 
values are in rO, - I)). The Boolean vector function f describing the n-bit parallel data selector 
is: 

[= Ii. . f . Q + Ii. .;;, l!. 

The ROBVD F derived by the algorithms and representing this function is depicted in Figure 
6.6B. 

Word level description of a 3-to-B-decoder 

In the second example the logic diagram of the TTL '138 circuit given in Figure 6.7A is 
considered. Each variable, !I..t,g""g2h,Q.l!.,f, is of type 'boolvector'. The circuit is described at 

word level as: 

S --+.[>o-J 
g ---' 

10 

I, 

12 

F 

(A) 

Fip,/lre 6.6: A Parallel Data Selector/Multiplexer (7TL '157) 
(A) logic diagram 

(B) ROBVD representation. 

(B) 
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c 

1= - 128 MI 

64 8 

32 ~, 

16 gl 

8 8 

4 8 

2 MI 

KI 

(A) 

10 

1, 

I, 

h 

14 

F 

Figure 6.7: A three /(J eight decoder (TTL' 138): 
(AJ IOKic diagram 

(B) ROBVD F representillKf 

g," g'b Q !!. >: Ell 

g," g2h Q !!. >: Ell 

g," g'b Q !!. £ Ell 

g," g21, Q !!. >: Ell 

g," g2b !! !!. -
£ Ell 

g," g2/) !! !!. £ ffi 

g," g'h !! Ii ~ 

£ ffi 

gZu g2h !! !!. £ 

(B) 

The ROBVD is depicted in Figure 6.7B, it consists of 19 subgraphs. Altematively, the canonical 
form of the Boolean function level consists of 8 roots and (for this ordering) 40 subgraphs. The 
ROBVD shows that the minimal vector length is 8 since em" = 85, hence k = 8. For n = 8 the 
ROBVD represents the 3-to-8-decoder, if n > 8 then the output Ii (with i ;;, 8) equals the output 

J,. 

6.7 Arithmetic Functions 

6.7.1 Polynomials and Arithmetic Algebra 

In this section a canonical representation for integer polynomials is presented. The algebra 
assumed is denoted as (A, +, x,D, I ). With A the set of all Integer polynomials, i.e. mappings 
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of a set of integer variables to integers. The operators + and x represent the ordinary integer 
addition and multiplication respectively. This integer algebra satisfies: a + a = 2 x a. usually 

shorthanded 2a. and a X a = a'- Furthermore. by definition aD = I. Given a polynomial P which 
depends on an integer variable Xi' with maximum exponent n. we can expand this polynomial 
around this variables as follows: 

" 
P = L x~ x Pi 

j :O 

The polynomials Po, .... P" can be expanded further according to the same expansion rule. To 
illustrate the expansion method. consider the polynomial: 

P = 2a3b2 + 2aJ + (/2//' + Q
2b + bJ + b 

Expanding P around variable a gives: 

p = (l0po + alp] + a2P2 + aJp,!> 

with: Po = bJ + b. P, = n. P, = b' + band PJ = 2b' + 2. Expansionofforinstance Po around 
b gives: 

Po = bOPoo + b'POJ + h'PO' + h' po] 

with: Poo = O. Po, = I. POl = 0 and PO] = I. 

This example shows that some expansions equal O. hence they denote redundant terms. This 
same observation was made for the representation of Boolean functions. where only two 
exponents exists. For integer polynomials more exponents will exist in general. therefore in the 
representation of integer polynomials the choice has been made not to include representations 
of 0 terms. A consequence of this is that the exponent must be represented explicitly in the 
representation, In the next section a representation for integer polynomials is given. Algorithms 
that operate on them are given in outline. Finally a few examples will be given. 

6,7.2 ROAD: Definition and Principle of the Algorithms 

The (canonical) representation of integer polynomials follows from the next series of Definitions. 

Definition 6.14: An arithmetic diagram (AD) F is a rooted directed acyclic graph. A vertex is a 
terminal vertex. in which case it has an integer value. or a nonterminal vertex with a variable 
labeling and a finite number of outgoing edges. All edges are labeled with a natural number 
and are connected to an AD. 

Definition 6.15: An ordered AD (OAD) F is an AD in which all variables are ordered. that is. 
when the AD is traversed from the root to a terminal vertex the variables are always 
encountered in the same sequence. Furthermore all outgoing edges are ordered according 
to their labeling. 

Just like an OBRMD and OBVD the edges are ordered according to the edge labelings. A 
nonterminal OAD F is represented as: (l',(e"G,), ... ,(e",G,,)). where e " ... ,e" E N. 
e, ,,; ... ,,; e i +, and G , ..... G" are OAD·s. In this representation the exponents (e , .... , e,,) are 
represented explicitly. 

An OAD represents a polynomial as follows: 

Definition 6.16: An OAD F represents a polynomial fwhich is recursively defined as: 
1. if FEZ. then f = F 

" 
2. if F = (v. (e ,.G , ), .... (e".G,,)) , then f= 2:>" x gi 

i= I 
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To derive a canonical representation the notion isomorphic OAD's is needed. In principle this 
isomorphism can be defined in a similar way as for ROBDD's. However, since exponents are 
represented explicitly in OAD's a definition of isomorphic OAD's includes an exponent 
equivalence test. Informally two OAD's are isomorphic, if they are both terminal vertices with the 
same value, or they are nonterminal vertices with the same top variable, equal edge labelings 
and isomorphic subgraphs. Using this informally presented notion of isomorphic OAD's, reduced 
OAD's are defined as: 

Definition 6.17: An OAD F is reduced (ROAD) iff it contains no: 
1. isomorphic but distinct subgraphs, and 
2. subgraph G = (v,(e"G,), ... ,(e"G,,)) such that G; '" ° for any I ", i '" II. 

We claim that a ROAD's is a unique, hence canonical, representation of an arithmetic functions, 
a proof will not be given. The algorithms that have to be developed are the binary functions + 
and x. Other functions, such as - and A, n-ary counterparts of addition and multiplication can 
be defined in terms of the binary functions and bisection. The propagation rules of addition and 
multiplication are rather difficult to present in a form done previously, therefore they have not 
been included here. 

In the computation of F + Gthe exponents must remain ordered, note that this ordering can be 
implemented in time linear in k and l. Naturally the addition has reduction value 0, the 
multiplication has control value ° and reduction value I. No reduction rules based on graph 
identity can be formulated when computing the ROAD representing F + G or F x G. Efficiency 
of the algorithms is improved by using tables which store functions that have been computed. 
For the addition the table PLUS-TABLE is used, for the multiplication TlMES- TABLE. Note that 
due to the commutativity of the functions the tables must be checked for the entries (F , G) and 
(G, F). Finally a table ROAD-TABLE stores all ROAD's. The fundamental difference with all 
previous tables is that this table does not have a fixed number of entries. Let F be a ROAD of 
the form (x;, (a" F,). ,." (a" F,» ). The ROAD-TABLE is consulted to see if it has an entry for this 
ROAD, if so it stores the ROAD representing F, otherwise no such ROAD exists yet and one will 
be created and stored. 

6.7.3 Examples of ROAD's 

The binomial polynomial 

The binomial polynomial is given by: f, = (0 + b)". It is known from ordinary algebra that this 
can be written in sum of product form giving: 

Computing the ROAD representing the binomial polynomial (for some fixed n) implies the 
computation of the binomial coefficients by addition and multiplication. Figure 6.8A depicts the 
ROAD representing the binomial polynomial for II = 6. The ROAD of the binomial polynomial 
for II = 2 until 32 has been computed on an Apollo 400 workstation. The CPU·time required is 
given in Figure 6.8B, the garbage collect time has not been included. It should be mentioned that 
we started a new MoDL session for every II, so no advantage was taken from computing the 
ROAD for previous values of II. 
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n CPU n CPU 

6 2 0.017 18 0.833 
4 0.067 20 1.133 
6 0.1 50 22 1.317 
8 0.217 24 1.550 

10 0.283 26 1.783 
12 0.417 28 1.983 
14 0.567 30 2.300 
16 0.700 32 2.550 

(A) (B) 

Figure 6.8: (A) The ROAD of (0 + b)6 (B) The CPU-rime 10 compllle Fl!. 

The combinational part of a third order FIR filter (cascade form) 

In Section 5.7 application of the temporal rule set to a third order FIR filter was discussed. One 
of the descriptions was the cascade form. The output of the circuit is described by the following 
function: 

( y ~ ((c'u3 + rl'(c'u2)) + r2'(c'u + rl'(c'ul))) 
r3'((c'u2 + rl'(e'ul)) + r2'(c'u + rl'(c'uO))) ) 

The ROAD derived by the algorithms, is given in Figure 6.9(B). It contains 12 subgraphs and 3 
shared subgraphs. 

(A) 
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y 
c r1 r2 r3 

uO_-+~-+€J 

u2 ,+~®--I-'{f}+o(+±)--®x 

x 

y 

Figure 6.9: The Instantaneous ParI a/the Cascade 3-rd order FIR-filter: 
(A) Its structure, 

(B) The ROAD-representation 
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The combinational part of the multiplexed allpass section 

In Chapter 5 the canonization of two multiplexed allpass sections, which built a Wave digital filter, 
has been discussed. Here we elaborate further on the combinational part after temporal 
transformation, that is. we consider the straightforward implementation as given in Figure S.14A. 
The outputs of the circuit are described by the following functions: 

( yO= u3, 
yl = u2 + g2'(u2 - (u3 - (ul - uO))), 
y2 = (u2 + g2'(u2 - (u3 - (ul - uO)))) - (ul - (u3 - (ul - uO))), 
y3= ul+gl'(ul-uO) ) 

The multiple rooted ROAD representing the outputs derived by our algorithms is shown in Figure 
6.10(B). 

uO ____ --, 

u1 --;----<'+i') 

91_1--®~_ 
I '-<+D---t-- y3 

u3 ---.--f++) 

~ 
u2 J 

r--l 
g2 x ~ 

'-(+) 

+ 
(A) 

yO 

y2 
y1 

YO Y3 Y1 

u3 

Figure 6./0: The illstalltalleous part a/the WDF: 
(A) its structure, 

(B) the multiple-moted ROAD-representation . 

6.8 Discussion 

Reduced Ordered Binary Reed-Muller Diagrams 

Y2 

In this chapter a graph-based canonical representation using the Reed-Muller expansion has 
been presented and algorithms to compute and manipulate these so called reduced ordered 
binary Reed-Muller diagrams have been defined. The results of computing ROBRMD's of 
Boolean functions have been compared with computing the ROBDD representation of these 
functions. It can be concluded that in some cases the ROBRMD representation is better (both 
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in size and CPU-time to compute these forms) , for other functions the ROBDD representation 
has to be preferred. The comparison has been made for ROBDD's as defined in [Bry86], hence 
they do not include complement edges. 

Similar to complement edges for ROBDD's, complement edges for ROBRMD's can be 
introduced. In Figure 6.10 the equivalent forms for ROBRMD's with complement adges are 
presented, each black point represents the complement. A canonical form for ROBRMD's with 
complement edges is derived if the following two rules are obeyed: 

1. the ROBRMD has no terminal vertex with value 0 

2. the ROBRMD has no nonterminal subgraph F = ( v, G, H) such that the edge to G is a 
complement edge. 

A=A () I 0 I A-A o I 0 I A-A () I 0 I ~=A o I 0 I 

Figure 6.1/ : The 4 equivalence rules f or ROBRMD s with complemented edges 

What the consequences are for both size and complexity of the algorithms are, in general , is 
unknown yet. However, it is evident that now testing for complement can be performed in 
constant time. Furthermore, this test can be included in the algorithms to improve the efficiency 
of the algorithms, since it enlarge the set of terminal cases (e.g. l'",e(O, F, F) = 0) and enlarges 
the set of simplification rules for the recursive formulation of RME. 

An example that the size of the representation increases can easily be given. For instance the 
n-ary OR (see also Section 6.5) can be represented by a ROBRMD with complement edges with 
size n+ 1, hence reduces the graph with a factor 2. 

In a worst case situation, the computation of F' G with ROBRMD's is not as efficient as the 
computation of F'G with ROBDD's. However, no general conclusions can be drawn from this 
observation with respect to which form can be favoured. Other arguments that play an important 
role is the efficiency of the representation. An example has been given where the ROBDD has 
exponential size whereas ROBRMD's have linear size. 

It is generally known that the size of the ROBDD representation of symmetric Boolean functions 
is independent of the variable ordering. The same holds for ROBRMD's, moreover, an example 
has been given of a non-symmetrical function for which the ROBRMD representation is also 
independent of the variable ordering . 

It may be expected that the heuristcs that have been developed to find a good orderings of 
variables for ROB DO's carry over to ROBRMD's. However, it is not very likely that, in general , 
these heuristics produce the same ordering that would have been found for ROBDD's. 

Reduced Ordered Boo/ean Vector Diagrams 

An efficient representation for Boolean vector functions has been defined which is primarily 
based on the same principles as have been presented for ROBRMD's. Although not 
investigated, it may be expected that a similar representation based on the principles of 
ROBDD's can be developed as well. 

A few examples have been presented which demonstrate the application of ROBVD's for the 
description of simple digital hardware and which need no induction to be verified. All examples 
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have in common that no manipulations of vector-indices are needed. Adders and multipliers 
would require such manipulations. It might be worthwhile to investigate whether 
'index'-transformation rules can be defined which in conjunction with ROBVD's leads to compact 
verifiable descriptions. Such 'index' -transformation rules could be based on an operator that is 
quite similar to a register. Observe that a register is a shift in time, the index-tranformation needs 
an operator for a shift in place. 

Another important application of ROBVD's lies in the combination with high level hardware 
descriptions in which algebraic operations are found, e.g. addition and multiplication. In such 
descriptions ROBVD's can be used to describe lor instance n-bit multiplexers. The combined 
use of ROBVD's and ROAD's has not been investigated. 

Reduced Ordered Arithmetic Diagrams 

The final canonical form that has been presented are the ROAD's. As mentioned these forms 
can be used for verification of digital hardware description at high level, some examples have 
been presented. Although canonization of polynomials already exist, and are used in especially 
symbolic algebra packages such as REDUCE, Mathematica [WoI91] and Maple V [ChGe91 a,b], 
no comparison of ROAD's with these forms have been made. When considering hardware 
descriptions at high level the canonical functions will usually be rather small. The efficiency of 
the algorithms will be of less importance. 

By definition of the algebra used, ROAD's do not give a bit-true representation of the digital 
hardware to be designed. Often a designer will start at this arithmetic level. A design step towards 
bit-true level will be made after a thorough investigation of the high level design where properties 
like quantization errors, dynamic range, estimated timing , area and power consumption have 
been considered. 
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Concluding Remarks 

In this thesis on verification of hardware descriptions synchronous systems with a single global 
clock have been considered. A simple hardware description language has been defined and a 
number of verification problems of such systems have been identified and a verification method 
has been developed. 

For the hardware description language presented, which is basically structure oriented, the 
problem of correctness of communication has been introduced and a method to automatically 
verify this has been developed. The two aspects of communication that have been considered 
are signal flow and algebraic cycles. 

For the correctness of signal flow only the instantaneous part of a hardware description is 
considered. This means a simplification in the sense that reachability of states is not taken into 
account. However, due to this limitation the time dependency of signal propagation has been 
eliminated and result in a correctness problem which can be verified automatically. The method 
that has been developed is based on solving systems of Boolean equations. It has been shown 
that the whole scope of language primitives can be captured by the method, hence including 
strengths of signal labeling and syntactically and semantically different conditional signal 
labeling constructs. 

The problem of algebraic cycles is by nature a problem in which only the instantaneous part 
of a description iss considered. A method based on the transitive closure algorithm is proposed 
to automatically verify the correctness of algebraic cycles. 

The systems considered in this thesis have been classified on basis of their structure into 
instantaneous, non-recursive and recusive systems. For the verification of functional 
equivalence a method is developed based on rewriting instantaneous and non-recursive 
systems into a canonical form. The canonization consists of three steps. Firstly, the input-output 
behaviour of a system has to be captured by a set of equations. Secondly, the delay-operators 
that appear in these equations have to be manipulated, this is done by a newly developed 
canonical temporal rule set. Thirdly the instantaneous part has to be rewritten into a canonical 
form . Three different algebra's have been considered for this purpose and canonical forms nand 
associated algorithms have been presented. 

In this thesis no attention has been paid to the development of a vertical verification method. In 
principle such a method can be incorporated as an extension of a horizontal verification method 
by providing rules which prescribe the relation between the higher and lower level 'atoms' of the 
descriptions. Withion the scope of this thesis, where synchronous systems have been 
considered these rules would typically include rules that reflect design decisions on word lengths 
and choices made on how to implement the higher level instantaneous operations by lower level 
instantaneous operations. 
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A new canonical representation of Boolean functions has been defined: the Reduced Ordered 
Binary Reed-Muller Diagrams (ROBRMD's). In general such canonical forms have a wide range 
of application, for instance, verification and synthesis. Naturally, Reduced Ordered Binary 
Decision Diagrams (ROBDD's) can be used for verification as well. The representation by 
ROBDD's is known to be very efficient for many Boolean functions, both in terms of size of the 
representation and computational efficiency. For ROBRMD's the complexity of computation is 
not known yet for the general case. It may be expected that it is worse than that for ROBDD's. 
However, it has been shown that ROBRMD's may lead to more efficient representations than 
ROBDD's. Further research is required. 

In the area of synthesis realizations on basis of AND and XOR functions has gained interest. 
It seems to be a logical observation that the representation by ROBRMD's is more appropriate 
than by ROBDD's. 
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Appendix A 

On Boolean Algebra 

Most of the notions and properties concerning Boolean algebra and presented below can be 
found in textbook covering different areas of interest. One of them is mathematical logic. In 
[Arn62] a very comprehensive introduction to logic is given. It starts with a strong appeal on an 
intuitive understanding of the matter considered. A more eleborate treatment is presented in 
[Sch67l in which first order logic is explained in detail. Another entry to this topic is found in the 
field of automata theory and discrete and switching theory, the next textbooks can be consulted: 
[Har6S, DaDe78]. 

A.1 Boolean Algebra, Expressions and Functions 

The Boolean algebra is defined axiomatically. 

Definition A.l: A Boolean algebra {$. + , . , - , 0, I J is an algebra in which $ has at least two 
distinct element (0 and 1) and satisfies the following axioms: 

Va,b ,c E $: (a + b) + c = a + (b + c) (associativity of +) 
Va,b E $: {/ + b = b + {/ (commutativity of +) 
Va E $: () + a = a (existence of a unique identity 

under +) 
Va,b,c E $: (a' b) . c = 1I . (b . c) 

Va, b E $: a' b = b . 1I 

Va E $: I . a = a 
+) 

Va, b, c E $: a + (b . c) = (a + b) . «(I + c) 

Va , b, c E 9l: a' (b + c) = (a . b) + (a . c) 

Va E ~: a'lf = 0 anda + If = I 

(associativity of .) 
(commutativity of .) 
(existence of unique identity under 

(distributivity of + over .) 
(distributivity of . over +) 
(existence of a complement) 

The simplest Boolean algebra has $ = {O, I J and has the following definitions of the operators 
+ , . (denoting Boolean 'or' and 'and' respectively): 

O+O=(); 0+1 = 1+0 = 1 + 1 =1 
0'0=0·1 = 1·0=0; 1 ,1= 1 

The complement is defined as follows: 
0=1;1 =0 

A Boolean expression is defined as follows. 

Definition A,2: Given the Boolean algebra {$, +, " -, 0, I} and a set of n Boolean variables 
X = {x" ... ,x"J, a Boolean expression on this algebra is defined inductively as follows: 
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1. each element in 9l is a Boolean expression. 
2. each Boolean variable xi E X is a Boolean expression. 
3. if E is a Boolean expression then Eis a Boolean expression. 
4. if E, and E, are Boolean expressions then E, + E, is a Boolean expression. 
5. if E, and E, are Boolean expressions then E, . E, is a Boolean expression. 
6. there are no other Boolean expressions then those generated by a finite number of 

times rules 1·5. 

A Boolean function is defined as follows. 

Definition A.3: A Boolean function fis a mapping of a set of n Boolean variables to the set (O, 1), 
hence: f: 10, I/" - 10, I}. 
The O·function and 1·function are denoted 0 and) respectively. These functions are defined as: 

0: 10.1l" - ° 
): 10. I/" - I 

The domain of all Boolean functions of n Boolean variables is defined: 
B ~ If: 10. I J" - 10, III 

There is a direct link between Boolean expressions and Boolean functions. This link is based 
on the notions assignment function and valuation function which are defined next. 

Definition A.4: Given the set of variables X ~ fxJ, ... , x,l an assignment a is a mapping defined 
as: 

a:X-IO,I/". 
The set of all assignment functions denoted A is formally defined as: 

A ~ la : X-IO, l J"l. 

Definition A.S: Given a Boolean expression E, the valuation of Efor an aSSignment a, denoted 
lEla is defined inductively as: 

1. lOla ~ ° and III" ~ I 
2. IXj1a = aj 

3. IE, + E,la ~ IE,I" + IE,la 
4. IE, . E,la ~ IE,I" . IE,la 
5. lEla ~ lEla 

Definition A.S: Two Boolean expressions E, and E, are functionally equivalent iff: 

'fa E A: IE, la ~ IE,I" 
shortly written as: E, ~ A E,. 

So, Boolean epressions can be viewed as syntactic representations of Boolean functions. Given 

" Boolean variables there are 2'" different Boolean functions. One single Boolean function may 
however be represented by many Boolean expressions. For instance, the expressions 0, 0+0, 
0+0+0, 0+0+0+ ... all represent the function O. With respect to the functional equivalence of 
Boolean expressions a canonical representation of Boolean expressions can be defined. First 
the notion of equivalence class is defined. 

Definition A.7: Given the set of all Boolean expressions ~, the set of all elements in ~ that are 
functionally equivalent to E Egis the equivalence class, denoted [Ell, of E. Formally: 

[Ell ~ lEi I Ei ~ ,\ E/ 

Some important properties are: 
Each equivalence class contains at least one element 
Each element belongs to exactly one equivalence class 
All equivalence classes are pairwise disjunct. 
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Informally, a canonical mapping is a mapping of each element E E g to a unique element in the 
equivalence class of E (i.e. [E]) . 

Definition A.S: The quotient set Cl is the set of all equivalence classes. Formally: 
Cl ~ f[E] lEE g} 

Definition A.9: A canonical mapping </> : g ~ Clundertheequivalence relation ~ A isa mapping 
such that: 'VE" E, E g :.E, ~ A E, - </>(E,) " </>(E2 ). 

Given E E g the result of the canonical mapping </>(C) is called the canonical form of E. 

The implications of canonical mapping and canonical forms are important. One single Boolean 
function can be represented by many Boolean expressions. By virtue of a canonical mapping 
for Boolean expressions the functional equivalence problem can be formulated in the following 
way. Two Boolean expressions, which may be syntactically different, are functionally equivalent 
iff their canonical forms are identical. 

A.2 Symbolic Boolean Algebra and Its Properties 

In symbolic Boolean algebra the set of elements is the set of Boolean functions. Formally 
symbolic Boolean algebra is defined as: 

Definiti.:)n A.10: The symbolic Boolean algebra fB. +,'. -.0. I} is a Boolean algebra in which 
the set B is the set of all Boolean funtions in 11 Boolean variables. The operators +, . and -denote 
the Boolean 'or', 'and' and 'not' applied to Boolean functions. The distinct elements 0, I (E B) 
denote the O· and 1·funclion. 

Given a finite set of Boolean functions A s B with A ~ fa " a, ..... G,}. The cardinality olthe set A, 
denoted IAI, is the number of elements in A, i.e. IAI ~ n . 

" 
The Boolean product of the elements in A (i.e. Q [ . il l . .... a/l ) is denoted as: n D, or n OJ. 

/.lEA i= I 

if IAI ~ 0 then (by definition): n G ~ I. 
u EA , 

The Boolean sum of the elements in A (a [ + 0 2 + ... + an) is denoted: I a or I ai' 
(lEA i= I 

if IAI ~ 0 then by definition: L {/ ~ O. 
u E A 

In Ihe symbolic Boolean algebra fB, +, " -. O.l} the elements in B are partially ordered, which 
means: 'Va, b E B : a S b - a + b = h. 
From Ihis partial ordering a number of properties can be derived using the axioms of Boolean 
algebra. 

" 
Proposition A.1: 1. 'VA C B ; V'I SiS II: OJ 5 IOJ 

J=l 

2. 'VA s B : 'VI SiS 11 : [Oi + :t OJ) ~ :t aj 
j= 1 j =l 

3. 'VA s B : 'VI Si S /I : 0i . [t, aj] ~ 11, 
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" 
Proposition A.2: Vh E B: VA !: B : (VI :5 i :5 II: b " a,) - b " I a, 

jzl 

Proposition A.3: Va. h E B : (a :5 b) - (b :5 ii) 

Proposition A.4: Vo.h E B : (b:5 a) - (b, a ~ 0) - (b + 0 ~ I) 

" " 
Proposition A.S: 1. VA !: B: Io, + n a; ~ 1 

;=1 ;=1 

2 VA !: B [J]a] . [8 0,] ~ 0 

. " 
Proposition A.6: Vh E B : VA !: B.IAI " I : I(b + a,) ~ b + I a, 

i= I ;= 1 

" " 
Proposition A.7: Vh E B : VA !: B : neb + a ,) ~ b + n a 

i = I i=l 

The following two lemmas are easy to proof by induction on the cardinality of the set A. 

LemmaA.1: VA !: B,IAI" I : DLt,ai] ~ ,t,a,. L.t,Oi] 
LemmaA.2: VA!: B.IAI" I: ,0,[0,+ i'U,,")]' [,t,a,] ~ ,t,a, . i'U,,") 
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